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Preface to ”Forest Management, Conflict and

Social-Ecological Systems in a Changing World”

Biomedical sensing and imaging technology are of great significance for the early detection,

rapid diagnosis and precise treatment of diseases. In the last three decades, considerable research

efforts have been devoted to biomedical sensors and imaging systems. Biomedical sensing and

imaging systems can be roughly divided into optical imaging technology, electrical imaging technology,

acoustic imaging technology, radiographic imaging technology, etc. As each technology has its own

unique advantages, various new types of sensing and monitoring equipment have been invented, and

improving the performance of the existing equipment is essential. In recent years, biomedical sensing

and imaging have been applied in many aspects of biomedical research, such as biomolecular testing,

health monitoring, and disease diagnosis and treatment. Biosensors convert biomedical signals to

electrical signals for further acquisition and processing using downstream devices and algorithms,

which are also crucial for rapid and accurate biomedical diagnosis. At present, biosensor design

emphasizes portability, networked detection, integration and intelligentization. Moreover, research

methods are being developed regarding multi-modality and multi-function fusion, which has become

a trend in the development of biological imaging systems. Some multi-modal imaging equipment has

been successfully used in clinical applications, which can provide more accurate and high-resolution

anatomical, functional and biochemical information. With the development of computer technology,

physics, molecular biology, materials chemistry and other disciplines, new software and hardware

devices have been developed, opening up a new world for the development and application of

biological imaging technology. This book, which is a Special Issue of Biomedical Sensing and Imaging,

aims to collect recent advances in the above topics regarding biosensing and imaging, especially in

wearable/smart biosensors and advanced imaging algorithms.

Juan F. Fernández-Manjarrés, Roxane Sansilvestri

Editors
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1. Introduction

Conflicts are ubiquitous in forest management because of several overlapping tempo-
ral and spatial issues (see examples in tropical and temperate areas [1–5]). First, the long
temporal cycles of forests make decision making particularly difficult, as decisions made
today can have impacts for centuries to come [6]. Second, the large spatial scales inherent
to forest ecosystems imply both a large number of ecosystem-specific management plans,
but also a wide variety of actors. Finally, because of the long cycles, management plans (or
the lack of them) are inherited often from previous generations, and new actors may not
agree with the decisions taken before.

Forests are, par excellence, multifunctional ecosystems. By multifunctional, we mean
that forests either currently provide or have the potential to provide multiple benefits
or ecosystem services for society [7,8]. However, this multifunctionality comes at a cost
because forests that occur as social–ecological systems (SESs, also known as coupled
human or natural systems, or CHANS) can rarely be optimized to simultaneously achieve
all desirable outcomes, necessitating trade-offs whose acceptance differs among interest
groups [9]. Multifunctionality is a concept that has made it to management programs and
public policies in most parts of the world. For instance, in many countries of Europe, it has
been explicitly included in the legislation regarding public and private forests since the
mid-1950s [10,11] and it is a current management framework in countries such as India [12]
and Brazil [13], to cite just a couple. Behind this concept, what is really at stake are notions
of shared landscape. As such, conflicts related to multifunctionality are frequently related
to land-sparing or land-sharing approaches, a debate that is far from being closed [14].
The multifunctionality paradigm competes today with new ideas, such as rewilding [15],
which, in turn, can accentuate lingering conflicts if not properly handled [16].

If conflicts are ubiquitous, as we state above, inferring general tendencies may be
an important advancement towards a forest SES theory development. The question that
follows then is if forest SESs would have particular types of conflicts not found in other
ecosystems. Another particularity of forests is that, even if they occur on private lands,
they may be under the control or strict supervision of governments in most countries of
the world. The same applies to forests occurring in first nation or indigenous reserves, in
which, despite the autonomy granted, the management should be in accord with national
regulations. Here, our main premise would be that forest SESs would be prone to conflict
due to lagged responses between the time that decisions are made by local actors and
changes in the ecological and social systems, which do not necessarily follow the same
cycles of decision making of local institutions, regional forest authorities, and national
governments. These lags in decision making are further confounded by different views of
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the individual actors and regional administrations that understand governance differently.
In this editorial article, we present first a general typology of sources of conflicts before
introducing the contributions by the authors on different topics, and we conclude by
raising awareness of the effects that current “transition” approaches may have for forest
management considered as SESs.

2. A Simplified Typology

To assist with exploration of the origin of the tensions, we propose a simple two-
dimension typology that integrates a number of the conflicts observed in forest SESs (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A simplified typology of some of the possible sources of conflicts in forests. The vertical
axis represents the newly created pressures of international agreements that impact directly standing
forests, afforestation, and reforestation programs. The horizontal axis represents the conflicts caused
by the distribution of people (including property rights), the structure and composition of forests,
and the different ecosystem services people are expecting to find. At the cross-roads of these vertical
and horizontal dimensions, challenges arising from institutional factors, disputes in governance,
and individual cognitive biases can collide, creating different conflicts at different scales. Transition
policies (i.e., increased use of wood biomass for heating) often occur in a top-down fashion from
national commitments and international agreements. Local knowledge would be related to the
individual challenges regarding what management options are acceptable or not.

In many instances, conflicts arise not because of unwillingness of the parts, but
because of inherent problems in the process of decision making (circle intersections in
Figure 1). Institutional challenges include issues with data where researchers, managers,
and decision makers facing multiple sources of uncertainty (for a review, see [17]), which
are often overlooked in the decision making process [18]. Often, the decision frame is poorly
articulated or may neglect key concerns of the actors involved, resulting in governance
issues arising from mismatched expectations about what a desirable outcome looks like
over relevant spatial and temporal scales. The overarching values to be achieved through
candidate management interventions may be poorly articulated or lack discrete, measurable
objectives to facilitate the evaluation of options. Often, the management options themselves
may reflect status quo traps (or other individual biases) rather than genuine exploration of
novel approaches that may better support attainment of desirable outcomes [19,20]. In the
next section, we discuss how contributions fit in the typology, and at what level decision
making is contributing to solving, or else perpetuating, the different described situations.
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3. Some Issues Raised by the Contributions to the Special Issue

3.1. Conflicts Arising from Climate Adaptation and Mitigation Programs

Tackling the effects of climate change on SES and preventing further climate change
is a policy and management target that will arguably remain for decades to come. In the
case of forests, early approaches focused on the role of forest ecosystems as stabilizers of
local and regional climates, and, of course, as carbon sinks. For instance, recent findings
point out that fast-growing secondary forest in the Amazon basin is more efficient as
a carbon sink compared to old growth forests in the region [21]. On the other hand,
quantifying whether old growth forests are carbon neutral or sinks is a subject of an
ongoing debate [22,23] of far-reaching consequences. As countries continue to engage in
carbon emission/sequestration targets, local management will be impacted by policies that
have a top-down origin, not only from a national level, but from an international level too,
often labeled as “transitions” [24].

In a way, this category of conflicts exhibits most, if not all, of the dimensions depicted
in Figure 1, as top-down policies collide with local expectations of actors, which themselves
have other unresolved issues regarding access to markets, unfair competition, or simply
rights to use the forest resource itself.

In this Special Issue, Royer-Tardiff and colleagues [25] present a portfolio approach for
implementing forest zonings, in which zones that are more conserved and those that are
more impacted can have different climate change adaptation roles. For the latter, the authors
propose that, in heavily impacted areas where restoration is unlikely, new afforestation
strategies could be tested without entering into competition with areas less exposed to
climate change and that can serve as biodiversity reservoirs. The example in Canadian
boreal forests that they provide of functional zoning aims at distributing in the landscape
conflicting land uses, an approach that would be akin to a mixed land-sparing/land-sharing
strategy. Akita and Ohe [26], in this issue, propose the use of carbon credits to avoid the
lack of management in former production forests in Japan that have become nonprofitable
if commercialized as timber. In this case, carbon credits act as an innovation tool and can
act as way of avoiding land use conflicts, as funds for management can be sourced through
this alternative. Another contribution to this journal issue (Fouqueray and colleagues)
also considers the roles of carbon credits within concertation by different actors around
biodiversity and production issues.

Fouqueray and colleagues [27] analyze an ongoing strategy in French forests that
provides subsidies for management programs seeking to increase carbon sequestration.
As this strategy can be interpreted as promoting homogeneous, low diversity, low quality
managed forests, the analyzed programs have a social–ecological approach, in which
consensus is sought with local partners to avoid conflicts before the programs are deployed.
Additionally, in France, Sansilvestri and colleagues [28] show in high detail how top-
down European policies of energetic transition model the use of wood biomass following
structures inherited from fossil fuel economies that are not in accord with the way actors
are organized around the forest resources.

On the other hand, conflicts in tropical countries regarding adaptation and mitigation
issues may be more difficult to solve. Alusiola and colleagues, in this issue [29], analyze
through the lens of political ecology how conflicts have arisen in reducing emissions
from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries (REDD+) programs
in selected case studies located in East Africa (Ethiopia, Uganda, Tanzania), Southeast
Asia (Indonesia, Vietnam), and Central America (Panama). The good intentions of these
initiatives are smeared by unexpected side effects that include increased injustices and
restrictions over forest resources, and the aggravation of historic land tenure conflicts,
among others. Restrictions over forest access are one of the issues that we depict in the
horizontal axis of the typology in Figure 1, as they are influenced not only by the spatial
distribution of property in the forests, but by interactions of actors that may try to impose
conflicting governance approaches.
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3.2. Protected Areas and Biodiversity

Conflicting goals between biodiversity and forestry activities are one of the more
common issues worldwide. In this issue, Shneider and colleagues [30] use archival research
coupled with stakeholder interviews to gain insights into a recurring problem of land
preservation and forestry zones in the Czech Republic. In this case, they analyzed the
perception of the local society that considers that the declaration of protected areas is a
very restrictive instrument. In this study, the process started as a top-down measure from
the central government that could not reach consensus with local stakeholders, leading to
an abandonment of the project. Interestingly, the results refuted or did not confirm most of
the arguments of stakeholders against the declaration of the protected area, showing how
a lack of communication can feed unwarranted bias of the public, a situation we depict
on the intersection of circles representing personal, governance, and institutional issues
in Figure 1. This study is also an example of the horizontal issues that we address in the
typology, as the spatial distribution of biodiversity is a “horizontal” dimension highly
impacted by property rights and/or governance over forests that require zoning to define
protection and extraction areas.

3.3. Loss of Local Knowledge

In the literature, calls for more holistic management approaches are increasing [31].
Holistic management seeks to avoid conceptual and practical oppositions in terms of pri-
vate/public lands, conservation/exploitation, and academic knowledge/local knowledge.
Among these, local knowledge and local indigenous knowledge consideration appear to
be a way of avoiding conflicts and resolving opposing positions. In this issue, Branca and
colleagues [32] reconstruct through interviews the historical–cultural and social cohesion
function that the forest plays in a rural community in the Mediterranean island of Sar-
dinia. Rural population abandonment, with the concomitant loss of local knowledge, was
identified as the main risk facing the management of coppiced forests. New propositions
of shorter rotation times sparked a debate that hit the national press in Italy, labeling the
plan as the destruction of a millennium-old forest mostly by an urban public not familiar
with traditional coppice methods. The example by Branca and colleagues adds to an
ever-growing body of research demonstrating that concertation and incorporation of local
knowledge is a condition for sustainable management of forests, for both tropical and tem-
perate countries [33]. Local knowledge would be represented in our typology within the
circle depicting individual challenges, because local actors have to make decisions based
on what they consider right for their ecosystem and what is legislated by local authorities.

3.4. Telecoupling, Local Resilience, and Use Conflicts

In the Mediterranean basin, humans have used forests for centuries, with variable
outcomes, ranging from degradation to sustainable human cultural landscapes. In this
issue, Moreno and colleagues [34] analyze the social–ecological trajectory in a marginal dry-
edge maritime pine forest in central Spain, an ecosystem highly vulnerable to desertification.
These authors show that, despite recurring impacts of teleconnections (external climatic
drivers) and telecouplings (wars, markets, major political changes, etc.), a century old
management plan has provided resilience to the ecological and social components of the
system, because forest function, including regeneration, and social needs were identified
and well integrated by forest authorities. Hence, neglecting forest management in favor
of more strict conservation policies could be, in some regions, counterproductive for
community and ecosystem resilience.

Various contributing papers account for the impact of telecoupling that is represented
in top-down policies, such as the European Union targets for greener energy [28], REDD+
programs [29], and carbon credits [26,27], highlighting the vertical dimension of conflict
origin, as depicted in Figure 1.
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4. Concluding Remarks: A Cautionary Tale on “Transitions”

Currently, public policies are abound with all sorts of social transition objectives,
and research is following with projects, publications, and journals devoted specifically
to one or more transitions. As we briefly described above, forests are at the center of
climate change adaptation and mitigation, with increased attention given today to new
energy sources, such as wind farms or massive afforestation, for energy that will help an
energetic transition [22]. However, these new land uses will necessarily imply new trade-
offs and challenges. Conflicts will continue to arise if the public and stakeholders observe
multifunctional forests replaced by crop trees [35] in the name of an energy transition
policy, making this strategy a clear source of considerable problems [36]. There are limits
to the sustainability and resilience of forest ecosystems, and we need to carefully consider
how to cope with these trade-offs, and which actions we undertake with our extant forests,
as lagged responses may cause our mistakes to linger for generations to come [6].
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Abstract: Forests are intrinsically coupled to human dynamics, both temporally and spatially. This
evolution is conditioned by global changes in climatic conditions (teleconnections) and distant socio-
economical processes (telecoupling). The main goal of this study is to describe the teleconnections and
telecoupling dynamics that have shaped structure and processes in a dry-edge—highly vulnerable to
desertification—Mediterranean pine forest during the last century and to evaluate the contribution
of historical management strategies to this coupled human and natural system’s (CHANS) overall
resilience. For this study, we collected relevant human and natural system data from a dry edge Pinus
pinaster Ait. located forest in Central Spain using a CHANS analytical framework operationalizing
telecoupling and teleconnection. A key extractive economic activity in the studied forest was resin
tapping, which was the main form of land use from the 1920s to the 1950s. Since the 1950s changes in
the Spanish economy linked to the emergence of new resin-producing countries, such as China, led
to a sharp decline in resin production. Despite additional human system transformations affecting
forest governance (e.g., the Spanish Civil War, the transition to democracy, European integration, etc.)
and changes in biophysical conditions linked to climate change (e.g., aridification, CO2 fertilization),
the standing stocks of P. pinaster increased during the monitoring period due to sound technical
and management planning bolstering overall resilience. These historical management decisions, we
argue, successfully reconciled overall resilience goals (defined as the maintenance of forest function
beyond and desertification avoidance) with three successive historical forest use challenges: intensive
firewood collection by local communities in fragile sandy soils, extensive pastoralism in the forest
understory and tradeoffs between resin tapping damaged trees, timber production and tree cover as
well as the emerging risks of wildfire and climate change.

Keywords: CHANS; globalization; historical data; socio-ecological frameworks; dry-edge

1. Introduction

Human beings have altered ecosystem structure, function and disturbance throughout
history to obtain goods and services from Nature [1,2]. This has been the case for Mediter-
ranean forest ecosystems, which throughout history have provided different functions
and services such as wood production [3], carbon storage [4], biodiversity [5], aesthetic
functions [6], forage for livestock [7], hunting [8], as well as non-wood products such as
resin [9], cork [10] or pine cones [11]. For centuries, humans have exploited Mediterranean
forests attempting to maximize economic (e.g., provision of wood, fuelwood, hunting),
cultural (e.g., hunting and ecotourism), social (e.g., resources for local communities) and
strategic needs (e.g., intervention by the public administration for energy use, water reser-
voirs, economic production or conservation goals). However, over the last decades, the
compounded effects of climate change, human system transformations (e.g., local and
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international market fluctuations in the demand for forest products) and changes in for-
est policy governance priorities have pressured the capacity of Mediterranean forests to
maintain provision of ecosystem services [12]. Furthermore, as a consequence of changing
national and international legislation, new conflicts of interests between stakeholders have
emerged which may require changes in local management strategies [13].

These complex social-ecological interactions have been traditionally analyzed through
socio-ecological sustainability frameworks [14]. The coupled human and natural systems
(CHANS) analytical framework, however, which we apply in this study goes beyond
the socio-ecological sustainability approach by focusing on human and natural system
feedback couplings, understood as flows, and emergent system properties and how these
interactions vary across alternative spatial, temporal and scales [15–17] (we refer readers to
the Material and Methods section for further details of the CHANS approach).

The CHANS approach is of particular importance when analyzing ecosystem dynam-
ics as ecosystems change constantly and their functions do not remain in an equilibrium
state but rather evolve permanently in time and space. Indeed, ecosystems can cross
ecological thresholds or tipping points after which the ecosystem may cease to provide
certain functions [18,19]. These spatio-temporal fluctuations may be driven by anthro-
pogenic activities or natural forcings that may interact in complex ways [12,20]. Human
activity, through alternative forest management regimes, may modify stand structure
and species composition to increase the provision of some functions with lasting legacy
effects [12,21,22]. Furthermore, national and international agreements claim to promote
afforestation and reforestation programs to enhance the carbon sink capacity of ecosystems,
achieve sustainable development goals as well as control soil erosion and regulate the hy-
dric cycle [23,24]. This, in fact, has resulted in land use and CHANS feedback modifications
in the targeted territories of developing countries [25,26]. Environmental drivers, such as
climate fluctuations or wildfires can interact with biotic drivers, competition, herbivory
or pathogens to drive forest dynamics [27,28] and constrain the provision of wood and
non-wooden products [29,30].

One of the greatest challenges facing forest managers is climate change, which cannot
be analyzed locally since changes in biophysical conditions in one site may influence very
distant sites through atmospheric circulation. This phenomenon is known as teleconnec-
tion [31]. An additional challenge for current forest managers is economic globalization,
which increasingly determines that human land use is also affected by international mar-
kets and manufacturing costs [32–34]. In turn, these changes condition local management
decisions and may result in tipping points for example in community species (substitution
of one forest species with a more lucrative one) [35]. Indeed, the production of an ecosystem
good in a given area of the world can be reduced because the manufacturing costs of the
by-products are much lower in other areas located thousands of kilometers away [36].

Both human and climatic drivers have both direct and indirect effects on forest dy-
namics and forest resilience. However, the concept of forest resilience is difficult to define
and can be explained through three different, though complementary conceptualizations:
engineering, ecological and socio-ecological resilience [37,38]. Whereas engineering and
ecological resilience refer to the ability of a system to return to its pre-disturbance stage
and the capacity to absorb change and disturbance while maintaining similar feedback
dynamics with social or political system variables, respectively [39,40]. Social-ecological
resilience, on the other hand, considers the preservation of natural and human system
couplings and the adaptive capacity of the entire CHANS [38]. The differences among the
three conceptualizations can lead to alternative indicators being employed to quantify or
describe forest resilience. According to Nikinmaa et al. [38], the most common indicators in
engineering and ecological resilience studies are related to forest structure and biodiversity,
while the indicators linked to economic activities as well as financial and technical infras-
tructure are mainly used to evaluate social-ecological resilience. These authors also argue
that the target organization level also varies amongst the different conceptualizations but
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are nested: that is, engineering resilience (tree level) is nested within ecological resilience
(forest level) which is nested within social-ecological resilience (CHANS level).

Due to the complexity of the factors driving the provision of forest ecosystem ser-
vices, efforts have been made to identify spatial [41,42] and, to a lesser extent, temporal
trends [43,44] of multifunctionality. However, data on the effects of distant socio-economic
and environmental interactions on the supply of ecosystem services is scarce [34]. Yet, a
temporal perspective is critical in order to assess potential shifts in stable states and tipping
points, particularly in dry edge ecosystems highly vulnerable to desertification. In this
regard, Anderegg et al. [45] state that climatic stress has surpassed the physiological and
ecosystem-level tolerance of woody species growing at the driest edges of their geographic
ranges leading to processes.

The main goal of this study is to describe the CHANS dynamics that have shaped
forest structure and dynamics during the last century in a Mediterranean forest ecosystem
and to examine the forest resilience to key human and natural system transformations.
In particular, we explore whether the forestry management strategy developed in Spain
since the beginning of the 20th century (i.e., “Ordenaciones de Montes” [46–48]) has been
able to bolster the social-ecological forest resilience by reconciling multiple human use
demands under intensifying globalization, local socio-demographic transitions and global
environmental changes while maintaining key ecosystem function and services in the
public “Las Pegueras” forest of Cuellar, Segovia. In previous studies we have shown
evidence of resilience in tree growth and stand dynamics in Las Pegueras Forests along
the last century and considering teleconnections [49,50]. Here we investigate for the first
time resilience of the managed system (sensu Nikinmaa et al. [38]) describing last century
patterns in key forest functions and products. To pursue this research goal, we have
integrated human and natural system data from historical management records relevant
to the case study of Las Pegueras Forest in Central Spain and have interpreted observed
patterns following a CHANS conceptual framework. The studied forest is publicly owned
and has been managed by the public administration since the beginning of the 20th century.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Biophysical Description of Las Pegueras Forest

Las Pegueras Forest (≈7000 ha) is located in Central Spain (41◦21′ N, 4◦12′ W; Figure 1)
and grows on sandy, unconsolidated (inland dunes), siliceous and flat soils at altitudes
ranging from 820 to 880 m asl [51]. The annual mean temperature is 12 ◦C and the
annual rainfall is around 460 mm, although the annual rainfall displays high interannual
variability [52]. The summer is characterized by severe drought which, together with the
low soil water-holding capacity, constrains the establishment of new cohorts [53].

The dominant species is Pinus pinaster Ait., commonly known as Maritime pine,
representing more than 90% of the trees, while the remaining trees are montane pines (Pinus
sylvestris L. and Pinus nigra Arn.), oaks (Quercus ilex L., Q. faginea Lam. and Q. pyrenaica
Willd.) and riparian species (Salix spp, Populus spp, Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn. and
Fraxinus sp). The understory is composed of disperse annual plants and dwarf shrubs such
as Thymus spp and Genista spp. The above-mentioned site characteristics make the study
area the dry edge of P. pinaster distribution in its natural range.
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Figure 1. Location of Las Pegueras Forest and the five villages surrounding the forest.

2.2. Socioeconomic Context & Historical Data

Las Pegueras Forest is a public forest belonging to 36 villages although it is managed as
a single administrative entity by the autonomous community public forest administration
of the Castilla y Leon regional government (Figure 1). The Pegueras forest is considered
a “public utility” forest (“Monte de Utilidad Pública”) by the Junta de Castilla y Leon
regional government. The “public utility” status was accorded during the 19th century
as a legal mechanism for protecting socially and ecologically valuable forests, from a
preservationist point of view, from extractive economic uses that could degrade their social
or ecological protective nature while also preventing their privatization [54,55]. In the case
of Las Pegueras forest, its economic use has been, in addition, regulated since 1912 through
a forest management plan (“Instrucciones de Ordenación de Montes” [46,47]). This system
enables the public administration to guarantee a rational, socially beneficial use of the
resources of a given public or private forest. This forest management system in Las Pegueras
managed by the Spanish state forest administration first and the autonomous community
later has been maintained through changing political conditions in Spain, ranging from
the Primo de Rivera and Franco dictatorships, the Spanish Civil War, and finally the
democratic regime which initiated the integration of Spain in European Union governance
and regional administrative devolution (i.e., from the central Spanish government to
autonomous communities). The management plans for Las Pegueras Forest are reviewed
every ten years (Table 1). These plans lay down specific spatial and temporal prescriptions
for the exploitation and conservation of the forest. The forest (≈7000 ha) is divided into
10 management units which are selectively exploited using the permanent block system in
a rotation period of 80 years. In addition, the uniform shelterwood system is applied over a
20-year regeneration period as the method to achieve natural regeneration. When a proper
number of new individuals is not achieved, forest managers turn to artificial regeneration.
The thinning regime is low. Each management unit is split into four blocks where the trees
are expected to be 0–20, 21–40, 41–60, 60–80-year-old.
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Table 1. Year of implementation and monitoring period of the management plan and its revisions.

Forest Management Plan Year Monitoring Period

Original management plan * 1912 -
1st Revision * 1922 1912–1922
2nd Revision 1932 1922–1932
3rd Revision 1942 1932–1942
4th Revision 1952 1942–1952
5th Revision 1962 1952–1962
6th Revision 1972 1962–1972
7th Revision 1982 1972–1982
8th Revision 1993 1982–1993
9th Revision 2003 1993–2003

10th Revision * 2013 2003–2013
* Data not available.

We obtained the population temporal series of the five villages surrounding the
forest (number of inhabitants) from the Spanish Statistical Institute (http://www.ine.
es/, accessed on 17 May 2021). These five villages have a close economic relationship
with the forest in terms of economic use of ecosystem goods and services. Long-term
resin production and imports/export data in Spain and other international markets were
obtained from the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture. In order to characterize climatic change
impacts in Las Pegueras forest, we calculated the 12-month Standardised Precipitation-
Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI_12) for the study area (https://spei.csic.es/spei_database,
accessed on 17 May 2021) over the last century [56]. Negative values of SPEI_12 indicate
a negative water cumulative balance as a function of precipitation and temperature at a
12-month temporal scale.

2.3. The Coupled Human and Natural Systems (CHANS) Conceptual Framework

The CHANS scheme is composed of five major components: (i) sending, receiving,
spillover systems; (ii) material, energy or information flow; (iii) agents (e.g., landowners,
governments, companies); (iv) economic, political, environmental feedbacks and, (v) envi-
ronmental and socioeconomic impacts (e.g., loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services,
displacement of local people) [57]. CHANS theory has suggested that the compounded
interactions of teleconnection and globalization should be integrated into what they define
as the telecoupling framework [57]. This approach, which we will be applying in this study,
allows for the identification of exchange flows of material/energy or information, agents
promoting or hindering these flows, and the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of
telecoupling within and between distant CHANS [36].

To cope with the need of considering the temporal complexity of CHANS interactions,
Seijo and Gray [58] and Steen-Adams et al. [59] proposed and developed a framework
focusing on historical data. This approach provides information on the influence of long-
term interactions on current and future human and forest conditions in different historical
periods [15,59]. Accordingly, we split the temporal series into three historical periods
for the analysis of CHANS interactions. For the sake of simplicity and synthesizing the
available information and data we divided historical human forest use into three phases:
the Pre-industrial phase (1900s–1960s), the Industrial phase (1960s–1980s) and the Post-
industrial phase (1980s–to date) though temporal and spatial uses overlap (eg. industrial
phase resin tapping was already present in the late 19th century and preindustrial phase
firewood collection and pastoralism lasted until well into the industrial 20th century phase).
Figure 2 summarizes in a flow chart our operationalization of the historical telecoupling
framework for Las Pegueras.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of Las Pegueras Forest and the historical telecoupling framework. MP: Management plan. Rev:
revision of the management plan.

3. Results and Discussion

Below, we provide a detailed description of the long-term historical data, link these
data to telecoupling phenomena during the different historical periods and discuss the
effects of the public administration historical management strategies on forest ecosystem
resilience.

3.1. Human System Cycles Conditioning the Management Plans of Las Pegueras Forest
3.1.1. From the Preindustrial Phase to the Mid-20th Century

During the Holocene, P. pinaster together with Pinus pinea L., were the dominant
species in these inland dunes [60,61]. However, up until the beginning of the 20th
century Las Pegueras Forest, like many other forests in Spain (see for instance Moreno-
Fernández et al. [4]) was not regulated by a management plan that ensured the preservation
of the forest and the sustainability of its economic uses. The resin sector experienced signif-
icant growth during the first decades of the 20th century which led to the implementation
of forest management plans to increase the resin tapping potential [62]. The forest was
managed for the maximization of resin tapping from the P. pinaster trees and, to a lesser
extent, timber production. The stand density was low (mean tree density of the blocks is
around 390 trees with dbh ≥ 20 cm per ha and ranges between 200–800) even in mature
stands, to promote trees with large diameter and crown that maximize individual tree resin
production [9,63]. Despite the fact the forest was managed for the maximization of resin
tapping from the P. pinaster trees, the first 1912 management plan prescribed four income-
generating economic extractive uses compatible with the forest “public utility” status:
(i) resin tapping, (ii) timber production, (iii) firewood extraction from downed branches,
litter, twigs as well as other small pieces of wood laying on the ground and (iv) pastoralism
with goat herds. Each plan records information on the tree stocks (m3, number of trees),
timber removals (m3, number of trees, pesetas [Spanish currency before the Euro], €), resin
tapping (kg, pesetas, €, number of tapped trees), firewood extraction (pesetas) and pastoral
activities (pesetas). Resin tapping takes place annually from March to October in logging
units selected by the public administration. Trees were originally tapped using the Hugues
method until the middle of the 20th century when it was replaced by a novel system that
combines sloped stripes wounds in an upward direction with acid stimulation to promote
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resin exudation. This method is described in detail in Rodriguez-García et al. [9,63]. Timber
extraction was mainly focused on the trees felled during regeneration cuttings of the uni-
form shelterwood while firewood collection was carried out by the local population. Other
functions that have gained importance in later years such as biodiversity conservation, the
reduction of soil losses (note that the soils are inland dunes), hunting, fishing, mushroom
picking or recreational uses were not contemplated in the management plans.

Once the plan was implemented, the forest yielded higher production of resin, timber
stocks and extracted wood (Figure 3). Interestingly, both the resin production and the
number of tapped trees peaked during this period (Figure 3A,B). The standing wood
volume increased progressively (Figure 3C) while the number of adult trees experienced
a rapid increase from 1912 to 1932 when tree density finally stabilized (Figure 3D). This
evidence suggests that tree size has increased over the monitoring period.

Figure 3. Evolution of resin production (A), number of tapped trees (B), standing timber stocks (C), number of adult trees
(dbh > 20 cm) (D), extracted timber (E), firewood removal and pastoralism (F) in Las Pegueras Forest over the study period
(1912–2003). Asterisks indicate data non-availability.
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During the pre-industrial phase, resin and timber extraction were harmonized with
pre-industrial era subsistence economy activities such as hunting, pastoralism and fire-
wood extraction. According to the forest engineer’s notes recorded in the management
plans, there was an increased social demand for firewood extraction rights. Note that the
populations of the villages that own the forest increased during this period (see Figure 4).
As a consequence of the increased social demand for firewood, the wood extracted from
Las Pegueras increased from 1922 to the mid-20th century (Figure 3F). Similarly, incomes
generated from pastoralism reached their maximum values from 1942 to 1952. At this
point, it is important to take into account that industrialization in Spain lagged behind
other European countries although the economic transition was spatially and temporally
very heterogeneous across the Iberian Peninsula and was delayed due to the economic
isolation faced by the Franco regime. For example, firewood was still a key energy source
in Spain during the first decades of the 20th [64] century and, together with pastoralism,
was a fundamental subsistence economy activity for local populations.

Figure 4. Population trends (number of inhabitants per village) of the five villages that own the forest.

The Las Pegueras Forest, was directly affected by the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939)
and indirectly by the First and Second World Wars. The Spanish Civil War resulted
in a change in the political regime, that economically isolated Spain from Europe and
interrupted the increased integration of Spanish and European markets observed since the
end of the 19th century [65]. Additionally, the decades of the 1950s–1960s were especially
dry (see low values for SPEI in Figure 5). Despite social-economic upheaval and harsh
climatic conditions, timber stocks, resin production and firewood extraction displayed an
increment in Las Pegueras Forest.
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Figure 5. 12-month Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI_12) for the study
area from 1902 to 2018.

In sum, during the pre-industrial phase, the public administration management regime
was superimposed on traditional ecological knowledge (TEK)-based extractive economic
uses by local communities [66,67]. Though the impact on overall forest resilience of these
TEK-based practices (firewood extraction, pastoralism) remains an underresearched topic
(for instance, the impact on soil nutrient availability due to goat manure) it is clear that the
gradual disappearance of these practices led to an increase in standing timber stocks and
forest cover based on the evidence available to this study.

3.1.2. From the Mid-20th Century to Industrialization

Spain underwent important economic reforms in the 1960s, which stimulated internal
economic demand and jumpstarted the industrialization of the country and the forest
sector through a gradual liberalization of the economy [65,68]. This led to an increment in
the cost of field labor and progressive rural hollowing or abandonment. Another important
consequence of industrialization and the greater interconnectedness of the Spanish with
the global economy were the changes in the source of heat energy for homes and industry
owing to an increment in the importation of fossil fuels [65,69]. In Las Pegueras Forest, this
seems to be related to the observed drop in firewood extraction in the 1960s (Figure 3F).
Since the beginning of the 20th century, forest managers recommended phasing out this
activity because firewood represents one of the few sources of nutrients in these sandy soils.
Finally, the phasing out of pastoralism was also recommended as goats remove shrubs and
lichens that contribute to control soil erosion and to avoid damage on the regeneration.
Probably, the changes in local energy sourcing, which may have led to a consequent drop
in the demand for firewood from local communities, allowed forest managers to restrict
firewood extraction and meet this goal. Paradoxically, therefore, as carbon emissions from
fossil fuels in the surrounding region of Las Pegueras increased, due to greater telecoupling
with international energy markets, local carbon sequestration probably increased as a result
of increased forest cover. Again, this possible new function of the forest ecosystem as a
carbon sink deserves further research though the issue is beyond the scope of this study.

In this phase both resin variables, i.e., resin production and the number of tapped trees
decreased in Las Pegueras Forest (Figure 3A,B, respectively). Similar to the resin tapping
trends observed in Las Pegueras, national resin production initially peaked at the beginning
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of the 1960s industrial boom with productions larger than 50,000 tons and then dropped
dramatically [62]. This drop can be linked to the liberalization of the Spanish economy and
the emergence of new producing countries such as China and, to a lesser extent, Brazil and
Indonesia (see Liu [36] for export trends of forest products from China from the 1960s to
2010s). The incorporation of these new producers in addition to the greater use of fossil
fuels by rural communities resulted not only in a telecoupling feedback in Las Pegueras
Forest, but also in the entire Iberian Peninsula [70,71] where the emergence of distant
resin producing countries due to lower field labor costs resulted in a local reduction of
resin tapping in Las Pegueras Forest. Telecoupling feedbacks also led to an increase in the
consumption of resin by-products, which resulted in a deficit in their production at the
national and also at the European level [71,72]. Consequently, according to the management
plans, resin tapping activity in Las Pegueras was maintained thanks to economic subsidies
from the public administration.

The drop in resin production in Las Pegueras Forest coincides with a drop in popula-
tion in the four smallest villages that own the forest (Figure 4). This phenomenon is known
as rural abandonment or hollowing. Rural abandonment was common in Spain during
this period but was somewhat more contained in resin-producing villages as resin tapping
served to generate rural employment [71]. However, it became increasingly difficult to
recruit workers for resin tapping due to the arduous nature of the job with scarce rural
workers preferring more stable jobs in the industrial belt surrounding Cuéllar. Cuéllar,
with more than 5000 inhabitants, in fact did not seem to be affected by demographic
abandonment which may have been driven, in part, by the contraction of the resin sector.

Similar to the observed trends for resin variables, the extracted timber followed a
bell-shaped reaching a maximum during the 1970s.

3.1.3. From the Late 20th Century to the Post-Industrial Phase

The aforementioned resin sector telecoupling feedback started changing at the begin-
ning of the 21th century when China experienced an industrialization process similar to the
one that had occurred in Spain during the 1950s and 1960s. Both processes have resulted
in similar consequences, such as rural abandonment, rural aging and raised field-labor
costs [73,74]. European Union integration together with the new paradigm in European ru-
ral governance via the European budget (tiny rural repopulation and recovery of traditional
uses) opened up by post-2008 financial crisis European stimuli spending led paradoxically
to a re-emergence of the demand for resin tapping. However, this increased resin tapping
activity has been accomplished through public administration subsidies which may under-
mine its economic sustainability in the context of greater public sector indebtedness. In this
regard, Soliño et al. [75] analyzed local community perception of subsidized resin-tapped P.
pinaster forests in Central Spain. They highlighted that, overall, local communities agreed
with the idea of promoting resin tapping activities again in these forests and that its pro-
motion could result in lower wildfire risk due to associated understory fuel reduction (for
instance, a resin tapper needs to tap about 1000 trees to obtain profitability which requires
an open forest structure to facilitate access to individual trees) and the maintenance of rural
population. Again this is a topic that needs to be further researched from the point of view
of overall CHANS sustainability and the emerging discussion of payment for ecosystem
services schemes at a European and Spanish level [76].

3.2. Ecological Legacy Effects of Past Uses and Emerging Resilience Challenges

Our results indicate an increase of the standing timber stocks together with an in-
crement of productivity in terms of resin production and timber extraction since the
implementation of the first management plan. Though many individual trees have been
damaged by resin tapping with the consequent loss of radial growth [77], standing timber
stocks were four times larger in 2003 than in 1912. This huge increment in forest cover is
positively linked to other ecosystem functions. First, the increase in forest cover is expected
to reduce wind erosion and promote soil consolidation and stabilization [78,79]. Secondly,
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the maximization of standing stocks favors the fixation of carbon and contributes to the
mitigation of climate change [4,80]. As discussed previously, the decline in the two main
income-generating forest functions, resin tapping and timber removal, were influenced by
telecoupling feedbacks over which the historical management plans had little influence
rather than by a dramatic fall in the potential productivity of these activities. In addition
to changing telecoupling feedbacks the evolution of this CHANS is largely driven by the
impacts of teleconnection with the global climate system which might threaten social-
ecological resilience. The maintenance of wood stocks over the study period, however,
indicates that ecological resilience has not been decreased due to varying teleconnection
feedbacks (i.e., climate change). The extracted timber and resin production —that is, human
use—has declined due to telecoupling feedbacks, but they have the potential to be restored
or maximized with better human system management.

Madrigal-González et al. [50] have studied global climate impacts via transformations
in the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Atlantic Mediterranean Oscillation (AMO)
on tree dynamics in Las Pegueras Forest (engineering resilience). For instance, the NAO
affects tree growth in Las Pegueras through increased aridity due to reduced annual
precipitation. Hence, the frequency of dry years has increased since the 1980s (Figure 5).
Similarly but at the forest level (ecological resilience), Madrigal-González et al. [49] studied
the demographic resilience of Las Pegueras over the last century and identified that the
ecological resilience is high but the forecasted increment of droughts episodes, in terms of
severity and frequency, could exceed the resilience of the system. In this regard, thinning
operations prescribed by the management plans (applied from the beginning of the rotation
period to the beginning of the regeneration period) attenuated the impact of dry years on
tree growth [81]. These cycles are not, however, explicitly accounted for in management
prescriptions plans which are based on average climatic expectations.

Regeneration is a key process for ensuring the renewal and persistence of forests [82].
Success in the regeneration of Mediterranean tree species is constrained by summer
droughts, among other factors [83], which are forecasted to increase in severity, extent and
frequency [84–86]. In our case study, the uniform shelterwood cuttings, which are carried
out over the last 20 years of the rotation period, achieved the establishment of new cohorts
and, therefore, the renewal of the forest [87]. Although P. pinaster is a light demanding
species, summer climatic conditions can be so harsh that partial cover is needed to ensure
regeneration. Then, to alleviate the effects of the limiting summer conditions on seedling
establishment and to assure sufficient natural regeneration [83], the recent revisions of the
management plans extended the regeneration period to 25 years. The uniform shelterwood
method manipulates stand density to optimize seedling survival along the shade-drought
tolerant tradeoff that is key in the assembly of Mediterranean forests [88,89]. Given long
term forest function maintenance the management method (permanent blocks and the
uniform shelterwood system) used in Las Pegueras Forest seems to have successfully
contributed to CHANS resilience though more research is needed to evaluate its impact
on rural depopulation. This forest, however, faces new challenges mainly associated with
climate change adaptation, mitigation and renewable energy production policies in Europe
and Spain. Many forests of P. pinaster surrounding the study area are affected by decline
processes, that are expressed through attenuated forest growth rates, increments in mortal-
ity and failure in regeneration [53,90]. This situation is aggravated by the overexploitation
of aquifers for agricultural purposes, which results in strong fluctuations of the water
table [53,83]. Moreover, advances in stimulants for resin tapping may promote the yield
as well as this rural activity [91] though its reformulation as a subsidized payment for
ecosystem services scheme may be necessary due to its low profitability and high volatility
given international market conditions. Additionally, preliminary studies from an ongoing
research project indicate that the tapped P. pinaster trees are valid for structural uses [92].
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4. Conclusions

The observed long-term ecological forest functionally is intrinsically coupled with
global human system telecoupled components and biotic legacy effects resulting from
past uses. This study highlights the role of the historical forest management legacies as
well as telecoupling phenomena driven by accelerating globalization and climate sys-
tem teleconnections with current forest dynamics, processes and functionality. The Las
Pegueras CHANS has been affected by a civil war, changes in political regimes, telecou-
pling processes in the global economy as well as drought periods but the persistence and
ecological functions provided in part by the historical management regime has successfully
mitigated many of these pressures. Therefore, at the forest landscape level, the application
of the permanent block method in conjunction with the regeneration stimulated by the
uniform shelterwood cuttings system has alleviated the impacts of socioeconomic and
climatic changes promoting increased forest resilience. Therefore, our results highlight
the social-ecological resilience of the forest which confirms that found at lower hierar-
chical levels (see Madrigal-González et al. [50] for engineering resilience-tree level and
Madrigal-González et al. [49] for ecological resilience–forest level).

The generation of a continued income stream for local populations may have led to
stakeholder general acceptance of the governance system but more research into local
community perceptions of the governance system is needed. Finally, our results suggest
that it is necessary to further research historical legacy effects of past human uses as well as
teleconnection and telecoupling feedbacks when analyzing forest ecosystem functions in
addition to addressing local and short-term temporal features. Integration of these levels of
complexity—local and global feedbacks—may not necessarily increase model complexity
but could result in a more realistic description of this ecosystem than models based on
ecological processes alone.
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Abstract: International policies promote renewable forms of energy to mitigate climate change.
In Europe, the production of electricity using wood biomass represents one of the most popular
energy alternatives. In 2012, France initiated a large-scale strategy to develop wood biomass energy.
The biggest wood biomass power-plant project has been developed in the French Mediterranean
area and its huge size raises several issues for the short- and long-term sustainability of local
forests and associated economic sectors. The French Mediterranean forests provide four types of
economic goods (private, club, common, and public goods) and multiple ecosystem services, which
makes them complex to manage under an energy transition policy. In this paper, we applied three
qualitative methods, namely interviews, participative workshops, and observant participation, and
three conceptual models, namely (i) Ostrom’s (2010) self-organization key conditions, (ii) the types
of economic goods classified according to their excludability and rivalry properties, and (iii) the
ecosystem service categorization system of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005). With our
methods, we show that the renewable strategy chosen in France replicates the current centralized
production model based on fossil and nuclear fuels. Thus, we demonstrate that European, national,
and local authorities fail to consider the multiple ecosystem services that forest management strategies
should include to face the energy transition, climate change, and the other ecological challenges of
the 21st century.

Keywords: common-pool resource management; local vs. global; economic oligopoly; panacea
paradigm; renewable energy; sectoral organization

1. Introduction

In the face of climate change and the energy crisis, international policies seek to
accelerate renewable and low-carbon energy development (e.g., the “Paris agreement” held
in 2015). One such renewable resource is wood biomass, proposed as an alternative source
of energy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and create a new bioeconomy market in
the energy sector [1–4]. However, the development of renewable and low-carbon energy
raises crucial issues concerning the capacity of societies to implement this energy transition.
We defined the energy transition as a political strategy, described by Griffiths (2019) [5]
as the aim to change our energy and economic system throughout the remainder of this
century by a shift from reliance almost entirely on fossil fuels to a much greater reliance on
renewable energy [6,7], especially at a local scale.

The European Directive 2009/28/CE on the promotion of the use of energy from
renewable sources (hereinafter named H2020) sets the common EU objective to reach at
least 20% of renewable sources in terms of gross final consumption of energy by 2020 and to
develop bioeconomy markets that rely on renewable biological resources [8,9]. Accordingly,
policymakers are facing the difficult challenge of developing new renewable energy sectors
and associated bioeconomy markets under high uncertainty while taking into account the
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three sustainability pillars: the ecological, the social, and the economic. Yet, the literature
shows that many political instances of energy transition planning fail to consider some
issues, such as landscape and cultural values, human health, and either equity or justice
issues [10], as well as fail to consider environmental issues in developing new bioeconomy
sectors [2,11,12].

In France, reaching the H2020 goal requires that renewable energy sources must more
than double their 2005 share (10.3%) in terms of gross final consumption of energy to reach a
final goal of 23% at the national scale (each member state has a different goal, which allows a
20% share to be achieved at the European scale). In 2006, the wood biomass energy in France
represented 83% of the thermal renewable energy consumed by households and industries
(i.e., 9 million tons of oil equivalent (toe) of wood biomass per year). This represents 50%
of the French renewable energy production [13,14]. Moreover, wood biomass energy is
considered as an interesting strategy for France, taking account that the standing volume
of wood in France has been increasing by 0.7% per year since 1992 [15]. Even if an increase
of the wood standing volume does not necessarily increase its availability, in 2016, the
French Forest Ministry edited a national report to promote forestry sectors with a strategy
to develop wood biomass energy at large scale [16].

In the National Strategy for Ecological Transition towards Sustainable Development
(2017) report, France defines bioeconomy as “the photosynthesis economy, and more gen-
erally, the living world economy. It encompasses all biomass production and processing
activities, wether forestry, farming or aquaculture, directed at the production of food,
feed, bio-based products and renewable energy” ([17], p. 39). In its bioeconomy strategy,
France considers wood biomass as the main pillar [8,18]. As many authors highlighted,
environmental or ecological issues remain vaguely addressed in bioeconomy sector devel-
opment [12,19,20]. Moreover, Dietz et al. (2018) said that future research in bioeconomy
and new renewable energy markets should contribute to documenting examples of imple-
mentation processes and outcomes of new sectors at local scales. The wood biomass energy
sector fits in the bioeconomy strategy, and thus it is crucial to analyze the implementation
of the process to identify failures and keys to success.

In July 2010, the Energy Regulatory Commission published its 4th Biomass call (here-
inafter named CRE4) to develop renewable energy plants in France. In February 2011,
15 projects were accepted, such as the project of the German Company E-On/Uniper, which
proposed to convert a coal-fired plant into a wood biomass power-plant. The project is lo-
cated in the region Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur (PACA), which corresponds to the French
Mediterranean area. Despite the fact that several of the CRE4 specifications required in the
call were not respected, the project was accepted by the public authorities because of its
capacity to contribute to European and national renewable energy targets and to help the
French government make progress in closing coal-fired power-plants. Moreover, the project
has been supported by regional authorities for its capacity to improve regional energy
security and to either create or protect regional jobs. The French government invested €66
million, and the E-On/Uniper company invested €250 million, for the new wood biomass
plant installation.

It is important to note the huge size of the E-On/Uniper project, and thereby its
massive potential ecologic, social, and economic impacts. The CRE4 call estimated that,
in the coming years, 420 MW of additional energy capacity should be created to supply
the ever-increasing energy demand in France. Several companies have won the CRE4 call,
but the E-On/Uniper project covers 36% of the 420 MW. The other companies that won
the CRE4 call have presented projects that will produce a much lower percentage. For
example, the second biggest project that won the CRE4 call will have an energy capacity of
only 26 MW. Considering the power capacity of the E-On/Uniper plant and the required
supply, approximately 850,000 tons of wood per year, this project raises many issues
for the short- and long-term sustainability of the PACA region in respect of the local
economy [4,21–23], biodiversity and forest ecosystem services [24,25], and the capacity of
local actors to organise the regional sector [26,27].
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The capacity of actors to organise themselves at the regional scale (the PACA region)
to fulfil biomass policies decided at a larger scale (EU) is crucial to diminishing the costs
(economic, social, or ecologic) and the potential negative impacts ([27], p. 3). The arrival
of the power-plant is putting pressure on wood resources and represents an ecological
risk. Development of the forestry sector through reliance on E-On/Uniper, a multinational
group with 12,000 employees worldwide (Uniper, 2018), is not conducive to employment.
Very large-sized companies (more than 250 employees) are known to create fewer jobs than
do small- and medium-sized companies (between 50 and 250 employees) ([28], p. 14).

In this paper, we analyse both emergent trends during the implementation of a new
energy sector at the regional scale and the preliminary organization of regional stakeholders
to respond to national strategy. Our analysis is based on the study case of the E-On/Uniper
power-plant in the PACA region. Our approach considers the local environmental and his-
torical conditions, the current stakeholder’s network, the type of goods and services offered
by forests and the political context. To grasp the complexity of the social–ecological system,
we carried out document analyses, semi-structured interviews, participative workshops,
and local immersions in the form of observant participation [29,30].

Thus, we answer three research questions: (A) What are the historical characteristics
framing the capacity of local actors to self-organise to manage forests? (B) How are local
actors trying to self-organise at the medium scale to respond to the top-down energy policy
decided at the large scale? (C) Is the implementation of the energy transition policy by the
E-On/Uniper power-plant, improving local forest management and sustainability?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Case Study: The French Mediterranean Region and Its Forestry Sector

The study was conducted in the PACA region, delimited by administrative limits (The
authors choose to circumscribe the study case to the administrative limits. We are aware
that it is questionable, but this decision was made because available data are inventoried
at the administrative scale of the PACA region, and many reports are edited at this scale
too), which covers 31,400 km2 and is the most forested region in France. Forests cover
1,606,000 ha, which represents 48% of the regions surface area [15]. The forest cover in
the region has been increasing by 1.35% per year since 1985 [15]. However, even though
the forest cover is one of the largest in France, the productivity of Mediterranean forests
remains low, at 86 m3/ha against 175 m3/ha, on average, for the rest of France. The wood
productivity is limited by severe climatic conditions, frequent fires, and poverty of soils in
some zones [31–33].

From the forestry sector and political stakeholder point of view, the PACA forest are
considered as underexploited, because the “harvest forest biomass production” ratio is
approximately 20% in PACA, whereas the national average is estimated to be between 56%
and 65% [15]. Moreover, the soil characteristics, the slope, and road accessibility are not
suitable for forest exploitation, which explains why 70% of the volumes of standing timber
(80 million m3) in PACA are considered difficult to exploit [34].

The power capacity of the E-On/Uniper woody biomass power-plant amounts to 150
MW per year and is aimed at supplying electricity to 440,000 households. The facility is
designed as an incinerator (specific French legal status) and is therefore also capable of
burning different types of wastes, such as green waste, recycled wood, and some household
wastes. The project has received considerable criticism, particularly because of its overall
low efficiency of 44% due to the lack of a heat recovery system (although the CRE4 call
for proposals required an efficiency of 60% minimum). The amount of resources burnt in
the plant will be very large and equivalent to 850,000 tons of biomass per year, including
600,000 tons of wood that are currently mainly imported from abroad (60%) but should
come from within 400 km of the plant by 2025. This project adds up to two existing plants
in PACA: a paper pulp mill, named Fibre Excellence, using 1,150,000 tons of wood per
year and another woody biomass power-plant, named Inova, which has a power output of
22 MW and uses 150,000 tons of forests product per year from a supply radius of 150 km.
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2.2. Interview Design and Key Actors’ Selection

To develop our research hypothesis, we used an inductive methodology related to the
grounded theory. Hence, our approaches are based on poststructuralist and constructionist
methods of social sciences. The poststructuralist framework helps us to define the condi-
tions of emergence and the current properties of the PACA social–ecological system. The
constructionist framework helps us to determine the individual motivations and percep-
tions of actors [35]. These two methods allow to understand the social–ecological system
(e.g., actor’s network) and its current processes (e.g., energy transition process).

To collect information on local conditions and understand all the underlying dynamics
of the PACA forest sector, we used four methods (Table 1): (1) document analyses (media,
archives, maps, official reports, statistics, etc.), (2) four local immersions in the form of
observant participation [29,30] during a total of 18 weeks over the period 2014–2018,
(3) semi-structured interviews of 1–2 h each carried out with a total of 40 stakeholders
between April 2017 and June 2017, (4) and three participative workshops of 3–4 h each with
a total of 12 local stakeholders carried out in April 2018. The interviews and participative
workshops have been transcribed and interpreted by the authors in accordance with the
traditional interpretive method used in social science research [36], respecting the point of
view of the interviewees.

Table 1. A categorisation of information types and methods used to analyse them. Note: tacit information is known only
by individuals, whereas explicit information is shared, with some level of agreement. The 3 shaded cells correspond to
information types that we did not use for this study. (Adapted from Fabricius et al., 2006 [37]).

Tacit Information Explicit Information Methods Used

Formal
information

Private images or photographs Ecosystem assessments Document analyses (archives) and local
immersions

Unpublished models and databases Peer-reviewed papers, chapters, or
books in the scientific literature

Document analyses (official reports,
medias)

Diaries Peer-reviewed databases Document analyses (models, statistics)

Informal
information

Opinions Oral traditional knowledge Semi-structured interviews and
participative workshops

Experience Indigenous knowledge, rules, and
practices

Local immersions and semi-structure
interviews

Intuition Communal beliefs and values Semi-structured interviews and
participative workshops

Private beliefs and values Untested scientific databases Local immersions, semi-structured
interviews and participative workshops

We interviewed three types of actors: industries/companies (economic actors), institu-
tions/associations (political actors), and private forest owners (private/citizen actors). We
designed distinct sets of questions for each type of actor. Based on our expertise of the forest
sector and the PACA region, we chose the first key stakeholders to be interviewed, and
additional key stakeholders to be interviewed were either recommended by the first ones
or simply mentioned by other stakeholders in informal conversations during observant
participation.

Participative workshops have been organized with several stakeholder types as inter-
views (the same listed in previous paragraphs). Note that E-ON/Uniper and FibreExcel-
lence participated in these workshops, contrarily to INOVA that did not respond to our
invitation. The goal of workshops was to identify and design narrative scenarios for the
forest and forestry sector of the PACA region, based on experiences, skills, perceptions and
expertises of stakeholders. The main question addressed to actors at the beginning of the
workshop was “What is the future for the forest/forestry sector in PACA region?” The
workshop took place in three successive steps as described below.

Step 1: Identifying main issues for the PACA region. Each actor expresses his main
concerns about forest and/or forestry sector, and categorizes them as risks, opportunities,
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or priorities. All issues are presented to the group. Then, each actor is invited to identify
the most critical or worrying issues by sticking a red sticker. At the end of Step 1, we
eliminated issues with the lowest number of stickers which allowed us to identify three
main issues for the PACA region in each category in order to have: a risk, an opportunity,
and a key priority issue.

Step 2: Highlighting components or dynamics which influence these issues. Each
actor defines one driver for each issue and specifies what type of influence it is, negative or
positive. Then, similarly to the previous step, actors identify the drivers with the strongest
influence sticking a red sticker. At the end of Step 2, we have two drivers for each issue,
one negative and one positive.

Step 3: Determining the capacity of each actor and the uncertainty. Each actor identifies
drivers for which he/she could have a capacity for action, and they propose several action
plans. Then, with a scale from 1 (low uncertainty) to 5 (high uncertainty), each actor sticks
a number on the previous action capacity to assess the perceived uncertainty.

Step 4 is the last one of the participative workshops and it consists of drafting a
scenario for the PACA region according to work carried out by actors in Steps 1–3. We
drafted one business-as-usual, one probable, and one desirable scenario.

2.3. Conceptual Framework: Key Conditions for Self-Organisation in Managing Common-Pool
Resources Considering the Complexity of Good Categories in Forests

Common-pool resources are goods, manmade or natural, that are large enough that
their exclusion from the resource system is costly (and sometimes impossible) and con-
sumption of a resource unit is rivalrous (i.e., there is rivalry with other consumers, the
resource is no longer available to others after consumption by someone) [38–40]. These
two characteristics make common-pool resources susceptible to overharvesting and de-
struction. In a property system, common-pool resources are not free to access, contrary
to public goods, and property rights could exclude certain categories of actors. However
total exclusion is rare in our case. For example, although rules might exclude access to
forests for trekking, if there are no fences, which is often the case in huge forest areas,
such exclusion is not fully operational. Some common-pool resources such as forests are
simultaneously rivalrous and non-rivalrous, depending on the resource unit considered,
i.e., the ecosystem service [39]. This shows that some ecosystem services supplied by
forests could be classed as belonging to the category of public goods, which might change
the way they are managed.

For a good to be properly managed in a way to satisfy supply capacity and demand,
it is necessary that the property rights of the good are well-defined. However, the forest
is a peculiar good in the sense that it provides multifunctional services and associated
resources for which property rights are not well-defined or well-known. In such a case,
four types of goods co-exist, i.e., private, public, common, and club goods, without clear
legal regulation considering them, which does not ease their management [38,40,41]. The
ecosystem services offered by forests could be sorted in the four categories (Table 2). From
this statement, we consider forest as a boundary object, which makes management practices
complex to implement, and by extension, challenges the development of new bioeconomy
sectors [42].
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Table 2. The different types and levels of public and private goods related to forest resources and services. These types have
important economic and social implications.

High Excludability Low Excludability

High rivalry

Private goods
(Provisioning ecosystem services)

Resources sold on a market such as wood, meat,
fungi, genetic, and biochemical resources.

Common goods
(Provisioning and recreational ecosystem services)

Stocks of woods, resins, fruits, games.
Recreational activities such as walking, biking,

jogging, camping.

Low rivalry

Club goods
(Recreational, regulating and provisioning ecosystem

services)
Services provided by hunting associations, forest

cooperatives, forest associations.

Public goods
(Regulating, supporting and recreational ecosystem

services)
Cultural services such as landscape esthetical value.
Regulating services such as fire, flood, climate, and

pollution regulation services.
Supporting services such as biodiversity support.

Forest overharvesting or mismanagement, like many other environmental problems
conceptualized as “global problems”, are the cumulative result of actions taken at diverse
levels, i.e., at the local level, by regional and national authorities, and by international
institutions [27]. Solving this problem requires collective action, and many actors at diverse
levels need to change their behaviour. Ostrom (2010) identified at least six key conditions
required for self-organisation to succeed in solving collective action problems (see Box 1). In
the following sections, we use the conceptual framework from Box 1 to present and analyze
our results. In this paper, we have considered the local scale for cities, villages, unions,
associations, private firms, and communities; the regional scale for regional authorities;
and the large scale for national and European authorities and institutions.

Box 1. Key conditions required for local stakeholders to self-organise to solve collective action
problems in managing common-pool resources [27].

1. Reliable information is available about the immediate and long-term costs and benefits of
actions.

2. The individuals involved see the common resource as important for their own achievements
and have a long-term time horizon.

3. Gaining a reputation for being a trustworthy reciprocator is important to those involved.
4. Individuals can communicate with at least some of the others involved.
5. Informal monitoring and sanctioning (award and punishments) is feasible and considered

appropriate.
6. Social capital and leadership exist, related to previous successes in solving joint problems.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Weight of History: Absence of Long Term Vision and Leadership

Despite there being a very large forested surface area, the inhabitants of the PACA
region do not have a forestry culture (more details in Sansilvestri et al., 2020) (“There is no
culture for good forest species and noble wood in Mediterranean area” (Forest expert from
private office, personal interview, May 2017)), which does not help forest actors involved
in the wood supply chain to see forest resources as a common-pool resource for their
own achievements over a long-term time horizon. In other works, key condition No 2
(Box 1) is not fulfilled. This lack of common view can be explained by several historical
and environmental conditions.

As with many Mediterranean climate regions, PACA is exposed to a high fire risk,
which creates fear among the community of forest owners and pushes them to focus forest
management on reduction of the fire risk (Box 2). Thus, the forest practices considered
as good and subsidised by public authorities focus chiefly on fire defense (“Here, when
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you want to sign a management plan with a private forest owner, you just have to talk
about fire. They are so scared that they accept any management plan” (forest expert CRPF
PACA, personal interview, April 2017); “I think that forest management should focus on
fire risk decrease” (private forest owner, personal interview, April 2017)), discarding any
other kind of longer-term objectives (Table 3, “fire-defense” strategy). Actually, the fire
risk and fear are exacerbated by the pressure of climate change due to increases in the
intensity and duration of droughts in the PACA region [31–33]. The fear of fire and the
real risk enhanced by climate change, combined with the low value of wood, are three
factors explaining why fire-defense is seen as the most important practice by private forest
owners. The fire-defense strategy was presented as a business-as-usual scenario during the
participative workshop identifying the impacts on the different forest ecosystem services
(Table 3).

Table 3. Description of the different scenarios and the associated impacts on the four ecosystem service categories, and
on the accessibility to forest goods and services. The different scenarios have been developed with stakeholders during
participative workshop, and then specified by our analysis based on interviews and document analysis. The fire-defense
and the conservation strategies have been described as business-as-usual scenarios, the biomass policy (at large and local
scale) as the probable scenario, and the fire-management strategy as the desirable scenario by the majority of actors during
participative workshops. Legend: the arrows indicate the increasing, decreasing or no change evolution of the characteristics
listed in the first column (large arrow indicates a strong increase or decrease). The color of the cells indicates the desirable
level according to the assessment of stakeholders during workshops (Dark green cells = extremely desirable for future, light
green cells = desirable, yellow cells = no assessment or neutral, light red cells = no desirable, dark orange cells = extremely
desirable).

Ecosystem Goods and
Services, and Economic

Competition
Characteristics

Fire Defense
Strategy

Conservation
Policy

Biomass Policy
(Large Scale)

Biomass Strategy
(Local Scale)

Fire
Management
Strategy

Provision goods (for
wood only)

Supporting services

Regulating services

Cultural services

Rivalry

Excludability

Unfair economic
competition

1 Biomass policies (at large scale) increases the provision of wood on the short term but it is likely to generate a decrease on the long term; 2

Biomass strategies (at local scale) have to remain limited on the long term to maintain the service of wood provision; 3 The provision of
wood could increase on the long term under fire management strategies if public knowledge about forestry and forest experts’ education
are developed. 4 Cultural services could increase on the long term under fire management strategies if the policy-decision process includes
landscapes management at the scale of the territory and all of the actors (foresters, shepherds, inhabitants, associations etc).
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Box 2. Details about fire defense vs. fire management strategy.

Fire-defense: The increase of human pressure in the Mediterranean basin across century drives
policy-process to develop strong fire-policy to protect human populations. But, Mediterranean
forests have natural cycle which include fires, e.g., some species need fire for reproduction or
expansion. Today’s management practices focus on firefighting, to avoid or to constraint fires.
Such practices are named hereinafter “fire-defense management”. The traditional practices in fire-
defense management aim to create corridors in forest by cutting trees, hard undergrowth clearing and
permanent fire monitoring units.
Fire-management: Also called “prescribed burning”, it consists in voluntarily burning some forest
areas to improve socio-ecological system management. For now, prescribed burning is underused
in the Mediterranean basin, it is applied on only 3% of forest lands [43]. Fire-management practices
plan the use of fires in the SES to achieve clear objectives such as biodiversity preservation, fire risk
reduction or traditional landscape protection [44,45].

Though actors at the regional scale all agree on the fire-defense service as being the
forest public good to be managed, this is not the case at upper levels. Considering that
the Mediterranean basin is one of the biggest biodiversity hot-spots in the world, most
regulations decided by decision-makers at European and national scales have been imple-
mented on a regional scale to protect biodiversity. Yet, the development of biodiversity
conservation regulations in the PACA region since the 1990s has preserved its high natural
capital (natural capital is defined as a stock that yields a flow of services over time [46] and
as the biological components and intrinsic functioning capacities of the ecosystem [47,48]),
constrained its economic and social capital (social capital is defined as the social networks,
cognitive elements, values and perceptions, and culture of the human system [49–51]) that
rely on the forest ecosystem). Among the various biodiversity regulations in PACA, there
is the Natura 2000 ecological network (Birds (79/409/CE) and Habitat (92/43/CEE) EU Di-
rectives), a man and biosphere reserve, and eight regional protected parks (Figure 1). Each
protected zone strongly limits human activities, forest operations included. Hence, a large
part of the PACA surface is protected. Preserving forest biodiversity allows generation of
many ecosystem services, but they are hardly economically valuable for foresters (“From
societal point of view, forests have to be conserved. No possibility to talk about harvest
operations or money here” (Forest cooperative member, April 2017)). Therefore, under such
regulatory pressure for biodiversity set at upper scales, local foresters could never develop
their activities properly in a well-structured forestry sector. This has generated a lack of
forest practice knowledge and has impeded the emergence of successful regional forestry
activities (see the “Conservation policy” strategy in the Table 3, which provides a high level
of supporting services but a low level of provision services). The strategies “Fire-defense”
and “Conservation policy” represent the historical trends of the PACA region and can be
defined both as business-as-usual scenarios for the region.

It was only in the 1950s that a big company, named Fibre Excellence, settled in the
PACA region to produce paper pulp (Figure 1). Fibre Excellence is still in operation. Indeed,
this company generated a boom in the forestry sector that coincided with the large-scale
abandonment of agricultural land and forest area expansion. However, economic profits in
the forestry sector continued and remain underdeveloped because of the lack of diversity
in wood processes and markets (Figure 2). The current lack of management plans and
secondary processing sectors keep the wood price per ton in the PACA region at a very low
level, forcing forest owners and foresters to produce wood in terms of quantity, rather than
quality (“Here, and in France in general, we know how to produce wood, but we don’t
have wood processing industries. This does not encourage to develop management plans
for future” (Forest community association member, personal interview, May 2017)).

Until 2011, Fibre Excellence developed the industrial forestry sector of PACA based
mainly on production of paper pulp (a low added value product). However, recent national
energy transition goals involving the implementation of two wood biomass power-plants
in the PACA region, E-On/Uniper and Inova, changed the deal. The Inova company built
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a new wood biomass electric power-plant in 2014 and opened it in 2016. Meanwhile, the
E-On/Uniper company proceeded to convert an old coal-fired power-plant in 2014, which
did not open yet (Figure 3). Fibre Excellence is continuing its activity in the PACA region,
but it now has to “play” with two new economic competitors for wood resources (“The
INOVA project could have been a good opportunity for our region, but with E-ON/Uniper
and INOVA, it will be complicated” (Forest expert from CRPF, personal interview, April
2017)). Today, these three companies create an oligopolistic wood market in the PACA
region.

Along with power-plants implementation by national authorities, several local actors
have tried for many years to develop consistency in the forestry sector through the devel-
opment of a collective heating network with community boilers at local scale (described as
the “Biomass strategy (local scale)” in Table 3). This can be observed through the growing
number of regional small community wood-fired boilers, which increased from approxi-
matively 30 in 2003 to 284 in 2016 [34]. However, the lack of leadership in forest sector and
the unstructured network limit the organization of actors as reflected by actor’s assertions
during interviews (“Communication is very difficult, there are too many interlocutors”
(Forest operator, personal interview, May 2017); “The interprofessional structure is too
young to create cohesion between actors” (Foresters union member, personal interview,
April 2017)). All the historical traits mentioned above result in low social capital and
no common vision of the regional resource and long-term achievements. Consequently,
Ostrom’s key conditions No 2 and 6 are not fulfilled (Box 1).

Figure 1. Map of PACA environmental regulations decided at upper scales (global scale: man and biosphere reserve labelled
by UNESCO; European scale: Natura 2000 area; National and regional scales: Regional Natural Parks) and location of the
three main industrial actors (E-On/Uniper, Inova and Fibre Excellence). Map edited from the online Regional Natural Park
database for geographical information system (SIT PACA Database).
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Figure 2. Simplified description of a structured and diversified forestry sector. As it was stated by most of PACA forest
actors “A more profitable and structured forestry sector should involve a regional wood supply chain with both first and secondary
processing sector of transformation”. Yet, the development of a secondary processing sector requires wood with higher added
value, necessitating management plans for selection of young trees with high potential value, wood sorting once trees are
cut to select high value lumber, and technical structures.

 

Figure 3. Chronology of the arrival of woody biomass mega power plants in the PACA region.
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3.2. The Local Response to Top-Down Policy: Consequences of Lack of Information and Trust

The E-On/Uniper and Inova power-plants offer economic and political opportunities
for the region. However, at the same time, the top-down implementation of the national
woody biomass policy has sparked considerable disruption in the regional governance
and for local foresters and citizens (“It is a big project suddenly launched in a very fragile
context” (Forest community association member, May 2017)).

As explained in the previous section, regional forest actors have developed a collective
heating network of small boilers with short wood supply chains. Hence, the implementa-
tion of the large E-On/Uniper power-plant in the region has been perceived as treason by
foresters and regional decision-makers who work hard for the forest sector. Local actors
perceive the wood energy approach as being probably more in line with the decentralised
energy system imagined by Rifkin (2011) [52], an approach deeply rooted in the local terri-
tories breaking with the conventional centralised energy production based on huge energy
power-plants. The giant E-On/Uniper company requires a much higher amount of wood
resources, and has far greater harvesting capacities, than do local foresters. This situation
drove several actors to prosecute E-On/Uniper in 2015 because of a weak environmental
report with no consideration for regional actors, the context, and the forestry network that
was already in place.

The political stakes of the E-On/Uniper project skewed the actor map and contributed
to imbalances in the power involved. In June 2017, the Administrative Court of Marseille
announced its decision to cancel the authorisation to operate that the French State had
granted to E-On/Uniper in 2012. This decision was based on the lack of sufficient envi-
ronmental impact studies, mainly on overharvesting risks for the forest, for the economic
sectors present in the region before E-On/Uniper installation, and on transport pollution
and noise disturbances. Thus, the Administrative Court of Marseille required E-On/Uniper
to produce new environmental impact study that took into account its 400 km harvest’s
operation radius and not only the 3-km legal radius. However, a few weeks after the
decision of the Administrative Court of Marseille, the political representative of the na-
tional government at the regional scale (named Préfet in French) overrode the decision
and gave to the E-On/Uniper power-plant temporary authorisation to operate for nine
months. Finally, in September 2017, two regional natural parks (the park of Luberon and
the park of Verdon), who were the main actors to sue E-On/Uniper in court, were “black-
mailed” (wording used in the press article) by the Préfet [53]. They were forced to sign an
agreement with E-On/Uniper, otherwise they would not receive public subsidies from the
regional authorities, the main source of their income. This last action highlighted the key
motivations of this industrial project, motivations that are essentially political, questioning
the real considerations for the interests of the PACA region, its forests, and its forestry
sector. As demonstrated by Upreti and Van Der Horst (2004) [54], the non-negotiated and
inflexible top-down implementation of the strategy, namely imposing social, economic,
and environmental costs not previously discussed locally, has been interpreted by local
people as a case of national targets having supplanted local issues (“I don’t think that all of
this project has been thought inside the PACA region. The reactions started at the arrival
of E-ON/Uniper” (Forest operator, personal interview, Avril 2017)). This hard top-down
implementation blocks the development of a trustworthy relation with a bad reputation
for E-On/Uniper, implying that key condition No 3 is not fulfilled (Box 1).

Due to this preliminary reluctance and the weak network organisation of forest actors,
the delays observed in operational planning gave decision-making power to big industries
and created insecurity for small local forest companies. To respond to the industrial
demands for wood resources, the PACA region had to create a committee, named the
Regional Biomass Committee, in charge of implementing a supply strategy. The committee
is constituted from regional institution members, a private forest owner union, a local
forester company union, the forest cooperative, and all wood industrial actors, including
E-On/Uniper, Inova, and Fibre Excellence. However, the committee was established after
the national decision allowing E-On/Uniper and Inova to set up in the region, and the final
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strategy report, named Regional Biomass Strategy (RBS), was published only in October
2018, whereas the development of the wood biomass sector for electric energy purposes
began in PACA in 2014 (see the chronology in Figure 3). In the short-term, the delay in
the RBS has created economic insecurity for forest operators and reluctance from private
owners. In the long-term, it could threaten forestry sector development in PACA, the local
biodiversity, and the carbon storage potential, so by extension the sustainability of PACA’s
forests. Such a lack of reliable information illustrates that the key condition No 1 is not
fulfilled (Box 1).

The first impact of the RBS delay is an economic one with high disturbances in the
forestry sector (“We created competition between wood biomass and the other wood
sectors” (Forest operator, personal interview, June 2017); “The arrival of E-ON/Uniper
increased wood prices very fast and created a bargain effect for foresters. Today, it is another
story . . . ” Forestry union member, participative workshop April 2017)). Even if the wood
biomass development had a deadweight effect for regional economic actors, today profits
for foresters remain modest. This can be explained by several factors. First, in the absence
of a coordinated strategy, most regional forest entrepreneurs have invested independently
in hard mechanization (We define “hard mechanization” as large and heavy equipment
such as felling machines, chippers, or skidders. All of these machines are very expensive
and bulky. This equipment is recent, until now most of foresters used light harvesters
or chainsaws, and trailers), anticipating the future wood demands (“Today, each forest
operator, even the smallest one, has its own mechanic harvester, skidder or truck” (Forest
operator, personal interview, June 2017)). One mechanical harvester costs approximately
€600,000, which explains why many forest entrepreneurs are now indebted. Second, E-
On/Uniper has a constant need for biomass. At the beginning of the contract, E-On/Uniper
establishes prices and biomass supplies with forest entrepreneurs for five years, and they
vary according to E-On/Uniper’s annual financial capacity (approximately €65 million
per year, E-On/Uniper assertion, June 2017), the energy global market, and economic
arrangements between E-On/Uniper and the French Electricity Company EDF (The French
Electricity Company (EDF) is the first producer and supplier of electricity in France and
Europe). Fibre Excellence does not establish five-year contracts. It buys wood logs to
forest entrepreneurs when it needs it following the current market price and not the fixed
price of the contract. Thus, wood biomass resale prices to the power-plant do not increase,
even if the standing wood prices increase (see “Biomass-Policy (large scale)” in Table 3,
which generates high provision services but also high rivalry). This situation obliges forest
entrepreneurs to harvest large quantities to generate adequate salary and profits (e.g., to
reimburse their debts) while the traditional wood market (e.g., sawmills cutting wood for
construction and equipment purposes) would valorize wood quality (“Forest entrepreneurs
seeking to maintain the stability of their activity will prioritize the supply contracts they
signed with wood biomass power-plants. This is ruining the efforts developed to value
woods for construction and equipment purposes, while the sawmill sector is in so much
need of revival” (Richard Fay, regional forest association, Pers. Comm., 2017); “They take
our valuable wood to burn it. There is no competition, we are just disappearing” (Sawmill
owner, personal interview, May 2017)). Moreover, this need to produce wood in quantity
threatens the local biodiversity and PACA’s landscapes.

A second consequence of the RBS delay is the mistrust felt by private forest own-
ers towards the forestry sector, and especially the wood biomass energy one. In fact,
65% of forests in PACA are private properties that are fragmented into small plots, with
217,850 owners [34]. Moreover, only 20% of the private forest plots have an official forest
management plan. In France, only forest plots larger than 25 ha require an official forest
management plan certified by the regional institution representing the National Forest
Ministry. To mobilise biomass quantities, forest operators must deal with the fragmenta-
tion of private forest lands. Hence, the most accessible and smallest plots suffer under
pressure from forest operators because operation costs are low on easily accessible plots,
and environmental regulations are weak on plots smaller than 25 ha. Thus, we are already
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observing a dichotomy in the PACA forest landscapes, with some plots being overhar-
vested and others left unharmed. Without a forest management plan, there is no selection
of standing trees. Thus, high value trees are not preserved to keep them growing and sold
them later to second transformation industries in the future (Figure 4). Given the high
speed of development of the wood biomass energy sector, private forest owners feel that
their forest resources are “looted” (information collected during participative workshops),
which creates resistance from forest private owners and reduces trust, making it difficult to
achieve the key condition No 3 in Box 1.

 

Figure 4. Description of an altered forestry sector with a domination for the biomass wood production. In this case, woods
are not still sorting according to their value but according to the forester’s contracts with industries.

3.3. Recent Social Capital and Leadership Development: Helping to Solve Joint Problems in
Managing the Forest Common-Pool Resource?

Even though local actors questioned the legitimacy of the arrival of the E-On/Uniper
power-plant, most of them admitted that a new wood market could create regional wealth
and opportunities for the forestry sector (“Now, E-ON/Uniper is here, we have to deal
with it” (Forest expert from CRPF, April 2017)). Some local actors understood that this
political project was unavoidable and that it could be an opportunity for the development
of a regional secondary processing forest sector. In this way, E-On/Uniper and Inova have
been a trigger for the PACA region, generating hope for new potential opportunities.

It is a matter of fact that E-On/Uniper has emerged as a potential driver for the
regional forest development. The absence of a forestry leader in the PACA region for
many years presented an opportunity for E-On/Uniper to endorse the vacant role of
leader for the regional forest sector to facilitate the integration of the project inside the
territory, which seems to fulfil the key condition No 6 (Box 1). First, in response to the
fear of overharvesting, E-On/Uniper engaged in creating a sound forest chart that aims
to ensure sustainable forest practices (personal comments collected during participative
workshop). Second, for industrial transparency, E-On/Uniper participated in all regional
forest meetings and built a close relationship with regional actors. Then, the company went
further by planning the installation of a sawmill and wood storage next to its wood-fired
power plant to value high quality trees (“We are open to the installation of a sawmill
in our structure. Moreover, it will be possible to use “the overflow heat” to dry logs”
(E-On/Uniper member, participative workshop, April 2018)). This quelled the controversy
raised by several actors (environmental associations, some Forest Entrepreneur Union
members, and some Forest Private Owner Union members), who feared that these trees
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would end up being burnt for energy purposes whereas their height, their shape, and their
diameter would have allowed them to be sold to high value-added sectors (Figure 4).

The previous paragraph suggests that wood-biomass power-plants in PACA might
have positive impacts on forestry sector for structuration and economic development.
However, during the participative workshops, some stakeholders asserted that the E-
On/Uniper sawmill will not attract the secondary processing sector in the region: “Today,
it is not a problem of resource quantity but of quality. If private owners do not develop
a forest management plan in their forest, we cannot increase the value of PACA forests”
(Forest Private Owner Union and Forest Entrepreneur Union, participative workshop,
April 2018). According to those stakeholders, because of lack of forest management plans
on private lands, high value woods are rare, and E-On/Uniper will only be able to value a
few high-quality logs that arrive at the plant by coincidence from time to time.

The resulting structuration that UNIPER proposes with its sawmill will be based only
on the E-On/Uniper perspective and activity, which is based on biomass exclusively rather
than on holistic planning. This monopolistic market could be dangerous for the PACA
forestry sector in terms of impacts on prices, resource’s supply, salaries, forestry sector
development, and employments. In addition, it could be dangerous for the sustainability
of local forests because only one stakeholder vision of the forest ecosystem and services is
taken into consideration: forest biomass for energy purpose, so the key condition No2 is
not encountered. Such a biomass policy at large scale is likely to generate low supporting,
regulating and cultural services, as it is described in the scenario in Table 3 developed by
local stakeholders during participative workshops. All stakeholders, except E-ON/Uniper,
have attested that this scenario is dangerous for the PACA forest if harvest operations
continued as they are currently.

3.4. Competition Generated: Loss of Trust and Lack of Monitoring

According to Jenkins et al. (2018) [55], environmental challenges, such as energy
transition, could represent an opportunity for the “bottom of the social pyramid” because
they involve new stakeholders to create new offers and satisfy currently unmet needs.
However, this suggests that all actors, old and new, share at least one common target in
the transition process. The European Union sets the H2020 environmental targets and the
French government sets renewable energy policies to meet the targets. In terms of climate
change mitigation and renewable energy development at both European and national
scales, the meaning of this strategy is quite understandable. However, it is questionable if
among all the goods and services provided by the forest common-pool resource, we should
only consider the public good of climate regulation service or also the other ecosystem
services and goods provided by forests at both medium and small scales (Table 2) (“Today,
our forest is more vulnerable to wood biomass sector than to climate change” (Private
forest owner, personal interview, May 2017)).

To create opportunity for “the bottom of the social pyramid”, all actors should be left
with the same chances. However, in the PACA region, we observe disparities between
large- and small-size forest companies. Large-size companies have much higher technical
and financial capacities, in addition to both greater and easier access to forest plots than
do small-size companies. As a result, large-size forest companies succeed in selling huge
amounts of standing wood to power-plants at lower prices, whereas small local companies
do not succeed in harvesting such amounts of wood and cannot afford to sell at low prices.
In particular, two companies benefit from the implementation of Inova and E-On/Uniper
power-plants in PACA: the Forest National Office (Office National des Forêts (ONF) in
French) (The National Forestry Office is a French public institution of an industrial and
commercial nature responsible for the management of public forests under the supervision
of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Forestry and the Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable
Development, and Energy) and the Forest Cooperative (Coopérative Provence Forêt in
French) (The forest cooperative was founded in 1997 by 18 forest owners of PACA with
the aim of optimizing forest management and making better use of timber cuts by sharing
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their costs and the skills of their forest technicians. In 2016, the forest cooperative counted
2842 members, representing 120,698 ha in the PACA region).

The ONF has a huge advantage over other forest companies; it manages most of
the public forests, which are the property of the State or cities (the ONF plays a key role
in organizing the “Biomass policy (large scale)” under a situation of high excludability
with harmful consequences on several ecosystem service categories; see Table 3) (“The
ONF has a stranglehold on the offer and plays with the availability of wood volumes, and
they increase prices when we need it” (Forest operator, personal interview, June 2017)).
This means that the ONF has prior access to a vast number of forest plots not only in the
region, but also all over the country. The competition is as follows: the ONF keeps the
most valuable wood, in terms of high-value woods or low harvest costs, to sell it directly
to the processing sector (Figure 2), and it sells the lower value standing wood to the local
forestry companies, which will have to cut the wood and then sell it to first processing
sector. We observe in this context an extreme and unfair economic competition between
actors (Table 3; bold arrow in the cell on the 4th column and 8th row). This situation creates
many conflicts within the region and increases tensions between local forest entrepreneurs,
drastically reducing the level of trust and impeding achievement of the key condition No 3
(Box 1).

The second actor who benefits from the energy transition in PACA is the Forest
Cooperative named as “Provence Forêt”. It has economic resources, such as financial
means, already amortized machinery and equipment, and human capacities. Their human
capacities (12 employees and 10 privileged operator partnerships) allow them to prospect
forest private owner, which is time consuming. To do so, they use their members’ network
and their status which gives them trustworthiness. Moreover, these prospections allow
mutualisation of harvest operations with several private forest owner plots that are not
members of the cooperative, thus decreasing the cost of harvest operations (“The big ones,
as Provence Forêt or Fibre Excellence, they have the possibility to hire people who are
only dedicated to prospecting. But us, we are already struggling to pay our lumberjacks”
(Forest entrepreneur, personal interview, May 2017)). This gives a crucial advantage to
Provence Forêt rather than to small forest entrepreneurs usually working with just two or
three employees, and hence lacking human resources to prospect private forest owners.
The larger mechanical capacities of Provence Forêt make it a good operator for ONF’s
complex forest plots. Smaller forest entrepreneurs cannot compete.

As we have said above, the ONF company benefits from priority access to all national
public forests. Hence, the ONF company could supply the E-On/Uniper power-plant
with wood biomass from another French region; especially from North-East France [56]
where tree productivity and plot accessibility are better. Unfortunately for small PACA
forest entrepreneurs, they have to deal with local wood resources and hard environmental
conditions. This generates great levels of jealousy, which decreases solidarity and increases
local entrepreneur isolation in PACA (“The ONF does not play fair. They sell plots at
expensive prices which are difficult to access and to harvest, which generates high harvest
costs. Besides, they keep the most accessible plots for their own harvest activity, which
allows them to sell wood to industries with a larger profit margin” (Forest union member,
personal interview, April 2017)). Such a situation is destroying the social capital among
local forest entrepreneurs (key condition No 6 in Box 1) and the trust (key condition No 3 in
Box 1) between small local entrepreneurs on the one side, and large-size companies, as well
as the French government (ONF included), on the other side. Today, only 40% of the wood
supply purchased by the E-On/Uniper power-plant comes from the PACA region, while
the rest comes from other French regions, Spain, and Brazil (assertion during interview
with E-On/Uniper).

This situation has strongly degraded the trust that had prevailed for more than half
a century between foresters and industrial sectors (mainly with Fibre Excellence). This
explains why the key condition No 3 is not encountered (Box 1). Based on the knowledge
we gathered through interviews, participative workshops, observant participation, and
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archive analysis, we designed an integrative causal-loop diagram describing local dynamics
of the PACA forest system (Figure 5). The three feedback loops maintain the system in
a deadlock process combining the historical barriers (R1 in blue in Figure 5), the top-
down implementation of the wood biomass policy (R2 in orange in Figure 5), and the
consequences of the created unfair competition (R3 in red in Figure 5).

Figure 5. Causal-loop diagram summarizing the local dynamics of the PACA forest system. The sign + describes an
enhancing effect and the sign − describes a limiting effect. The blue arrows are associated to the feedback process R1, the
orange arrows are associated to the feedback process of R2 and the red arrows are associated to the feedback process R3.
The grey arrows represent simple cause-effect dynamics in the system.

4. Policy Implications and Concluding Remarks

We demonstrated that the implementation of the wood biomass energy policy remains
difficult considering that the six key conditions (Box 1) designed by Ostrom are not encoun-
tered in the PACA’s forest social–ecological system. As stated by Jenkins et al. (2018) [55],
transition processes without good governance and social considerations create strong
inequities, favoring few winners and disadvantaging many losers, as did the historical
fossil-fuel transition. The choice of the French government to impose E-On/Uniper and
Inova structures in the PACA region clearly generates exacerbated unfair competition,
rather than collaboration. This unfair economic competition is generated by two market
failures resulting from the centralized wood energy production system chosen in PACA.
First, prices of standing wood biomass purchased by E-On/Uniper to ONF and small local
forest companies are maintained at low levels due to the oligopolistic market. E-On/Uniper
can impose low purchasing prices since there are not many other purchasers in the region
under such a centralized energy production system. Second, ONF abuses of its dominant
position and does not contribute to market equilibrium, as would occur in pure and per-
fect competition, since it is unable to reduce its prices of standing wood biomass sold to
E-On/Uniper, whereas the 2800 small local forest companies cannot. Thus, E-On/Uniper,
Inova, the Provence Forêt cooperative (2842 forest owner members) and ONF are the “big”
winners of this energy transition, whereas Fibre Excellence, 226,000 private forest owners,
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and 2800 small local forest companies suffer from the global wood market and international
political agendas.

The transition process needs leadership to create movement inside the social–ecological
system [57] and the emerging bioeconomy requires innovative policies to regulate mar-
kets [1]. In such a new context, forest actors would be more likely to behave collaboratively
to manage their forest goods and services. Here, we propose an energy transition policy
based on three steps which would help to solve collective action problems in PACA’s forest
management. The three steps are developed below and can be summarized as follows: (i)
the development of communication and transparency, (ii) the clarification of shared values
and common vision, and (iii) the increase of involvement and solidarity. These three steps
lead to the emergence of social capital and local leadership (key condition No 6), crucial
factors to the success of local energy transition initiatives.

First, forest properties should be visible to all forest stakeholders to create transparency
and connection between actors. Transparency would enable the design of an information
and communication system in which forest owners would interact and receive information
about forest management practices related to their own property as well as information
regarding the other forest community members, such as their location, the management
plan and practices they choose, etc. (key conditions No 1 and No 4, Table 4). Such a
transparent information system open to the members of the forest community would allow
comparisons to be made between neighbours. Comparison is important in a collaborative
system. It helps community members to learn how to improve their forest management
behavior and to develop consideration for other forest owners who have designed a well
forest management plan. The learning process operates as follows. Owners without
management plan could be informally sanctioned by the community and encouraged
to implement a management plan with the help of other members (key condition No 5,
Table 4). Owners with proper management plan would receive the expression of informal
moral rewards from other members (simply being seen by others as a good person, and
the internal satisfaction of doing good). The moral reward is obtained by respecting the
norms and the values of the social group that people need to follow to be considered
as being a good person who deserves to be liked, respected, or esteemed [58]. Such a
collaborative system relies on observations incorporating aspects of behavioral psychology
and experimental economics suggesting that the desire to be seen favorably by peers and
the belong to a social group is deeply rooted in human psychology [58].

Table 4. Proposition of policy measures for the emergence of Ostrom’s key conditions required for local stakeholders to
self-organise to solve collective action problems in managing common-pool resources.

Ostrom’s Key Conditions Policy Measures

1. Reliable information on impacts of the collective action

• Modify the regulation to make the cadaster * accessible that would
provide concise information on how foresters manage their forests
(required by actors during participative workshops).

• Make information accessible to forestry institutions concerning the
private community, in order to develop collective projects and to
design precise cartography (required by actors during
participative workshops).

2. A same common resource is seen as important by everyone

• Switch from the concept of common resource (e.g., wood supply)
to the common service (e.g., fire management) (identified during
participative workshop). Also proposed as “Build upon the entire
spectrum of ecosystem services” in the National Strategy for
Ecological Transition towards Sustainable Development
(2017) [17].

• Identify in a participatory workshop, ecosystem services or goods
provided by forest for which all actors commonly agree [59–61].
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Table 4. Cont.

Ostrom’s Key Conditions Policy Measures

3. It is important to be a trustworthy reciprocator

• This condition is likely to emerge spontaneously once
policy measures succeed to build a social group (key
condition 2), aware of the costs and benefits of collective
actions (key condition 1), communicating and working
together (key conditions 4), and sharing the same values
(key condition 5).

4. Each one can communicate with the others

• Modify the regulation to make the cadaster * accessible to
an association that would be allowed to use the cadastre to
create an online platform (proposed by actors during
workshops).

5. Informal monitoring and sanctioning

• The information sent to forest owners (key condition 1)
will provide a signal on the norms and values shared by
the members of the forest community.

• Develop labels and certifications of sustainable forest
management, as REDD+ [1,11], for all forest plots, not only
protected one, to avoid drifts as it is already observed in
the region.

6. Social capital and leadership

• Design an environmental tax or a system of payment for
forest ecosystem services and transfer the amount
collected as an incentive to forest owners who design
forest management plans or tax exemption to encourage
reinvestments [62].

• This condition is likely to emerge spontaneously once
policy measures have succeeded to build a social group
(key condition 2), that communicate and learn how to
work together (key conditions 1 and 4), and share the same
values (key condition 5).

* The cadastre of forest properties is secret in France. Nobody has access except ministry of Agriculture and Forest, regional representative
of the ministry, and the Prefet (State’s representative in the region).

Second, participative workshops with local actors should be organized to identify
shared values and vision of the territory with the aim to favor the emergence of the key
condition No2 (Table 4) [59–61], i.e., developing more sustainable management based
on a common vision of the social–ecological system (it corresponds to the policymaking
key point named “Become sustainable in all dimensions” in the European Commission
report on Bioeconomy (2018) [1]. For the purpose of our case study, during the work-
shops we organized, we identified that many actors (regional parks, residents, hunters,
foresters, shepherds, etc.) wanted to preserve the numerous ecosystem goods and ser-
vices provided by forests (wood logs for multiple purposes; fresh and clean water supply;
landscapes; recreational activities; biodiversity; climate regulation; etc.). Accordingly, the
fire-management strategy (last column in Table 3) proposed by actors during workshops
could be the common vision of the PACA’s forest management, considering that this
practice could improve also cultural landscapes, biodiversity, social cohesion, traditional
knowledge, agro-forestry, pastoralism and security (it corresponds to the policymaking
key points “Build upon the spectrum of ecosystem services” and “Enhance cross-sectoral
cooperation” in the European Commission report on Bioeconomy(2018).

Third, because some forest goods and services are non-excludable (e.g., common-pool
resources in Table 2) and even non-rivalrous (e.g., public goods in Table 2), they benefit to
everyone even to community members who do not contribute to forest management costs.
Therefore, public authorities should design specific taxes or a system for ecosystem services
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payment (PES) borne by those using public goods and common-pool resources provided
by forests. These taxes or PES would be paid to forest owners in order to encourage them to
implement forest management plan respecting shared values and practices (key condition
No 3 and No 6) (Statements from participative workshops). In the same way, Elyakime and
Cabanettes (2009) [62] propose to decrease taxes for bioeconomy sectors and the creation of
investment funds to encourage stakeholders to invest in these mutual funds to reinvest for
large scale and collective sylvicultural projects.

The wood biomass energy strategy implemented in the PACA region is based on the
panacea paradigm, which assumes that the installation of one sole huge wood biomass
power-plant would be able to mitigate climate change (international issue), solve energy
demands (European and national issue), and develop the economic forestry sector (local
issue). However, many authors highlight that environmental issues and sustainable de-
velopment require a portfolio of diverse solutions and means, in addition to the creation
of new partnerships between companies, civil organizations, and public actors [1,63]. As
described by Kleinschmidt et al. (2017) [12] and Pülzl et al. (2017) [18], new bioeconomy
sectors such as wood biomass remain mainly a combination of technological progress,
markets, and growth, and often forget environmental and social issues. Here, we observe
a similar phenomenon, with a strategy that rests mostly on one main, subsidized, and
multinational company (E-On/Uniper) and on one forest ecosystem service (biomass pro-
vision). This strategy tightens the spectrum of forest ecosystem services and goods which
jeopardizes the sustainability of the social–ecological system. More specifically, the creation
of such an oligopolistic wood market is risky in terms of the impact on prices, resource
supplies, salaries, and employment. Thus, we can observe that France based its energy
transition on high tech sector development and emerging industry stimulations with a new
power-plant, E-ON/Uniper, as part of the current centralized nuclear energy network [52].
However, a lack of diversity in the social–ecological system reduces resilience in both the
mid- and the long-term and makes the system more vulnerable to all types of disturbances.

The case of the PACA region energy transition represents a relevant example concern-
ing the dangerous evolution of forest resource uses during the 21st century at the global
scale, namely the hard industrialization of forest management and energy demands. Such
a situation raises an important question. What type of forests do we want in the future, i.e.,
which forest ecosystem services or goods would we like to either preserve or develop?
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Abstract: The biodiversity and carbon dioxide absorption function of forests have received attention
due to global warming. However, most of the world’s forests are general production forests. Since
production forests are maintained by production activities, a decrease in production or abandonment
of management leads to a decline in forest functions and increases the risk of disasters such as
landslides. Against this background, the retention approach has been proposed as a way to convert
general production forests into forests with enhanced environmental functions, but it has rarely been
applied due to technical and cost barriers. This study focuses on cost barriers and examines the
possibility of introducing a retention approach to converting production forests to environmental
forests, using Japan as a case study. About 70% of Japan’s land area is covered with forests, 40%
of which are production forests. However, due to the sharp decline in demand for timber in recent
years and price competition with imported timber, the selling price of timber has fallen below the
cost of managing production forests, and the management of many production forests has been
abandoned. The dilemma is that the retention approach applied to the wood production process
cannot be applied to forests where production activities are stagnant. Therefore, we explored the
possibility of recovering the necessary costs with carbon credits that are available in the Japanese
market. We calculated the cumulative carbon stocks of carbon dioxide in production forests by
age, using intensity, and estimated how many years after planting the combined costs of normal
production forests management and the retention approach would balance out. Our calculations
show that even if carbon credits were sold at the lowest market price, the balance of payments would
be balanced about 30 years after planting, resulting in a net profit from the sale of the wood.

Keywords: forest sustainability; production forests; environment forests; carbon credit; forest man-
agement; retention approach

1. Introduction

Forests play a critical multifunctional role in environmental conservation. Significant
and irreplaceable forest functions include ecological aspects such as the preservation of
ecosystems and biodiversity, and the carbon-dioxide absorption that mitigates global
warming [1,2]. In particular, the absorption of carbon dioxide is essential for controlling
the destruction of the ecosystem itself as a result of global warming. Currently, there
are only two ways available to reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide: either to reduce or
absorb emissions.

Regarding forest functions, forests such as tropical rainforests with special ecological
rarity have historically attracted substantial attention [3,4]; however, Lindenmayer et al. [5]
highlighted that 11% of the world’s forests are protected forests and 4% are intensive wood
production forests, while the remaining 85% are neither, nor emphasized the importance
of focusing on these. The retention approach has been proposed as a forest management
method for improving ecosystem quality in such ‘general’ production forests [5]. Data
from relevant research has led to the retention forest approach being globally recognized in
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recent times as an effective means for converting production forests into environmental
forests [6–9].

Despite the consensus on the importance of the retention forest approach, only a few
countries have adopted it [10] due to the technical issues and cost barriers. From a technical
point of view, research is still necessary to assess which logging methods can be beneficial
for a variety of ecosystems [10]. In terms of cost, there has been insufficient discussion
on how to deal with the additional costs of adopting a retention approach. Above all, as
the selling price of timber is being reduced due to intensifying international competition,
it is becoming difficult to secure even the normal maintenance cost of production forests
when the production forests are located on steep slopes with low productivity, as is the
case in Japan.

Long-term forest management planning and careful harvesting operations are essential
in implementing the retention approach, which require additional costs covering detailed
forest conditions surveys and biodiversity-based surveys ensuring proper logging planning.
Barreto et al. [11] estimated that approximately US 72/ha more are required to develop a
forest logging management plan, while having no plan is more profitable in the short term.
Arnott and Beese [12] showed that harvesting costs increase by approximately 50% when
biodiversity-friendly logging is carried out. The total cost required not only for felling but
also shipping as timber will increase by at least 10% [10]. However, as mentioned earlier, it
is almost impossible to meet these costs in production forests with low productivity. In
the case of production forests that have been abandoned, there is no opportunity to adopt
such a retention approach. In other words, a social dilemma arises in which the production
forests with the greatest need for conversion to environmental forests do not have the
opportunity to do so because they cannot bear the cost of conversion.

To cope with the costs of converting to environmental forests, we focused on carbon
credits, which are generally used as payments for contributions to the environment. This is
because the forestry industry in many countries, including Japan, is already supported by
subsidies, and if the dependence on subsidies increases, the forestry industry itself will
be weakened. In Japan, even the number of forestry workers who receive subsidies is
already decreasing. Therefore, we examined the possibility of using marketable carbon
credits as a way to establish sustainable forestry in a market economy. There are already
cases where carbon dioxide fixation by forest management is incorporated into the carbon
offset mechanism. At present, however, carbon offsetting tends to be biased toward
renewable energy, and carbon offsetting for forest management is not widely used. This
study uses Japan as its case study, where the steep terrain prevents efficient forestry, and
the management of many production forests has been abandoned. Japan has a system of
carbon offsetting, but it was only used once in 2015, and since then, carbon offsetting has
not been used for forest management [13]. One of the reasons why carbon credits have not
been actively used for forest management is that it is difficult to evaluate carbon credits for
forest management [14,15].

Malmsheimer et al. [15] highlighted the following three issues regarding carbon credit
for forests: first, it is difficult to calculate costs other than for new tree-planting projects;
second, the carbon absorption estimation baseline has not yet been clearly established; and
third, it is difficult to incorporate carbon credits accumulated in the past. However, we
developed a simple model of forest carbon sequestration and forest management costs in
order to understand whether production forests that cannot afford management costs can
be converted to environmental forests using the retention approach. The reason for this is
that we thought that it would be best to examine the possibility here first, and then perform
detailed calculations. The model is based on the amount of carbon dioxide absorbed in
production forests by different age groups. The amount of carbon dioxide absorbed is
valued as carbon credits that can be traded in the market.
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We hypothesize that carbon credits can cover the cost of the retention approach and
proper management of production forests; this hypothesis we shall henceforth refer to
as the ‘market carbon trade hypothesis’. The amount paid to the production forests is
determined by the amount of carbon accumulated in it. We aim to elucidate under which
basic conditions the hypothesis is valid.

We selected Japan as the target location for this “market carbon trading hypothesis”.
There are two reasons for this. First, the demand for timber in Japan has plummeted over
the past 50 years, leaving production forests unmanaged and unattended. The government
has intervened many times with subsidies to the forestry industry, but without significant
effect. Timber is exposed to international competition, and in Japan, where production
forests are located in steep mountains, the selling price of timber is less than the cost of
managing the production forests. Although 70% of the country’s land area is covered
with forests, and about 40% of these are production forests, the production forests are left
unattended, which poses a challenge to the conservation of ecosystems and risks inducing
disasters. There is a need to examine whether carbon credits can overcome the dilemma
that the more production forests that need to be converted to environmental forests, the
more difficult it is to introduce a retention approach.

Second, carbon credits are traded in the Japanese market; therefore, it is possible
to evaluate the current carbon price. For the payment of the environmental conserva-
tion function of forests, some countries and regions have already adopted mandatory
or voluntary emissions-reduction mechanisms [16,17]. Preece et al. [18] showed that the
advanced carbon farming system established in Australia in 2011 plays a key role in sus-
tainable forest management. It is important to examine the possibilities in countries other
than those already studied, and the results obtained from the study can provide useful
suggestions internationally.

To examine the above hypothesis, we adopt the following three procedures: First,
we estimate the carbon absorption from production forests using data of the Japanese
forest research institutes (Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute, Japan; FFPRI),
thereby revealing the carbon baseline setting, which is important when introducing the
carbon credit system to forests. Second, we calculate the cost of proper forest management.
We use the management cost calculated using the forestry association data on the proper
management cost of production forests. We assume that the retention approach will
be adopted during logging and forest management. The cost of adopting the retention
approach is based on earlier research, which assumes that the cost of logging will increase
by 10% [10]. The cost of planning and investigating the retention approach was excluded
from this calculation because it can be formulated separately from forest management
activities. Third, we simulate the price of accumulated carbon in production forests by
using multiple carbon-credit prices traded on the market. Based on this simulation, we
judge the price and period for which carbon credits balance management costs. We infer
that if the valuation of carbon credits exceeds the cost required for proper management
of production forests and adaption of the retention approach, it is possible to apply the
retention approach. We propose to solve the dilemma of degraded production forests
by converting production forests into environmental forests through the introduction of
carbon credits in forests where productivity cannot be increased. Finally, we present the
policy implications of this study.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Literature Review

We reviewed production forests on a global scale and addressed the retention ap-
proach, a proposed new management method for production forests. We elaborate on
the evaluation of the function and amount of carbon absorption in forests and discuss the
contribution of carbon credits related to environmental issues.
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We provide an overview of the current state of forests globally, and then focus on
production forests. The total forest area globally is 4.60 billion hectares (ha), accounting
for about 31% of the world’s land-surface area [19,20]. The global forest area has been
generally in decline; however, it has recently slightly increased due to continuous efforts to
maintain and preserve the diverse functions of forests. Nevertheless, Butchart et al. [21]
revealed that biodiversity loss remains severe, despite efforts to establish sustainable
forest management in some areas. Researchers highlight that future global climate change
could affect forest ecosystems [22,23]. In this regard, the 2015 United Nations Sustainable
Development Summit set 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The fifteenth SDG
states: “Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt
biodiversity loss” [24].

Particularly, critical functions that forests have for the environment are ecological
aspects such as the preservation of ecosystems and biodiversity, and the carbon-dioxide
absorption function that mitigates global warming [25]. Lindenmayer et al. [5] found
that most forests globally are neither formally protected nor dedicated to intensive wood
production. The retention approach has been proposed as a forest management method
for improving the quality of ecosystems in such general production forests [5]. Groot
et al. [26] showed that transforming Canadian traditional forests into retention forests
is the most practical management method of present forestry. It has been shown that
long-term forest planning is required to achieve retention forestry. Gustafsson et al. [6]
evaluated the retention approach as a scientifically validated approach that can resolve
conflicting goals regarding timber production and biodiversity conservation and preserve
a degree of species richness equivalent to that of primary forests. Currently, the retention
forestry approach is recognized globally as a conservation tool in production forests [9];
however, its implementation is limited to some countries and regions due to technical
and cost barriers [8]. Additionally, research on logging methods that contribute to diverse
biodiversity are ongoing [10].

We elaborate on the evaluation methods of the function and amount of carbon ab-
sorption in forests. Relevant studies can be grouped into three types: estimates based
on remote sensing, estimates based on actual measurements, and calculation of carbon
content using equations and models. Research with estimates based on remote sensing
aims mainly to assess a meta-level carbon storage over wide forested areas. Such research
is usually conducted on tropical rainforests, where the impact of area reduction on the
environment is significant [27,28]. Saatchi et al. [4] mapped the total carbon stock of living
biomass above and below ground, using a combination of data from in situ inventory plots
and satellite light detection and ranging (Lidar) samples of forest structure to estimate
carbon storage. They created a benchmark map of the forest carbon stock in the early 2000s.
Baccini et al. [3] used multi-sensor satellite data to estimate aboveground carbon density
of living woody vegetation in pan-tropical ecosystems and its spatial distribution. They
highlighted that one of the reasons for adopting this method was to reduce the cost of
assessing the carbon stock in forests [4]. Actual measurements of carbon accumulation in
forests capture the changes in carbon content due to logging. Rainforests are often selected
for investigations [29]. Keith et al. [30] studied the Australian temperate moist eucalyptus
forests and some other types of forest carbon stocks. Such studies provide important basic
data for carbon calculations; however, the areas of application are limited since logging
is a requirement. In addition, since the amount of accumulated carbon in a forest varies
greatly depending on the tree species, it is difficult to evaluate the entire amount without
investigating the tree species [31].
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The calculation of carbon content by equations and models is used to obtain a rough
amount of the carbon storage of the entire forest. Diverse international and national
researchers and research institutes began examining the carbon-absorption function of
forests and assessing carbon dioxide reductions based on the 1997 Kyoto Protocol by the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Chave et al. [32]
developed a regression model involving only wood density and stem diameter to estimate
the amount of tropical biomass and the contributions of the tropical forest biome and
deforestation to the global carbon cycle. Jenkins et al. [33] compiled diameter-based
allometric regression equations for estimating the total aboveground and component
biomass, defined in dry-weight terms, for trees in the United States. These earlier studies
are mainly used to create reference values and obtain a rough idea of changes in carbon
content. Since the purpose of this study is also to test the hypothesis, we decided to use the
basic unit calculated by the Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute, Japan [34].

We also focused on empirical studies on forest management costs and carbon credit
contributions to the environment. Canadell and Raupach [35] claimed that forests absorb
billions of tons of CO2 globally every year; an economic subsidy of hundreds of billions
of dollars would be necessary in order to create an equivalent sink. In some countries
and regions, the payment for the environmental conservation function of forests have
already adopted mandatory or voluntary emissions-reduction mechanisms [16,36]. Preece
et al. [18] highlighted that Australia’s 2011 Carbon Farming Initiative incorporates carbon
credits, supports reforestation, and has been beneficial for sustainable forest management.
Kurz et al. [37] proposed a carbon-dynamics model for forestry and land use change for
Canada. Morse et al. [38] analyzed the effectiveness of forestry legislation in Costa Rica,
which introduced payments for environmental services in 1996. Results showed that the
payment of environmental services increased forestry retention, and the carbon stocks
of secondary forests approached the levels of primary forests after 25–30 years. Kayo
et al. [39] evaluated the possibility of converting production to environmental forests in
Japan, similar to this study; however, carbon credits had not been introduced at that point,
and the validity of the study was not assessed. Ellison et al. [40] claimed that current
approaches of resource-based carbon accounting consider only a fraction of the forest’s
potential. Currently, Japan is trading in the carbon credit market, and it is possible to
explore its potential.

We acknowledge these studies and will consider the possibility of utilizing carbon
credits for the transition from production to environmental forests. Evaluating the distri-
bution of credits instead of mandatory taxes could enable private initiatives to contribute
to environmental conservation without increasing the burden on citizens. If attempts to
revitalize forestry with subsidies are not very effective, as in the case with Japan, it becomes
necessary to introduce alternative mechanisms as well. Carbon credits through the market
can stimulate proper forest management. Furthermore, the introduction of the retention
approach can enhance multifaceted forest functions, such as biodiversity, thereby creating
value beyond carbon and increasing the interest in forest management. Most Japanese
production forests in the case-study area have only cedar tree species [41], so it is possible
to estimate the amount of carbon reserves more accurately. The ‘market carbon trade
hypothesis’ promotes the reduction of the burden related to the conversion of production
to environmental forests by appropriately evaluating their carbon absorption function.
Conversion of production to environmental forests might occur in many regions in the
future; our findings provide meaningful insight into the sustainable management and
ecological-value increase of production forests. Our results will be useful to stakeholders
of production forests with decreasing demand and of the global environment.

2.2. Framework for the Research Design

The analysis consists of two parts. The first part analyzes the changes in the environ-
ment surrounding production forests in Japan, the target area of the case study.
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As previously mentioned, 70% of Japan’s land area is covered by forests, 40% of which
are production forests. However, the utilization rate of forests is less than 1%, which is the
lowest in the OECD. Neglected production forests need to be converted to environmental
forests in order to prevent landslides and restore ecosystems. However, the dilemma is that
the retention approach is difficult to implement in planted forests that need to be converted
to environmental forests because the retention approach for conversion from production
forests to environmental forests assumes production activities. In this study, we propose a
method of converting production forests, which are difficult to implement the retention
approach through production activities, into environmental forests. In Japan’s production
forests, this analysis has shown that recent lifestyle changes have directly affected the forest
environment. This situation of lifestyle influencing forests may not be limited to Japan.
Therefore, we considered a system that would support not only the people of a particular
region, but society as a whole to take responsibility for the sustainable management of
forests.

The second part of the study examines the potential for carbon credits to cover the
costs of managing and transitioning from production forests to environmental forests using
the retention approach, mostly through simulation. The amount of carbon stored in a
properly managed plantation forest by age class is simulated and evaluated with several
carbon credit prices available in the market. We will identify the market price and time
period required to adopt a retention approach over and above the management costs of
production forests.

2.3. Simulation Framework for Evaluating the Carbon Absorption Function of Production Forests
2.3.1. Basic Unit of Carbon Absorption

We employed the definition of the carbon dioxide absorption model of the FFPRI in
Japan [34]. In accordance with the Kyoto Protocol, FFPRI conducted an analysis of the
carbon-absorption function in typical Japanese forests. Our simulation targets Japanese
cedar, which is a typical Japanese production forest tree species. Japanese cedar, cypress,
and broad-leaved trees are typical tree species in Japanese production forests, and among
them, Japanese Cedar has the highest proportion.

Figure 1 shows the basic numerical value of carbon absorption per hectare of a general
Japanese cedar production forest. The cumulative carbon absorption (t-C/ha) is based
on the FFPRI model. Figure 1 shows the cumulative carbon absorption of cedar by age
and the carbon absorption period. From about the age of ten years, the growth rate of
cedar gradually increases, and the absorption of carbon dioxide also increases sharply.
The reason why the carbon absorption per period seems to decrease significantly in the
25th year is because thinning takes place during this period, reducing the number of trees
present per hectare. Beyond the age of 50 years (which corresponds to the main logging
season), the growth rate slows and the rate of increase in carbon dioxide absorption also
slows; however, the cumulative carbon absorption of cedar production forests continues to
increase. Figure 1 shows the weight of carbon, and in order to convert this to the weight of
carbon dioxide, we multiply it by 44/12. The molecular weight of CO2 is 44 (the atomic
weight of C is 12 and the atomic weight of O is 16, so 12 + 16 × 2 = 44). Since the atomic
weight of C is 12, we can multiply the carbon equivalent weight by 44/12 to get the carbon
dioxide equivalent. So 44t-CO2 is equal to 12t-C.
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Figure 1. Cumulative carbon absorption and carbon-absorption period in a general Japanese cedar production forest.
Source: [34].

2.3.2. Management Costs of Production Forests

For the annual management costs of production forests, we used the values pub-
lished by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries [42]. The name of the data
is “Forestry Management Statistics Survey”, and is published as official statistical data
of the government. Since the annual management costs after the 51st year, which is the
main harvesting period, were not provided, we assumed they were equivalent to the
management costs required in years 46 to 50.

The retention approach requires selective logging. Although previous studies have
shown that the additional cost of adopting a retention approach is required at the time
of harvesting and does not add to normal management costs, leaving dead trees in the
forest will increase the amount of management effort. There are various estimates of the
cost of the retention approach, and it is currently not fully determined. Then, this study
assumed a 10% increase in logging costs when adopting a retention approach based on
previous studies. In addition, we have added 10% to the cost required for management.
These transactions are conducted in Japanese Yen; however, we have converted them to US
dollars for the sake of the readers’ understanding. The conversion rate from Japanese yen
to US dollar used is JPY 110, i.e., the average of the Telegraphic Transfer Selling Rate (TTS)
in 2019. These figures are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Maintenance costs of production forests in Japan (Unit: ha). Source: [42].

Period Years
Type of Maintenance

Activity
Normal Costs

(Yen/ha)
Normal Costs

(USD/ha)

Cost with Retention
Approach
(USD/ha)

Forestation
period

1 Afforestation 418,679 3806 -

2
Cutting

underbrush

232,502 2114 -
3 119,760 1089 -
4 163,112 1482 -
5 9282 844 -

Growth
period

6–10

Thinning

47,738 434 477
11–15 21,079 192 211
16–20 17,195 156 172

21–25 38,195 347 382
26–30 21,364 194 214
31–35 12,466 113 125
36–40 9734 88 97
41–45 6468 59 65
46–50 9862 90 99

Maturity
period 51– Maintenance 9862 90 99

One of the costs of implementing the retention approach is the cost of research and
planning, but since the retention approach is still in the experimental stage, the cost has not
been presented in previous studies. We assumed that the cost of such planning would be
borne by the national and local governments, not the forestry community. This is because
the scale of Japan’s forestry industry is not large, and the work involved in forestry itself is
already supported by subsidies. For this reason, this study does not take into account the
research and planning costs that would be required to introduce a retention approach. The
purpose of this study is to focus on the costs of forest management if a retention approach
is introduced, and to examine the possibility that this could be covered by the market.

2.3.3. Setting Carbon Credit Prices in the Simulation

Under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
each country has declared carbon reductions, and Japan has set a high target of 26% reduc-
tion by 2030 compared to 2013 [43]. A key for achieving this goal is reducing emissions,
especially in large cities with high carbon footprints. Tokyo is the largest city in Japan,
where companies are concentrated, and the Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly passed a re-
vision of the Ordinance on the Environment to Ensure the Health and Safety of Citizens
in 2008, mandating the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from large-scale business
establishments (i.e., those that used annually more than 1500 kL of crude oil equivalent in
terms of fuel, heat, and electricity). Based on this, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government
introduced a cap-and-trade system to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from 2010 onward.
This is the first urban-area cap-and-trade system in the world that covers office buildings,
and the Tokyo Metropolitan Government has set its own reduction targets: by 8% between
2010 and 2014, and by 17% between 2015 and 2019. As a means of achieving this goal, the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government has set up a carbon credit trading system [44,45].

There are five kinds of credits for emissions trading. The first is excess reduction
credit, the second is small and medium-sized enterprise credit, the third is large enterprise
credit outside Tokyo, the fourth is neighboring prefecture credit of Tokyo, and the fifth is
renewable energy credit. Only two types of valuation–price surveys are being conducted:
renewable energy and excess reduction credits. Since excess abatement credits are specific
to transactions between individual companies, this study refers to the prices of renewable
energy credits that are established as independent credits. The Tokyo Metropolitan Gov-
ernment has published the 10-year price fluctuations of renewable energy credits from 2011
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to 2020. The highest price is JPY 12,500, the lowest price is JPY 5500, the average price over
10 years is JPY 8335, and the most recent price is JPY 5600 (March 2020) [46]. We converted
these to dollars using the TTS prices mentioned above. These figures are shown in Table 2.
We decided to run our simulations using these four values.

Table 2. Trading price for carbon credits 1 (unit: USD/t-CO2; based on [46]).

Type Lowest Price Highest Price Average Price
Most Recent Price

(March 2020)

Renewable
energy credit

JPY 5500
USD 50

JPY 12,500
USD 114

JPY 8335
USD 76

JPY 5600
USD 51

1 The conversion rate from Japanese Yen to US dollars used is JPY 110, by TTS in 2019.

3. Results

3.1. Challenges in Sustainable Management of Japanese Forests
3.1.1. Changes in the Forestry and Lumber Industries in Japan

Japan is known as the “Land of Forests” in the world. Forests are deeply involved
in the lives and culture of the Japanese people, and the term “satoyama” (sato; human
habitation, yama; mountain) was born in Japan [47]. Japan’s forests underwent major
changes after World War II in 1945. As the population grew after the war, demand for
lumber surged in Japan, where wooden houses were the standard form of housing. The
lumber-producing regions could not keep up with production and began to rely partially
on imports. On the other hand, forest owners, attracted by the high price of lumber,
enthusiastically engaged in afforestation activities, focusing on cedar, which is used for
building materials. As a result, as of 2012, 41% of Japan’s total forest area is production
forests, of which 44% is made up of cedar [48].

In Japan, it takes about 50 years from planting to harvesting. However, during the
past 50 years, Japanese lifestyles and economic conditions have changed dramatically.
In urban areas, reinforced concrete housing complexes instead of wooden houses have
become the main way of living [49]. As a result, the demand for wood for housing
has decreased. In addition, Japan’s mountain forests have many steep slopes, and the
cost of producing lumber is relatively high, making domestic lumber more expensive
than imported lumber and making it uncompetitive. Currently, the cost of managing
production forests exceeds the selling price of timber, and there are many production
forests that are poorly managed and production activities have stagnated. Figure 2 shows
the ratio of timber production to forest accumulation in the OECD (Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development) countries [50]. Japan has the lowest ratio of
wood production to forest accumulation among the OECD countries, at only 0.47% in 2015.
This is about one-tenth of Scandinavia, which has the highest amount of wood production
relative to forest accumulation and is the lowest. Table 3 shows this in figures. Japan’s
wood production to forest accumulation was only 39.17% in 2015 compared to the average
of OECD countries.
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Figure 2. Ratio of timber to forest production of some OECD countries, based on [50].

Table 3. Timber to forest production ratio, based on [50].

Classification Value of All OECD Member Countries Value for Japan

Year
Amount of Wood

Production
(million m3)

Amount of Forest
Accumulation
(million m3)

Wood Production/
Accumulation (%)

Wood Production/
Accumulation (%)

Comparison with
OECD Average

(%)
2005 1046 76,529 1.37 0.38 27.74
2015 1022 85,180 1.20 0.47 39.17

In light of this situation, it must be said that it is currently difficult to convert produc-
tion forests into environmental forests through use. In order to properly manage abandoned
production forests and convert them into environmental forests, a new added value that
complements the use-value of wood is necessary. This study explores the possibility of
evaluating the carbon sequestration function of production forests as carbon credits to see
if it is possible to cover the costs of managing production forests and renewing them into
environmental forests.

3.1.2. Forest Age Structure

In Japanese forestry (practice), forests are classified into age classes that have 5 years
width. The highest possible age class is 20 with a final age of 100 years. Figure 3 shows
the age classes of Japan’s production forests in 2017. The area occupied by the 10th–12th
age classes is the largest among the production forests, indicating that afforestation was
actively carried out in the late 1960s and 1970s. Today, 50 to 60 years have passed since the
time of planting, and most of the trees are in a condition suitable for logging.
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Figure 3. Total area of production forests in Japan presented by age classes in 2017, based on [51].

In the 1960s, when vigorous afforestation was carried out, Japan was in a period
of rapid economic growth, with a rapidly growing population and increasing demand
for housing. However, due to the subsequent spread of reinforced concrete housing
complexes and price competition with imported lumber, the domestic demand for lumber
rapidly declined. As a result, the area of forestation has also been decreasing since its peak
around 50 years ago. In addition, even when the timber has reached the optimum age for
harvesting, the cost of managing production forests is higher than the profits from timber
sales, so production forests are left unmanaged.

3.1.3. Forest Management

The main activities in Japan’s production forests can be classified into four processes:
logging, thinning, underbrush clearing, and afforestation. After planting, weeding is
carried out for 20 years, and from the 20th year to the 50th year, thinning is performed to
allow the tree trunks to grow. About 50 years after planting, the trees in the production
forests grow to a size suitable for harvesting. In Japan, there are about 10 million hectares
of production forests [52], of which 980,000 hectares, or about 10%, are outsourced to
forest cooperatives or private companies for management [53]. Table 4 shows the area and
ratio of logging, thinning, underbrush cutting, and afforestation by contracted forestry
companies on these 980,000 ha. Figure 3 shows that although it is clear that most of
Japan’s production forests have reached the appropriate age for logging, only 4.47% of the
contracted area is logged, and only 22.01% of the area is thinned. Furthermore, it is a fact
that the area entrusted for the project is 10% of the production forests. This data shows that
it is impossible to change the forest structure through forestry.

Table 4. Ratio of management work to planted forest area in 2015, based on [52]. (Unit: ha)

Logging Thinning Cutting Underbrush Afforestation

43,825 215,771 148,833 24,401
4.47% 22.01% 15.19% 2.49%

The data in Table 4 also shows another problem: in 2015, only about half of the
production forests area that was cut down was planted. If this trend continues, tens of
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thousands of hectares of forest area will be lost every year. Due to this situation, the law
was amended in 2017 to require afforestation after logging. However, since afforestation
is costly, the dilemma arises that making afforestation mandatory will further hinder the
progress of logging. In order to turn neglected production forests into environmental
forests, we need an engine to overcome this dilemma.

3.2. Verification of the Market Carbon Trade Hypothesis
3.2.1. Calculation of Carbon Absorption and Management Cost by Age

We performed a carbon credit assessment of the carbon dioxide absorption of forests.
Table 5 shows the amount of carbon absorbed and the management cost by age. In Japan,
trees in planted forests are divided into the following three periods according to the degree
of their growth: until the 5th year after planting is the “forestation period”; from the 6th to
50th year after planting is the “growth period”; and from the 51st to 95th year after planting
is the “maturity period”. The amount of carbon absorbed in each period was calculated
based on the criteria in Section 3.2.1. The carbon absorption during the forestation period
was zero. At the end of the forestation and the beginning of the growing period, the trees
grew large, and the amount of carbon absorbed increased rapidly. In Japan, the cumulative
amount of carbon absorbed in forests is published in five-year groups; hence, Table 5 shows
the amount of carbon absorbed in each period.

Table 5. Calculation of carbon absorption and management cost by age.

Period
Managing
Activities

Years

Accumulated Carbon
Amount

Carbon
Dioxide

Absorption
during the Period

(t-CO2 ha−1)

Management
Cost

(USD)

Including
Retention
Approach

Cost
(USD)

Cumulative
Carbon
Content

(t-C ha−1)

Periodic
Carbon

Accumulation
(t-C ha−1)

Forestation
period

Afforestation 1 0 0 0.00 3806 3806

Cutting
underbrush

2 0 0 0.00 2114 2114
3 0 0 0.00 1089 1089
4 0 0 0.00 1483 1483
5 0 0 0.00 844 844

Growth
period

Thinning

6–10 2 2 7.34 434 477
11–15 18 16 58.72 192 211
16–20 34 16 58.72 156 172
21–25 41 7 25.69 347 382
26–30 54 13 47.71 194 213
31–35 67 13 47.71 113 124
36–40 79 12 44.04 88 97
41–45 90 11 40.37 59 65

Maintenance 46–50 98 8 29.36 90 99

Maturity
period Maintenance

51–55 104 6 22.02 90 99
56–60 110 6 22.02 90 99
61–65 115 5 18.35 90 99
66–70 119 4 14.68 90 99
71–75 120 1 3.67 90 99
76–80 124 4 14.68 90 99
81–85 128 4 14.68 90 99
86–90 129 1 3.67 90 99
91–95 130 1 3.67 90 99

We then calculated the management costs required for each period. This was based
on Section 3.2.2 and Table 1 and was calculated assuming that the retention approach
was implemented; since the retention approach involves logging operations, the cost was
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added after the sixth year, when thinning begins. The calculation assumes a 10% increase
in management costs from previous studies.

3.2.2. Evaluation of Pay Ability by Carbon Credit

Finally, we assessed carbon credits against the carbon sequestration of our production
forests. Table 6 shows the carbon sequestration and management costs of production forests
by forest age, and the price at which carbon credits would be balanced against this. The
prices of carbon credits were estimated as shown in Table 2, with the lowest price of USD
50, the highest price of USD 114, the average price of USD 76, and the latest price of USD
51. In the first five years of the planting period, carbon sequestration is counted as zero.
Only administrative costs are incurred, and the balance is always negative. However, from
the sixth year, the carbon sink of the production forests rises rapidly, and even if the carbon
credit is the lowest at USD 50, the price of the carbon credit balances the price needed to
cover the cost after 30 years. After 50 years, when the trees are ready to be harvested, the
carbon sink will slow down, but even if we adopt the retention approach, we will still be
able to make a positive balance until the end.

Table 6. Simulation of cedar production-forests management costs per ha and renewable credit pricing (US dollars) 1.

Period Years (a) 2 (b) 3 Valuation Price of Carbon Credits Balance of Payments

50
USD 4

51
USD 5

76
USD 6

114
USD 7

50
USD 4

51
USD 5

76
USD 6

114
USD 7

Forestation
period

1 0.00 3806 0 0 0 0 −3806 −3806 −3806 −3806

2 0.00 2114 0 0 0 0 −5920 −5920 −5920 −5920

3 0.00 1089 0 0 0 0 −7009 −7009 −7009 −7009

4 0.00 1482 0 0 0 0 −8491 −8491 −8491 −8491

5 0.00 844 0 0 0 0 −9335 −9335 −9335 −9335

Growth
period

6–10 7.33 477 367 374 557 836 −9446 −9439 −9255 −8977

11–15 58.67 211 2933 2992 4459 6688 −6723 −6657 −5007 −2499

16–20 58.67 172 2933 2992 4459 6688 −3962 −3837 −721 4017

21–25 25.67 382 1283 1309 1951 2926 −3061 −2910 848 6561

26–30 47.67 213 2383 2431 3623 5434 −891 −693 4258 11,781

31–35 47.67 124 2383 2431 3623 5434 1368 1613 7755 17,090

36–40 44.00 97 2200 2244 3344 5016 3470 3760 11,002 22,009

41–45 40.33 65 2017 2057 3065 4598 5422 5752 14,002 26,542

46–50 29.33 90 1467 1496 2229 3344 6799 7158 16,142 29,796

Maturity
period

51–55 22.00 99 1100 1122 1672 2508 7800 8182 17,715 32,206

56–60 22.00 99 1100 1122 1672 2508 8802 9205 19,288 34,615

61–65 18.33 99 917 935 1393 2090 9620 10,042 20,583 36,607

66–70 14.67 99 733 748 1115 1672 10,255 10,691 21,599 38,180

71–75 3.67 99 183 187 279 418 10,339 10,779 21,779 38,499

76–80 14.67 99 733 748 1115 1672 10,974 11,429 22,795 40,073

81–85 14.67 99 733 748 1115 1672 11,609 12,078 23,811 41,646

86–90 3.67 99 183 187 279 418 11,693 12,166 23,991 41,965

91–95 3.67 99 183 187 279 418 11,778 12,255 24,171 42,285
1 Numbers marked with ‘- ‘indicate deficits. 2 Carbon dioxide absorption during the period (t-CO2 ha−1). 3 Management costs of
implementing the retention approach (including planting, cutting underbrush, tinning, and maintenance). 4 The case of the lowest price of
renewable energy credits. 5 The case of the most recent price of renewable energy credits. 6 The case of the average price of renewable
energy credits. 7 The case of the highest price of renewable energy credits.
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4. Discussion

In this study, we calculated the amount of carbon dioxide absorbed per hectare of
Japanese cedar, a common production forests species in Japan. Utilizing the results of
this calculation, we examined the possibility of appropriate management of production
forests using the carbon credit method, which was introduced by the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government. As a result, even with the lowest published carbon credit price of USD 50,
the accumulated income and expenditure will be positive 30 years after planting. Beyond
that point, the balance of carbon credits and management costs will remain positive, so it
can be expected that proper management of production forests will provide a sustainable
carbon dioxide absorption function. In Japan, felling occurs 50 years after planting. At
that point, the balance is positive, so it is possible to consider a carbon credit system that
requires the introduction of a retention approach.

Carbon credits do not subsidize the use of timber or forest management, nor do
they build new biomass power plants; they merely change the flow of funds as a system.
Therefore, there is almost no new production of carbon dioxide, and this approach is also
applicable in countries other than Japan. Appropriate land use and adequate management
are some of the infrastructure systems for global environmental conservation [54].

Proper forest management also leads to forest monitoring by which managers can
quickly notice small changes in forest conditions. There are many functions that can be
activated in a properly managed production forest, such as the establishment of habitats for
animals and insects, the preservation of earth water by the soil, and the creation of beautiful
landscapes. In degraded forests, proper thinning is not performed, and trees cannot root
firmly into the ground, which may cause further damage if disasters happen. In fact, in
Japan, the abandonment of production-forests management led to the devastation of forests
and increased the likelihood of damage from disasters. In Japan, in 2019, damage from
fallen trees during a major typhoon caused power outages for up to 934,900 homes and
up to two weeks in areas that included urban areas [55]. In addition, owing to insufficient
funds for production-forests management, even when thinning is performed, the thinned
wood may remain in the forest, which could also trigger a disaster. Proper production-
forests management is important not only for environmental protection but also from a
natural risk management perspective.

The use of carbon credits for the carbon dioxide absorption function of planted forest
management not only reduces carbon dioxide emissions, but also reduces disaster risk,
maintains a beautiful landscape, and provides economic and recreational opportunities. In
addition, proper production-forests management ensures the production of quality wood,
in case wood demand increases in the future. Thus, this paper shows that carbon credits
can be applied to the management of Japanese production forests.

However, even if carbon credits are paid for by the production-forests management,
it is necessary to monitor whether appropriate management is performed. Communities
located near forests are likely to be suitable for this auditing. Without the construction of
these appropriate systems, the carbon credit system may not function effectively.

5. Conclusions

We investigated the possibility of sustainable management and conversion to environ-
mental forests by introducing carbon credits for production forests where the framework
of forest management through the use of timber has reached its limit. We found that the
management cost of the production forests is compensated by the balance of carbon credits
within a maximum of 30 years since planting. The introduction of carbon credits does not
introduce new subsidies, nor does it build new facilities such as biomass power plants;
it only changes the mechanism. Construction of a biomass power plant is costly, and the
transportation of timber also emits carbon dioxide [56,57]. Conversely, the carbon credit
method is not only a burden on forest owners and small producers, but there is also almost
no burden on the new environment. Moreover, the payment of carbon credits for the
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carbon-absorption function of forests is limited, but it already exists as a mechanism at this
time. By developing the current system, it can be introduced nationwide.

As a policy implication, there are two major advantages of introducing carbon credits
to production forests in areas where timber demand is declining sharply: one advantage
is that sustainable management can be achieved without depending on subsidies. Miti-
gating global warming is an urgent task, and the carbon credit system is an indispensable
mechanism for reducing greenhouse gases. Utilizing the carbon credit system available in
the market, rather than government subsidies, can pave the way for international forest
conservation. If independent forest management becomes possible, it will be possible to
improve the biased forest structure. The second advantage is emphasizing the value of
forests. Production forests were valuable in the past because the trees were used as timber;
however, when timber is not used, it becomes difficult to evaluate the value of the forest,
and as a result, it tends to lead to abandonment and poor management. Abandonment is
likely to induce disasters and lead to the deterioration of the forest function. Millar and
Stephenson [58] point out that proper management of forests in temperate climate regions
such as Japan can help respond to global warming and minimize the loss of ecosystem
services. By introducing carbon credits, the value of forests can be emphasized, thereby
motivating forest management. In Japan and other Asian countries where the risk of torren-
tial rains and typhoons is increasing due to climate change, this method can be evaluated
as being more effective because the degradation of production forests is likely to amplify
natural disaster risks.

Porter-Bolland et al. [59] found that community-managed forests presented lower
and less variable annual deforestation rates than protected forests. Based on these results,
we believe that carbon credit payments for forest management could be directed not only
to landowners but also to local communities. Agrawal and Gibson [60] also noted that
effective institutionalization of community-based forest conservation activities requires
the availability of sufficient funds for implementing the rules created by local groups.
According to our estimation, the introduction of carbon credits resulted in a positive balance
when there was sufficient time before logging, making it possible for local communities
to evaluate a variety of possibilities, such as the introduction of retention approaches.
Scheffer et al. [61] point out that maintaining resilience is important in responding to
ecosystem changes caused by global warming and urbanization. From that point of view,
the cooperation between the retention approach and carbon credit is important.

Finally, the limitations of this study are as follows: the first is the limitation of data,
which is essential for such a study. The exact cost of applying the retention approach to
Japanese production forests was unknown. We also lacked the data necessary to make
accurate comparisons between production forests and environmental forests. We hope
that our research will contribute to the development of a retention approach in Japan in
the future. Second, it is possible that the production forests will change to an intensive
production forest again; however, it is possible to adopt a retention approach for forests,
even if the timber is produced more intensely than before. Third, if the carbon absorption
supply increases, the unit price will decrease, and the hypothesis may not hold. However,
global warming is advancing, and the demand for carbon credits is expected to increase.
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Abstract: “Two ecological barriers and three shelters” (TEBTS), which has the effect of relieving eco-
logical pressure, is the national ecological security pattern in China. Calculating the value of TEBTS
ecosystem services, clarifying the synergy/trade-off relationships between ecosystem services, and
maximizing the value of regional ecosystem services are of great significance for maintaining the security
of the ecological civilization. At present, the research on ecosystem service synergy/trade-off has become
the frontier field of ecology and related disciplines at home and abroad, and many research results
have been obtained. However, there is still room and significance for continuing research to think
about the synergy/trade-off relationship of ecosystems from the perspective of temporal and spatial
heterogeneity: clarifying the spatial scope and spatial transmission characteristics of ecosystem service
synergy/trade-off; exploring the trend of ecosystem service synergy/trade-off, and simulating the
dynamic characteristics of natural factors affecting ecosystem services; and analyzing the characteristics
of different spatial attributes that lead to the synergy/trade-off of ecosystem services. In this study, the
Songhua River Basin (SRB), where the NFB is located, is used as the research area, the ecosystem services
are simulated through the ecosystem assessment model, ecological unit (EU) is constructed as a research
carrier, which is used to define the spatial scope of ecosystem services, and the influence of spatial char-
acteristics and attribute characteristics on the change trend of the ecosystem service synergy/trade-off
relationship is analyzed. The research found that water retention, soil conservation, and biodiversity
did not change much from 2000 to 2015, and these ecosystem services have a greater value in the NFZ.
The amount of carbon sequestration increased rapidly from 2010 to 2015. Crop production showed
an increasing trend year by year. As the main grain production area, the Songnen Plain provides the
main crop production function, which is greatly affected by humans. In the spatial characteristic, water
retention, soil sequestration, and biodiversity present a very significant synergistic relationship, which
is manifested in the obvious high-value aggregation characteristics in the NFZ, and crop production
and the other four types of ecosystem services are in a trade-off relationship. At the time scale, the
four types of ecosystem services, including water retention, soil conservation, biodiversity, and carbon
sequestration, are synergistic, and crop production and water retention are synergistic. The vegetation
types exhibiting a synergy/trade-off relationship are mainly broad-leaved forests, and the soil types
are mainly luvisols and phaeozems. These EUs are mainly distributed in the NFZ and have spatial
topological characteristics: the area and circumference of these EUs are smaller, the radius of gyration
is also significantly smaller than that of other EUs, and the shape is more regular. By focusing on the
spatial aggregation characteristics and changing trends of the ecosystem service synergy/trade-off and
clarifying the influencing factors of the ecosystem service synergy/trade-off, the ecosystem services can
be integrated, and the ecosystem can be optimized. Thus, the value of regional ecosystem services can
be maximized, and a certain data foundation and theoretical support can be provided for major projects,
such as ecological restoration and ecological environment governance, which is of great significance for
improving the pattern of ecological security.

Keywords: ecosystem services; ecological unit; synergy/trade-off; spatial structure; attribute characteristics
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1. Introduction

With the increase in population and rapid development of the social economy, the
current ecological environment in China is becoming more and more severe. The pressure of
human society on resources and the environment is increasing, which increasingly threatens
the ecological security of the country and its regions [1]. In order to relieve the ecological
pressure, a national barrier plan was proposed based on the main functional zoning [2].
A national ecological security strategic pattern, with “Two ecological barriers and three
shelters” (TEBTS) as the mainstay, came into being [3]. The TEBTS ecological security
strategic pattern is an important part of the “three strategic patterns” and an important
guarantee pattern of the urbanization pattern strategy and the agricultural strategic pattern.
The TEBTS ecological security strategic pattern is to build TEBTS and important river
systems as the framework, with other national key ecological function areas as important
support, and national development prohibited areas as an important component of the
ecological security strategic pattern. TEBTS is an important part of building a national
ecological security strategic pattern in the construction of ecological civilization, and a
national ecological security pattern has been established. Providing ecosystem services
is an important manifestation of the ecological security pattern. TEBTS is key to regional
ecological security, and the ecosystem plays an important role in the region [4]. Therefore, a
well-structured ecosystem is obviously the main body and the first element of an ecological
barrier [5–8]. Each barrier zone of the TEBTS has a principal ecosystem service. Due
to the different needs of human beings, the ecosystem services provided by the barrier
zone have a variety of extended features. In recent years, the research on the calculation
of ecosystem services has tended toward diversification, and its quantitative evaluation
methods are summarized into three categories: the physical measurement method, the
energy method, and the value measurement method. Specific models for calculating
specific ecosystem services include the water balance equation, general soil loss equation,
WEPP model, SWAT model, InVEST model, ARIES model, etc. Among them, the trade-off
and synergy between multiple ecosystem services has always been an important topic for
mainstream scholars. Due to the diversity of ecosystem service types, the imbalance of
spatial distribution, and the selectivity of human use, the relationships between ecosystem
services have undergone dynamic changes, which are manifested in the form of trade-offs
and synergy between mutual gains. Ecosystem services have intertwined and complex
nonlinear relationships which are superimposed on the different preferences of humans
concerning the choice of ecosystem services [9]. Changes in ecosystem pattern-process-
function services lead to a synergy/trade-off between ecosystem services [10–12]. In
practical applications, methods such as mathematical statistics, spatial mapping, scenario
simulation, multiobjective decision making, and service liquidity analysis are generally
used to carry out research on the synergy/trade-off between different service types at the
time and space scales.

In recent years, conducting the synergy/trade-off analysis of ecosystem services and
understanding the relationships between ecosystem services has become an important
basis for ecological management decision making and regulation, and it is applied to
agriculture, fishery production [13,14], forest management, marine space planning, energy
management, etc. [15–18]. However, the synergy/trade-off of ecosystem services has a
relatively complex temporal and spatial scale, and the difficulty lies in how to characterize
the interaction between the structure, process, function, and service changes of ecosystems
at different scales and their influencing factors. Scholars have also carried out a lot of
research on this. Chan et al. found through GIS spatial analysis that there is only a weak
correlation between the priority areas for biodiversity conservation and the six ecosystem
service supply areas in the California Central Coast Ecological Zone [19]. Egoh et al. used
graphs to characterize the supply of five ecosystem services in South Africa (surface water
supply, water flow regulation, soil accumulation, soil retention, and carbon storage) and
then assessed the relationship between them [20]. Raudsepp Hearne et al. conducted the
spatial mapping and cluster analysis of 12 types of ecosystem services, identified 6 types
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of ecosystem service clusters, and finally identified the types and regions of synergy and
trade-offs between different services [21]. Based on the production possibility bound-
ary method, Chen et al. conducted a quantitative analysis on the relationship between
ecosystem services in the Weihe River Basin. The study showed that there is a trade-off re-
lationship between water retention and carbon sequestration and between water retention
and biodiversity, and there is synergy between carbon sequestration and biodiversity [22].
Through partial correlation analysis, Sun et al. explored the trade-off and synergy between
the ecosystem services in Yan’an. They found that there is a trade-off relationship between
soil conservation and crop production and between water retention and NPP, and there is
a synergistic relationship between NPP and soil conservation and between NPP and water
retention [23].

However, most scholars have not conducted outstanding research on the spatial
heterogeneity of ecosystem service synergy/trade-offs. From a spatial perspective, the
response to changes in ecosystem services is based on irregular geographic units. Clarifying
the spatial boundaries and spatial characteristics of ecosystem services is an important
research direction for the integration of ecosystem services and geography. Geographical
units are patches with spatial characteristics based on landscape types.

The ecosystem service evaluation models currently applied are all based on grid
units in space, which cannot fully express the spatial heterogeneity of terrain, vegetation,
and soil. In a complex geographic environment, it cannot integrate topography and
other factors into the study of ecosystem services. The synergy/trade-off analysis of
ecosystem services should not be based on a regular grid unit as a carrier, but should be a
geographical unit with independent characteristics. Regardless of their size or shape, it
should be considered whether the geographic features in the geographic unit are consistent.
The grids with consistent geographic features are summarized as a geographic unit, and
each geographic unit has a unique spatial structure and topological relationship. Only
by using this geographic unit for analysis can we better evaluate the ecosystem service
synergy/trade-off relationship as a whole. Therefore, it is urgent to establish a method
based on the onsite geomorphology to evaluate the synergy/trade-off relationship of
ecosystem services. An ecological unit (EU) is a spatial patch delineated based on factors
such as hydrology, land cover, vegetation types, and soil types. EUs can reflect the spatial
changes of ecosystem service elements and can describe the impact of changes in underlying
surface features on ecosystem services [24,25]. EUs are land surface complexes with the
same terrain distribution, vegetation types, and soil conditions. They are also geographic
units that integrate the spatial heterogeneity of elements such as terrain, soil, and land
use patterns. EUs include a unique water outlet, which can effectively reflect the law
of water movement in the basin. In EUs, the movement of water and sediment will be
directed to the only water outlet. The water retention function and the soil conservation
function can be reflected by EUs. Meanwhile, since the ecological unit is constructed
with unique topography, vegetation, soil, and land features, ecosystem services, such as
carbon sequestration and biodiversity, are also unique. At the spatial scale, EUs are used as
carriers for studying the synergy/trade-off relationship of ecosystem services and express
the aggregation characteristics of ecosystem services. At the time scale, the influence of the
spatial characteristics of EUs on the synergy/trade-off of ecosystem services needs to be
further studied, and the theory of landscape pattern needs to be applied to the analysis
of the structure of EUs. The landscape pattern is a feature of the spatial pattern, that is,
the spatial arrangement and combination of landscape elements of different sizes and
shapes. It includes the type, number, and spatial distribution and configuration of the
constituent units, which are a concrete manifestation of spatial heterogeneity. The pattern
index constructed using the theory of landscape pattern can effectively reflect the spatial
information of EUs. EUs can evaluate the characteristics of the spatial structure, combining
the attributes of the EUs themselves and discussing the influence of the characteristics of
the EU on the ecosystem service synergy/trade-off relationship in a certain period of time.
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Therefore, the use of ecological units in the study of ecosystem service synergy/tradeoffs
has theoretical and practical foundations.

This study takes the SRB as the research area, calculating the value of ecosystem
services in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015, respectively, constructing EUs and using EUs as
carriers to conduct synergy/trade-off spatiotemporal analysis, and at the spatial scale,
using bivariate local autocorrelation to determine the ecosystem service synergy/trade-
off relationship and clarify the clustering characteristics of ecosystem services. Through
correlation analysis, the study distinguishes the synergy/trade-off relationship of ecological
service functions at the time scale with significant characteristics. At the same time, it
explores the relationship between the attribute characteristics and spatial characteristics in
the ecological unit and the synergy/trade-off of ecosystem services.

2. Study Area

The SRB (Figure 1) covers an area of 546,000 km2, which belongs to the three provinces
and autonomous regions of Inner Mongolia, Jilin, and Heilongjiang, of which 61% are
mountainous areas, 15% are hills, and 24% are plains. The Sanjiang and Songnen Plains are
in the east and west of the river basin, the land is fertile, and the grassland is continuous.
The SRB has an obvious continental monsoon climate, with hot and rainy summers and
cold and dry winters, and the four seasons have obvious differences [26]. There are obvious
spatial differences in the average precipitation in the basin over many years. The rainfall
in the mountainous areas in the southeast is between 700 and 900 mm, while the western
region is relatively dry, with an annual rainfall of only about 400 mm. The average annual
runoff of the SRB over many years reached 76.2 billion m3. The annual average runoff
depth of the basin over many years is 134.3 mm, and the spatial distribution characteristics
are basically consistent with the annual precipitation. In the highest mountain area, it can
reach about 500 mm, while in the Songnen Plain, it is only 20–30 mm. In the SRB, there
are eleven principal types of soils, including luvisols, phaeozems, and chernozems. The
vegetation types in the SRB are mainly divided into three categories: forests in mountains
and hilly areas and grasslands and crops in the Northeast Plain. Due to the relationship
between the latitude and climate, the Great Khingan and Lesser Khingan Mountains have
coniferous forests in the sub-frigid zone, and there are cold and temperate coniferous and
broad-leaved forests in the Changbai Mountains. In the northwest of the Songnen Plain,
forest surrounds the steppe [27,28].
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Figure 1. Location of the study area.

3. Data and Methodology

3.1. Data

The boundaries of the SRB and the NFZ are provided by the “National Scale Ecosystem
Service Evaluation and Analysis Model System”. The Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
is obtained from the Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/ accessed on 25
September 2020). The data sources required by the ecosystem service assessment model
are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Approaches

This study (Figure 2) calculates water retention based on the theory of water balance,
uses the RUSLE model to calculate soil conservation, uses the CASA model to calculate
carbon sequestration, calculates biodiversity based on indicators such as the biological
abundance index, and calculates the crop production based on the grain yield in the
statistical year-book. It calculates ecosystem services in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015, respec-
tively. EUs are delineated by terrain, vegetation type, and soil type, and EUs are used
as research carriers. At the spatial scale, spatial autocorrelation expresses the ecosystem
service synergy/trade-off relationship. The synergy relationship is embodied in ecosystem
service high–high aggregation and low–low aggregation, and the trade-off relationship is
embodied as high–low aggregation. Ecosystem services at the time scale are calculated
by a unit-by-unit analysis method, and the impact of attribute characteristics and spatial
topological characteristics on ecosystem service synergy/trade-off is analyzed.
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Figure 2. The research framework of the ecosystem services synergy/trade-off.

3.2.1. Ecosystem Service Assessment Method
Water Retention Estimation

The improved water balance theory is used to evaluate the ecosystem service of water
retention [29]. The theory believes that water retention is precipitation minus evapotran-
spiration (including canopy transpiration, canopy evaporation, and soil evaporation) and
storm runoff. The whole process begins with atmospheric precipitation, after which part
of the precipitation is intercepted by the canopy, and the other part penetrates the canopy
and enters the soil [30,31].

The water retention amount (WR) is calculated according to the water balance equa-
tion, namely:

WR = P − ET − R = P − (
Ecanopy + Esoil + T + Esub

)− R (1)

In the formula, P is the precipitation, ET is the sum of the transpiration and evapora-
tion (including transpiration T, canopy intercepted evaporation Ecanopy, soil evaporation
Esoil , and snow sublimation Esub), and R is the surface runoff.

Soil Conservation Estimation

The soil conservation service function evaluation is based on the RUSLE model [32–34].
It is assumed that the soil conservation amount is the difference between the potential
soil erosion amount and the actual soil erosion amount, that is, the difference between the
actual soil erosion amount in the maximum soil erosion amount area without vegetation
cover. The potential soil erosion is the amount of soil erosion determined by natural factors,
such as climate, soil, topography, etc., that is, the state of soil erosion under the assumption
that there is no vegetation protection. The actual soil erosion is the amount of soil erosion
determined by factors such as climate, soil, topography, vegetation, etc., that is, the state of
soil erosion under the existing vegetation coverage [35–37].

The difference between potential soil erosion and actual soil erosion is used to charac-
terize the soil conservation function of the ecosystem. Considering the spatial and temporal
scale, model complexity, and data availability, the amount of soil erosion is estimated using
the Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). The model form is as follows:

Actual soil erosion:

Aactual erosion = R × K × L × S × C (2)
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Potential soil erosion:

Apotential erosion = R × K × L × S (3)

Soil conservation amount:

Asoil erosion = Apotential erosion − Aactural erosion = R × K × L × S × (1 − C) (4)

In the formula, Aactual erosion is the actual amount of soil erosion per unit area, and
the unit is t/ha; Apotential erosion is the potential soil erosion amount per unit area, and the
unit is t/ha; Asoil erosion is the amount of soil conservation per unit area, and the unit is
t/ha; R is the rainfall erosivity factor, expressed by the multi-year average annual rainfall
erosivity index; K is the soil erodibility factor, expressed as the amount of soil loss per unit
area formed by the unit rainfall erosivity in the standard plot; L is the slope length factor
(dimensionless); S is the slope factor (dimensionless); and C is the vegetation cover factor
(dimensionless).

Carbon Sequestration Estimation

In the carbon sequestration estimation, 1 kg of carbon is considered to be equivalent to
2.2 kg of organic matter. The carbon sequestration of the ecosystem can be obtained from
the total amount of vegetation NPP

WCO2 = NPP × 2.2 (5)

In the formula, WCO2 represents the fixed amount of CO2 per unit area of an ecosystem
(g/m2), and NPP represents the annual vegetation NPP per unit area of the ecosystem
(g/m2).

There are many models for NPP estimation [38], and the prototype CASA model was
proposed by Monteith. Later, Potter and Field et al. improved Monteith’s model. Due to its
simple structure, and because the parameters can be obtained through remote sensing, the
CASA model is widely used in NPP estimation at global and regional scales.

Biodiversity Estimation

Biodiversity is calculated by a comprehensive calculation of the biological abundance
index, vegetation coverage, and number of rare and endangered animals and plants,
expressed by the formula:

BIO = B × VC × TS (6)

In the formula, BIO is the biodiversity maintenance function index, dimensionless; B
is the biological abundance index, dimensionless, which is used to assign values according
to the land use type; VC is the vegetation coverage, %; and TS is the richness of rare and
endangered biological species, dimensionless.

Crop Production Estimation

The crop production in the statistical yearbook is used to establish a statistical relation-
ship between geographical environment parameters in order to realize the spatialization of
crop production. Statistics show that the annual precipitation, annual average temperature,
and topographical undulations of the grain yield levels are significantly correlated, and
the confidence level has passed the 0.05 test. Thus, the statistical model is established as
follows:

SCrop = 0.00047P + 3.70805 × e0.0285Ta − 0.00075Range − 0.26622 (7)

where SCrop is the simulated crop production, t/ha; P is the annual precipitation, mm; Ta
is the average annual temperature (◦C); and Range is the topographic undulation (m).
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3.2.2. Construction of Ecological Units

The results of the calculation of the ecosystem services are presented in the form of
raster data. However, in reality, due to multiple factors, such as spatial differences and
irregular land use types, the division of the ecosystem services must not be of a regular
shape, like a grid. Therefore, we need to find a brand-new unit division method, transform
the data presentation method, and make the delineated unit more suitable for the actual
situation of the research area.

EUs are based on hydrological response units (HRUs); HRUs were originally defined
as the basic units of simulation in the SWAT model [39]. HRUs conform to the fitness index
method and are used to construct an adaptive index threshold system which can better
delineate the ecosystem service zoning through hydrological analysis on the basis of DEM.
The construction of HRUs is based on the hydrological analysis function in the ARCGIS
software, and its theoretical basis is the D8 single flow algorithm [40]. However, the HRU
divided by DEM can only represent one characteristic of terrain in space. There are also
multiple types of land in the same unit, and the ecosystem services provided by them are
also different. Therefore, the data on the soil type and vegetation type are used to divide
the HRUs again, and the small patches of the boundary are merged to obtain the final EUs.
The soil, vegetation, and watershed divisions of each ecological unit are different and have
a certain uniqueness. The EUs constructed from this can better distinguish the boundaries
of geographic units and reflect the mutual relationship between the ecosystem services.

3.2.3. Ecosystem Service Synergy/Trade-Off Time and Space Analysis Method
Synergy/Trade-Off Analysis Method of Ecosystem Services in Space

After determining that EUs will be used as carriers for defining radiation, we need to
find a way to quantitatively and qualitatively study the synergy/trade-off of the ecosys-
tem services in space. Spatial autocorrelation can be applied to express the aggregation
characteristics of variables in space in this study [41,42]. Spatial autocorrelation refers to
the potential interdependence between observation data of some variables in the same
distribution area [43]. Statistically, through correlation analysis, whether there is a correla-
tion between the changes of two phenomena can be detected. This is the same attribute
variable of different observation objects, which is called autocorrelation. The parameters
describing spatial autocorrelation include global autocorrelation and local autocorrelation.
This study mainly uses bivariate local autocorrelation to express the synergy/trade-off of
the ecosystem services in space.

Local spatial autocorrelation is a correlation index that uses the average value of
adjacent positions to measure the degree of correlation between a position variable and
other variables [44]. The calculation formula is as follows:

I =
n(xi − x)∑m

j=1 Wij
(

xj − x
)

∑n
i=1(xi − x)2 (8)

In the formula, Xi is the attribute value in the i cell, Xj is the attribute value in the
j cell, and Wij is the weight matrix representing the topological relationship of the space
elements; m is the number of EUs adjacent to the EU i.

The bivariate local autocorrelation is defined as:

Ip
lm = zp

l

n

∑
q=1

Wpq × zq
m (9)

In the formula, zp
l =

Xp
l −Xl
σl

; zq
m = Xq

m−Xm
σm

; Xp
l is the value of the ecosystem service l of

the space unit p; Xq
m is the value of the ecosystem service m of the space unit q; Xl and Xm

are the values of ecosystem services l and m, respectively; and σl and σm are the variances
of ecosystem services l and m, respectively.
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Time-Scale Ecosystem Service Synergy/Trade-Off Analysis Method

The synergy/trade-off of the ecosystem services at the time scale is based on the
change of ecological service functions every five years. Through correlation analysis, the
synergy/trade-off relationship between the ecosystem services in different time series is
calculated.

Using the unit-by-unit analysis method, the correlation coefficient between the two
sets of long-term series of ecosystem services is calculated, and the positive and neg-
ative correlations are used to judge the synergy/trade-off between the two ecosystem
services [38]. The correlation coefficient calculation formula is as follows:

R =
∑(x − x)(y − y)√

∑(x − x)2 ∑(y − y)2
(10)

According to the null hypothesis test of the correlation coefficient, the T test is used to
evaluate the significance of the relationship between the ecosystem services at a time scale.
The T test formula is as follows:

T =
R√
1−R2

n−2

(11)

In the formula, R is the corresponding partial correlation coefficient, and n is the
number of observation samples. When |T| > T0.05, i.e., P < 0.05, the null hypothesis is
rejected, and the correlation result is significant. When |T| > T0.01, i.e., P < 0.01, the null
hypothesis is rejected, the correlation result is extremely significant.

The synergy/trade-off relationship of the ecosystem services iat the time scale is
affected by many factors in the natural environment. The natural attribute characteristics
of EUs, such as vegetation type and soil type, are correlated with the ecosystem service
synergy/trade-off relationship, and the influence of natural attribute characteristics on
the evolution of the ecosystem service synergy/trade-off is analyzed. Meanwhile, by the
constructing pattern index, the relationship between the spatial characteristics of EUs
and the synergy/trade-off of the ecosystem services at time scales is clarified. Based
on the theory of landscape pattern and the use of EUs as carriers, the pattern index is
applied to the study of the correlation between the spatial characteristics of the EU and the
synergy/trade-off of the ecosystem services.

The Fragstats software is used to calculate the pattern index [45–48]. The software has
three different research scales: the landscape scale, type scale, and patch scale. It is more
appropriate to use the patch scale to study the pattern characteristics of geographic units.
Therefore, this study selects the AREA, PERIM, GYRATE, PARA, SHAPE, and other indices
(Table 2) to evaluate the pattern characteristics at the patch scale in order to explore the
impact of the EU pattern characteristics on the trade-off/synergy of the ecosystem services.

Table 2. Pattern index and its description.

Pattern Index Full Name of the Index

AREA Patch Area
PERIM Patch Perimeter

GYRATE Radius of Gyration
PARA Perimeter-Area Ratio

SHAPE Shape Index
FRAC Fractal Dimension Index

CIRCLE Related Circumscribing Circle
CONTIG Contiguity Index
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4. Results

4.1. The Spatial Distribution and Change Characteristics of Ecosystem Services

The calculation results of water retention in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 are compared
(Figure 3). In the entire study area, the spatial differentiation of the water retention is more
obvious, and it can be found that the water retention is greatly affected by land types in
all years. In the past two decades, the water retention in the three regions of the Great
Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountains was relatively
high. Among them, the water retention capacity at the southern foot of Changbai Mountain
is the strongest, and the water retention capacity can reach 400 mm. The water retention in
the east of the Lesser Khingan Mountains and other areas surrounding Changbai Mountain
is about 150 mm. The water retention of the Great Khingan Mountains is generally about
100 mm. These three areas are covered by large areas of vegetation, which are dominated
by larch, but they also contain a variety of trees and shrubs. The diversification of plants is
conducive to the maintenance and improvement of the soil environment, and the developed
root system and a good soil environment are conducive to the maintenance of soil moisture.
During each rainfall, a large amount of water is fixed in the soil by plants, and the canopy
interception of dense trees and shrubs can effectively absorb part of the rainfall. Therefore,
forest land can conserve a huge amount of water and play an important role in water
retention. The water retention of the Songnen Plain in the middle of the study area is lower
than 50 mm. The Songnen Plain is mainly a farming area. As a large area of farmland is
adjacent to Songhua River and Nen River, this area requires a huge amount of water due to
the intensive planting of crops. The local residents generally drill wells around the farmland
for irrigation, and the huge annual water demand results in the lowest water retention in
the study area in the large-scale farmland distribution area. The amount of water retention
in 2000 was between 0–678.73 mm; the amount of water retention in 2005 was between
0–622.42 mm; the amount of water retention in 2010 was between 0–651.46 mm; and the
amount of water retention in 2015 was between 0–685.02 mm. Over time, the overall change
is small. However, from 2005 to 2015, the water retention in the Great Khingan Mountains
increased slightly. Based on the above results, it can be concluded that in a short period of
time, the amount of water retention will not fluctuate too much, but some areas, such as
the Great Khingan Mountains, will show a certain growth trend.

Figure 3. Distribution map of water retention.

The calculation results of soil conservation in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 are compared
(Figure 4). The spatial distribution characteristics of the soil conservation ecosystem
services are similar to those of the water conservation ecosystem services. The three regions
of the Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountain
in the northeast forest belt have higher values for soil conservation. The western side of
the Lesser Khingan Mountains and Changbai Mountain shows a strong soil conservation
ability. The amount of soil conservation in the Great Khingan Mountains is slightly lower
than that of the other NFZ regions. Both the water retention and soil conservation in the
study area are affected by the water and soil conservation function of the NFZ. A large
area of arbor and shrub forest has the function of conserving water and soil at the same
time. The Songnen Plain, like the middle and lower reaches of the Nenjiang River Basin
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and the Songhua River Secondary Basin, is a typical farming area, and the amount of
soil conservation approaches zero. In 2000, the amount of soil conservation was between
0–2231.22 t/ha; in 2005, the amount of soil conservation was between 0–2335.92 t/ha;
in 2010, the amount of soil conservation was between 0–2393.42 t/ha; and in 2015, the
amount of soil conservation was between 0–2796.35 t/ha. Comparing the soil conservation
capacity of the four years, the soil conservation capacity continued to increase from 2000 to
2015. There was a sudden increase in the soil conservation capacity in 2015, but the soil
conservation capacity in the Greater Khingan Mountains area decreased. Based on the
above results, it can be concluded that the soil retention capacity will show a slow growth
trend. However, in certain areas, such as the Great Khingan Mountains, affected by factors
such as vegetation, topography, and climate, the amount of soil conservation will fluctuate
to a certain extent.

Figure 4. Distribution map of soil conservation.

The calculation results of carbon sequestration in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 are
compared (Figure 5). In the entire study area, the amount of carbon sequestration varies
relatively smoothly in space, and the amount of carbon sequestration provided by the
forest land is greater than the amount of carbon sequestration provided by the cultivated
land. The amount of carbon sequestration in the NFZ is greater than that in other regions.
From the analysis of the change characteristics of carbon sequestration in the past two
decades, the amount of carbon sequestration in 2000 was between 117.80 and 1570.02 g/m2;
the amount of carbon sequestration in 2005 was between 119.39 and 1711.16 g/m2; the
amount of carbon sequestration in 2010 was between 129.60 and 1806.73 g/m2; and the
amount of carbon sequestration in 2015 was between 142.70 and 1650.73 g/m2. From 2000
to 2010, the maximum amount of carbon sequestration continued to increase, reaching
1806.73 g/m2 in 2010. Carbon sequestration services gather at the southern foot of Changbai
Mountain, where the amount of carbon sequestration in this area increases at a rate of
more than 100 g/m2 every five years. The amount of carbon sequestration in the other
regions showed a fluctuating trend. Among them, the amount of carbon sequestration in
the Great Khingan Mountains and the Songnen Plain firstly increased and then decreased
during the ten years from 2000 to 2010, while the amount of carbon sequestration in the
Lesser Khingan Mountains increased slowly. In 2015, the maximum amount of carbon
sequestration dropped to 1650.73 g/m2. Except for the southern foot of Changbai Mountain,
the amount of carbon sequestration in the other regions has shown an upward trend. Based
on the above results, it can be concluded that the overall ecosystem services of carbon
sequestration show an upward trend, but in individual years, the amount of carbon
sequestration will fluctuate within a small range. Meanwhile, the amount of carbon
sequestration at the southern foot of Changbai Mountain increased rapidly in the previous
ten years and stabilized in a relatively high range in 2015.

The calculation results of biodiversity in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 are compared
(Figure 6). In the entire study area, the spatial differences in biodiversity are obvious, and
biodiversity is greatly affected by land types in all years. In the past two decades, the
biodiversity of the forest land in the Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains,
and Changbai Mountain is far greater than that of the other land types. In 2000, 2005,
2010, and 2015, the value range of biodiversity is between 0–100. The biodiversity of
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the north-east forest belt has basically remained unchanged, and only some areas of the
Songnen Plain show slight fluctuations. These areas are all areas with a small biodiversity
base, and they cannot have a significant effect on the overall biodiversity. Based on the
above results, it can be concluded that the biodiversity is relatively stable and does not
frequently show huge changes. The forest land is more stable than the other land types,
and the biodiversity of the forest land is much greater than that of the other land types.

Figure 5. Distribution map of carbon sequestration.

Figure 6. Distribution map of biodiversity.

The calculation results of crop production in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 are compared
(Figure 7). The spatial difference of regionalization in the study area is obvious. The areas
with higher grain yields are mainly distributed in plain areas, such as the Songnen Plain
and the lower Songhua River, among which the eastern side of the Songnen Plain is the
highest. In the forest areas of the Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains,
and Changbai Mountains, the crop production is almost 0. The crop production in 2000 was
between 0 and 608.78 t/km2; the crop production in 2005 was between 0 and 634.62 t/km2;
the crop production in 2010 was between 0 and 723.09 t/km2; and the crop production
in 2015 was between 0 and 783.63 t/km2. A comparison of the crop production in the
four years shows an upward trend year by year, and the crop production has continued to
increase over the past two decades. The growth of crop production from 2000 to 2005 was
relatively slow, and the g crop production from 2005 to 2015 showed rapid growth. Based
on the above results, it can be concluded that the ecosystem service of crop production
is relatively stable, and the increase of arable land and the update of farming technology
have effectively increased the crop production, which is greatly affected by human factors.

Figure 7. Distribution map of crop production.
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4.2. Ecosystem Service Spatial Evaluation Carrier

According to the hydrological analysis using the ARCGIS software, based on DEM,
362 EUs are divided. However, the EUs are only divided according to the topography and
rivers in the study area, and the spatial division of ecosystem services is also affected by
vegetation and soil types. Therefore, the EUs based on the topography and rivers are com-
bined with the soil vegetation types and soil types for secondary division. Finally, 2208 EUs
are obtained. EUs are evaluation units with unique spatial location information and soil
vegetation types. They are of great significance as carriers for presenting the synergy/trade-
off relationship of ecosystem services in space. This is because the calculation results of
ecosystem services are raster data, and in reality, ecosystem services are not bounded by a
fixed grid unit size. EUs are more realistic response units, which are constructed based on
actual conditions. Each EU has unique soil types, vegetation coverage, topographic slope
characteristics, boundary characteristics, and spatial topological relationships. Therefore,
it is highly scientific and feasible to use ecological units as carriers for ecosystem service
synergy/trade-off analysis.

The EUs of the study area are shown in Figures 8 and 9, presenting the spatial
distribution characteristics of the EUs according to the vegetation and soil types. The
distribution of forests in the study area is the most concentrated. Among them, there are
671 EUs representing broadleaf forests, 149 EUs representing coniferous forests, and 40 EUs
representing coniferous and broadleaf mixed forests. The forests are mainly distributed in
the Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountains. This
combined area accounts for about 40% of the entire study area. The farmland is mainly
distributed in the Songnen Plain. There is also a small part of farmland in the lower reaches
of Songhua River. There are 829 EUs, and the area is similar to that of forest land. There
are 339 EUs of grassland and meadows, which are scattered and interspersed between
woodland and farmland and have no clustering characteristics. There are 72 EUs of shrubs,
which are mainly distributed in the marginal areas of the Great Khingan Mountains and
Changbai Mountains. There are 88 swamp EUs, which are concentrated among the forests
of the Great Khingan Mountains. There are eleven types of soil in the SRZ, including
chernozems, phaeozems, and luvisols. Among them, there are six types of chernozems,
luvisols, phaeozems, cambisol, gleysols, and arenosols. The area of chernozems and
phaeozems constitutes close to half of the study area. There are 1004 EUs, which are
mainly distributed in the Songnen Plain and are suitable for farmland cultivation. There
are 829 luvisols EUs, which are mainly distributed in the forest areas of the Great Khingan
Mountains and Changbai Mountains. Cambisol, gleysols, and arenosols are scattered, but
the area of a single patch is larger. Cambisol and gleysols are mainly distributed in forest
land, while arenosols are interspersed in black soil fields.

4.3. Ecosystem Service Synergy/Trade-Off Relationship within the Spatial Area

The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and soil conservation
in spatial from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 10 and Table S1. Water retention and
soil conservation are in a synergistic relationship on the whole. The synergy is mainly
concentrated in four areas: the Songnen Plain, Changbai Mountain, the western side of the
Lesser Khingan Mountains, and near the outlet of Songhua River. The Songnen Plain is the
largest synergy gathering area, and its core area embodies an extremely significant synergy
and shows a very significant synergistic relationship. This area is mainly a farming area,
and the soil types are chernozems and phaeozems. The fringe area of the Songnen Plain
is dominated by grassland and shrubs, which are shown to be in a significant synergistic
relationship. However, the Songnen Plain has poor water retention and soil conservation
capabilities. While it reflects a large area of synergy, the value of the overall ecosystem
services is not large. The synergistic situation in the lower part of Songhua River is similar to
that of the Songnen Plain, and the area is small. Both the western side of the Lesser Khingan
Mountains and Changbai Mountain show a significant synergistic relationship between
water retention and soil conservation. The Changbai Mountain shows a particularly
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significant synergistic relationship. The area is dominated by broadleaf forests. The soil
types are luvisols and cambisol. A large-scale forest coverage effectively ensures that the
water retention and soil conservation are maintained at a high level, reflecting synergy
with a high aggregation. There are few EUs that reflect the trade-off relationship between
water retention and soil conservation, and they are mainly distributed in the Songnen Plain
marshes and some areas of meadows. The synergy/trade-off relationship between water
retention and soil conservation in 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015 is compared. The results in
2000, 2005, and 2010 show relatively consistent characteristics. Only in 2005, the synergistic
relationship in the marginal area of the Songnen Plain fluctuated slightly. The stability
and aggregation characteristics of the synergistic relationship in the NFZ were higher than
those in the Songnen Plain. In 2015, compared with other years, the EUs with trade-off
characteristics increased on a large scale. The water retention and soil conservation of the
Songnen Plain were lower. Compared with the forest area, the stability of the cooperative
relationship in the farming area was poor.

Figure 8. Distribution map of vegetation types.

Figure 9. Distribution map of soil types.
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Figure 10. The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and soil conservation.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and biodiversity in spatial
from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 11 and Table S1. Water retention and biodiversity are
in a synergistic relationship on the whole. The synergy is mainly concentrated in four areas:
the northwestern part of the Great Khingan Mountains, the fringe area of the Songnen
Plain, the eastern side of the Lesser Khingan Mountains, and the Changbai Mountains.
The Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountains are
the components of the northeastern forest belt. The large-scale forest coverage has a high
biodiversity level, and the water conservation of the northeast forest belt is maintained at a
high level. Therefore, the water retention and biodiversity in the NFZ show a significant
synergistic relationship. The Songnen Plain’s farming areas have a poor biodiversity, and
the water retention is much lower than that in the NFZ. Therefore, in the fringe area
of the Songnen Plain, there are large areas of low-value gathering areas. In this area,
the water retention and biodiversity present a significant synergistic relationship. The
years 2000, 2005, and 2010 showed more consistent characteristics. In 2015, there was a
very significant trade-off relationship in the northwestern part of the Greater Khingan
Mountains. This indicates that there is a limit threshold for the synergy between water
retention and biodiversity. When a certain ecosystem service exceeds the threshold, the
synergy between the water conservation and biodiversity will immediately be reversed
and become a trade-off relationship. Meanwhile, in 2015, a large number of EUs with
trade-offs occurred at the edge of the Songnen Plain. In the cultivated land with a low
water retention and biodiversity, the stability of the synergy and trade-off relationship
between the ecosystem services is also poor.

Figure 11. The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and biodiversity.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between the water retention and carbon seques-
tration at the spatial scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 12 and Table S1. In 2000,
the water retention and carbon sequestration showed a significant synergistic relationship
in the core area of Changbai Mountain. The area was dominated by broadleaf forests and
coniferous forests, and both the water retention and carbon sequestration reached high
levels. While the meadows and arable land in the marginal area of Changbai Mountain
increased, the water retention was greatly reduced, but the amount of carbon sequestration
was maintained at a relatively high range in the arable land. Therefore, the marginal area of
Changbai Mountain presents a trade-off relationship between water retention and carbon
sequestration. There is a large area of significant synergy in the core area of the Songnen
Plain, but there is a partial trade-off area on the western side. The grasslands and shrubs
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have a certain water retention capacity, but the amount of carbon sequestration is low.
Therefore, it is embodied in the trade-off relationship between the water retention and car-
bon sequestration. In 2005, the significant synergy area of Changbai Mountain was reduced
to the southern part of Changbai Mountain, the synergy area and trade-off area of the
Songnen Plain were also reduced, and part of the synergy/trade-off area appeared in the
northwest of the Great Khingan Mountains. In 2010, the two core areas of synergy/trade-off
between the Songnen Plain and the southern foot of Changbai Mountain were still retained,
and the synergy/trade-off area in the northwest of the Greater Khingan Mountains disap-
peared. Between 2000 and 2010, the core area of the Songnen Plain and the southern foot of
Changbai Mountain were stable and significant synergistic areas. Meanwhile, some EUs
at the edges of the two areas exhibit a trade-off relationship between water retention and
carbon sequestration. In 2015, the Songnen Plain’s synergy/trade-off area was reduced,
and only the southern foot of Changbai Mountain remained a large-scale synergy/trade-off
area. Comparing the changes over the past two decades, the synergy/trade-off area of
water retention and carbon sequestration has gradually shrunk and finally converged on
the southern side of Changbai Mountain, showing an extremely significant synergistic
relationship between water retention and carbon sequestration.

Figure 12. The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and carbon sequestration.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between soil conservation and biodiversity in
the spatial characteristic from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 13 and Table S1. The
overall relationship between soil conservation and biodiversity is synergistic, and there
has been little change over the past two decades. The northwestern part of the Great
Khingan Mountains, parts of the Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountain
show significant synergistic relationships. The northern and eastern marginal areas of the
Songnen Plain also show a synergistic relationship, but the ecosystem service value is low.

Figure 13. The synergy/trade-off relationship between soil conservation and biodiversity.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between soil conservation and carbon sequestra-
tion in the spatial characteristic from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 14 and Table S1. The
synergy/trade-off relationship between soil conservation and carbon sequestration is simi-
lar to the evolution of the distribution characteristics of the synergy/trade-off relationship
between water retention and carbon sequestration. In the past two decades, the southern
foot of Changbai Mountain has always been a very significant synergy zone. The synergy
of the Songnen Plain, as a low-value synergy zone with a low soil conservation and carbon
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sequestration, has gradually weakened. The marginal area of the two synergistic core areas
is partially expressed as an EU indicating a trade-off relationship.

Figure 14. The synergy/trade-off relationship between soil conservation and carbon sequestration.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between biodiversity and carbon sequestration
at the spatial scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 15 and Table S1. In 2000, the
biodiversity and carbon sequestration showed a significant synergistic relationship in the
Songnen Plain. Meanwhile, there is a very significant synergy in the core area of Changbai
Mountain. When the amount of carbon sequestration and biodiversity are maintained at
a high/low level, the two show a significant synergy. At the western edge of Changbai
Mountain, the biodiversity and carbon sequestration show a trade-off relationship. In
2005, the synergistic area of the Songnen Plain and Changbai Mountain was reduced. Part
of the synergy/trade-off area appears in the northwest of the Great Khingan Mountains,
and this area mainly shows a trade-off relationship. The synergy/trade-off relationship
between biodiversity and carbon sequestration in 2010 is similar to that in 2000, but the
synergistic area of Changbai Mountain has decreased. Compared with previous years,
the synergy/trade-off relationship in 2015 had undergone major changes. The synergistic
area of the Songnen Plain has been drastically reduced. Meanwhile, a large number of
trade-off areas have been generated on the western side of Changbai Mountain, and the
EUs showing a trade-off relationship have rapidly increased.

Figure 15. The synergy/trade-off relationship between carbon sequestration and biodiversity.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and water retention in
the spatial characteristic from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 16 and Table S1. Overall,
there is a trade-off relationship between crop production and water retention between 2000
and 2010. The trade-off relationship is mainly distributed in four regions: the northern
and eastern parts of the Songnen Plain, the lower Songhua River, the southern area of
Changbai Mountain, and the eastern part of the Lesser Khingan Mountains. The Songnen
Plain and the lower reaches of Songhua River are dominated by arable land, and the
soil types are mainly phaeozems and chernozems. The characteristics of the trade-off
between crop production and water retention in this area show that the crop production
has a high-value accumulation and the water retention is low, with the two reflecting a
trade-off relationship. The trade-off areas of Changbai Mountain and the Lesser Khingan
Mountains are dominated by coniferous forests and broadleaf forests, and the soil types
are luvisols, cambisols, and gleysols. The characteristics of the trade-off between crop
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production and water retention in this area are characterized by a low crop production and
high water retention, and the two reflect a trade-off relationship. Changbai Mountain is
dominated by broadleaf forests, showing a very significant trade-off relationship, while
the coniferous forests and broadleaf forests in the eastern part of the Lesser Khingan
Mountains are mixed, showing a relatively significant trade-off relationship. In 2015,
the synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and water retention had
undergone major changes. The Songnen Plain area does not show any synergy/trade-off
relationship. The northern part of the Great Khingan Mountains presents a significant
synergistic relationship. The vegetation types are more complex, including coniferous
forests, broadleaf forests, meadows, and swamps. The soil types are mainly luvisols. The
synergistic feature is manifested in the low water retention and crop production. The
southern part of Changbai Mountain presents a very significant synergistic relationship.
The water retention in this area is relatively high, but the crop production is low. The
western side of the area is a crop planting area, showing a partially synergistic relationship.

Figure 16. The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and crop production.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and soil conservation
at the spatial scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 17 and Table S1. The trade-
off/synergy relationship in the past two decades is similar, and overall, there is a trade-off
relationship between crop production and soil conservation. The trade-off relationship is
mainly distributed in four regions: the Songnen Plain, the lower Songhua River, the eastern
part of the Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountain. The Songnen Plain is the
largest trade-off area. This area is dominated by crops, and the soil types are phaeozems
and chernozems. The trade-off feature is embodied in the high crop production and low
soil conservation. The trade-off characteristics of the lower Songhua River area are similar
to those of the Songnen Plain. The trade-off area of the Lesser Khingan Mountains and
Changbai Mountains is dominated by broadleaf forests and mixed forests. The soil types
are luvisols and cambisols. The trade-off is characterized by a higher soil conservation
and lower crop production. Some EUs in the core area of the Songnen Plain show a
synergistic relationship. This area is mainly composed of meadows and swamps, and the
crop production is low. Therefore, there is a synergistic relationship with soil conservation.

Figure 17. The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and soil conservation.
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The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and biodiversity at the
spatial scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 18 and Table S1. The trade-off/synergy
relationship in the past two decades is similar, and overall, there is a trade-off relationship
between crop production and biodiversity. The trade-off relationship is mainly distributed
in five regions: the Songnen Plain, the lower Songhua River, the western part of the Great
Khingan Mountains, the eastern part of the Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai
Mountain. The eastern part of the Songnen Plain and the lower Songhua River have
similar trade-off characteristics. The trade-off characteristics of the crop production and
biodiversity in this area are characterized by a high value accumulation of crop production
and low biodiversity, showing a trade-off relationship. The Great Khingan Mountains,
Lesser Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountains also show a significant trade-off
relationship. The vegetation types are mainly broadleaf forests, coniferous forests, and
mixed forests, and the soil types are mainly luvisols. The trade-off is characterized by
a high biodiversity and low crop production. There are still sporadic EUs in the Great
Khingan Mountains and the Songnen Plain, showing a synergistic relationship. This area
is mainly composed of meadows and shrubs, and the crop production is low. Therefore,
there is a synergistic relationship with biodiversity.

Figure 18. The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and biodiversity.

The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and carbon sequestra-
tion in the spatial charactaristic from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 19 and Table S1.
In 2000, crop production and carbon sequestration showed a very significant trade-off
relationship in the core area of Changbai Mountain, which is dominated by broadleaf
forests and coniferous forests. The characteristic of the trade-off is that the crop production
is low, and the amount of carbon sequestration reaches a higher level. The meadows
and arable land in the marginal area of Changbai Mountain have increased, and the crop
production has increased significantly. The amount of carbon sequestration in the arable
land has also remained within a relatively high range. Therefore, the marginal area of
Changbai Mountain shows a synergistic relationship between crop production and carbon
sequestration. There are some significant trade-off areas in the core area of the Songnen
Plain, but there are some synergistic areas on the western side of the Songnen Plain, and
the crop production and the amount of carbon sequestration both show low levels. In 2005,
the significant trade-off area of Changbai Mountain was reduced to the southern part of
Changbai Mountain, and the synergy/trade-off area of the Songnen Plain was also reduced.
In the northwestern part of the Great Khingan Mountains, a synergistic area appears. This
area is dominated by coniferous forests, broadleaf forests, and swamps, and the soil type
is luvisols. The synergistic feature is reflected within the low range of crop production
and carbon sequestration in this area. In 2010, the two core areas of the Songnen Plain
and the southern foot of Changbai Mountain were still retained, and the synergistic area
in the northwest of the Great Khingan Mountains disappeared. From 2000 to 2010, the
southern foot of Changbai Mountain was very stable as a significant trade-off area, and
some EUs at the edge showed a synergistic relationship between crop production and
carbon sequestration. Meanwhile, the synergy/trade-off area between the western part of
the Songnen Plain and the southern part of the Great Khingan Mountains is also relatively
stable. In 2015, the Songnen Plain’s synergy/trade-off area was greatly reduced, and only
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the southern foot of Changbai Mountain remained a large-scale synergy/trade-off area.
Comparing the changes over the past two decades, the synergy/trade-off area between
crop production and carbon sequestration has gradually shrunk and finally gathered on the
southern side of Changbai Mountain, showing a significant trade-off relationship between
crop production and carbon sequestration.

Figure 19. The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and carbon sequestration.

4.4. Ecological Service Function Time-Scale Synergy/Trade-Off Relationship

The synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and soil conservation at
the time scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 20 and Table S2. The regions with a
synergy/trade-off relationship are distributed in the Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser
Khingan Mountains, and Changbai Mountain. The water retention and soil conservation
are mainly synergistic. The 111 EUs present a significant synergistic relationship. The vege-
tation types are mainly shrubs and coniferous forests, as well as some meadows, shrubs,
and planted crops. The soil types are mainly luvisols and phaeozems. The synergistic
EUs are distributed more evenly in the NFZ. Relatively speaking, there are only 34 EUs
showing a trade-off relationship, which are mainly distributed in the Lesser Khingan
Mountains and Changbai Mountains. The soil types are mainly luvisols, and coniferous
forests and broadleaf forests are the main vegetation types. The synergy/trade-off rela-
tionship between water retention and biodiversity at the time scale from 2000 to 2015 is
shown in Figure 20 and Table S2. There are more EUs that are synergistic than trade-off
EUs. Among them, there are some synergistic EUs in the Songnen Plain. In addition, the
Northern Great Khingan Mountains, the eastern side of the Lesser Khingan Mountains,
and the Changbai Mountains are intersected with synergy and trade-off regions. The
synergistic EUs are mainly broadleaf forests, coniferous forests, and planted crops, and the
soil types are mainly luvisols and phaeozems. The distribution of EUs showing a trade-off
relationship is relatively scattered, but they are all contained in the NFZ. The vegetation
types are mainly broadleaf forests, and the soil types include luvisols and phaeozems. The
synergy/trade-off relationship between water retention and carbon sequestration at the
time scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 20 and Table S2. The areas in the study area
showing the synergy/trade-off relationship are mainly distributed in the northern part of
the Great Khingan Mountains, the western part of the Lesser Khingan Mountains, and the
northern part of Changbai Mountain, with the most concentrated distribution in the north
of Changbai Mountain. This area is a mixed area of planted crops and broadleaf forest. The
altitude is not high, and the amount of water retention and carbon sequestration show a
steady increase. On the whole, there are far more EUs showing a synergistic relationship
than trade-off EUs, and 81 EUs showing a synergistic relationship are mainly distributed
in the northern part of Changbai Mountain. This area is mainly constituted by broadleaf
forests and planted crops, and the soil type is mainly luvisols. The synergy/trade-off
relationship between soil conservation and biodiversity at the time scale from 2000 to
2015 is shown in Figure 20 and Table S2. EUs showing a synergy/trade-off relationship
are mainly distributed in the NFZ. Among them, 84 EUs showed a significant synergistic
relationship. Except for the NFZ, some farmland EUs in the Songnen Plain showed a
synergistic relationship. The 45 EUs present a significant trade-off relationship, and the
distribution is relatively scattered, with mainly broadleaf forests and coniferous forests, and
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the main soil type is luvisols. The synergy/trade-off relationship between soil conservation
and carbon sequestration at the time scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 20 and
Table S2. EUs showing a synergy/trade-off relationship are gathered in the northern part of
Changbai Mountain. There are more synergy EUs than trade-off EUs. The 69 synergy EUs
are mainly broadleaf forests, and the soil types are mainly luvisols and phaeozems. There
are 39 EUs showing a trade-off relationship, with mainly broadleaf forests and luvisols and
phaeozems as the main soil types. The synergy/trade-off relationship between biodiversity
and carbon sequestration at the time scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 20 and
Table S2. The biodiversity and carbon sequestration show a clear synergistic relationship at
the time scale. Especially in the Songnen Plain, 474 EUs show a synergistic relationship,
and planted crops and grassland meadows are the main vegetation types, indicating that
biodiversity and carbon sequestration in the Songnen Plain both show a slow upward
trend. The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and water retention at
the time scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in Figure 20 and Table S2. The crop production
and water retention are embodied in a relatively scattered synergy/trade-off relationship
on the time scale. Among them, the synergistic relationship is mainly distributed in the
Great Khingan Mountains and Changbai Mountains. The vegetation types are mainly
planted crops, broadleaf forests, and grasslands, and the soil types include chernozems and
other types. The synergy feature is reflected in the increasing trend of the water retention
and crop production. There are three trade-off ecological units in the Songnen Plain, and
the trade-off relationship is reflected in the decrease in water retention and the increase in
crop production. The synergy/trade-off relationship between the three types of ecosystem
services of crop production and soil conservation, biodiversity, and carbon sequestration at
the time scale from 2000 to 2015 is shown in the Figure 20 and Table S2. There is almost no
synergy/trade-off relationship.

Figure 20. Time-scale ecosystem service synergy/trade-off.

4.5. Ecosystem Service Time-Scale Synergy/Trade-Off Spatial Topological Characteristics

Since EUs have unique spatial location characteristics, the pattern index is used to
explore the relationship between ecosystem service synergy/trade-off and EU spatial
location characteristics. The pattern index can describe the edge index characteristics and
shape characteristics of the EUs. The AREA, PERIM, GYRATE, PARA, SHAPE, FRAC,
CIRCLE, and CONTIG of all ecological units are calculated (Table 3). The values are
compared with the corresponding parameters of the EUs that present a synergy/trade-off
relationship. The comparison results are shown in the table. Compared with the average
value, the AREA and PERIM of the EUs of the water retention and soil conservation synergy
area show little difference, but the GYRATE is smaller than the overall average value. The
AREA of the trade-off area and the GYRATE are both smaller than the overall average, and
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the PARA is slightly larger than the average. On the whole, the GYRATE of the EUs in the
synergy/trade-off area of water retention and soil conservation is smaller than the average
value, and the PARA is slightly larger than the average value. The AREA, PERIM, and
GYRATE of the EUs in the synergistic area of water retention and biodiversity are smaller
than the overall average, and the SHAPE and FRAC are also smaller than the average.
This shows that the collaboration area is relatively regular, and the EUs are small. The
GYRATE and the CIRCLE of the trade-off EUs are smaller than the average value, which
indicates that the trade-off EUs are relatively round and smaller than the average. On the
whole, the GYRATE of the EUs in the synergy/trade-off of water retention and biodiversity
is smaller than the average value. The GYRATE, PERIM, SHAPE, and CIRCLE of the
EUs in the synergistic area of water retention and carbon sequestration were less than the
average value. The PERIM, GYRATE, SHAPE, and CIRCLE of the trade-off EUs are smaller
than the average value, indicating that the trade-off area is more regular, and the EUs are
smaller. On the whole, the EUs in the synergy/trade-off area of water retention and carbon
sequestration are relatively regular, and the EUs are small. The GYRATE and PERIM of
the EUs in the synergy/trade-off of soil conservation and biodiversity are smaller than the
overall average, indicating that the EUs in the region are small. The AREA, PERIM, and
GYRATE of the EUs in the synergistic zone of soil conservation and carbon sequestration
are all smaller than the overall average, indicating that the synergy zone is small. On the
whole, the synergistic relationship between soil conservation and carbon sequestration
and the pattern index is more obvious. The EUs in the synergistic area of biodiversity and
carbon sequestration are similar to the overall average. The trade-off is that the area of
the regional ecological unit is larger than the overall average, and the PERIM, SHAPE,
and CIRCLE are smaller than the average, indicating that the EUs are larger and more
regular. The EUs in the synergistic area of crop production and water retention are similar
to the overall average. There are too few synergy/trade-off areas between crop production
and the other three types of ecosystem services to show a certain degree of regularity. In
summary, the synergy/trade-off relationship of ecosystem services has a certain correlation
with the spatial characteristics of the EUs. The AREA and PERIM of the EU showing the
synergy/trade-off relationship are small, and the GYRATE is also significantly smaller than
other EUs. Moreover, the shape of the EUs in these areas is more regular. The EU shape
in the water retention and biodiversity synergy/trade-off area and soil conservation and
carbon sequestration synergy/trade-off area is the most regular. The average EU area in
the water retention and soil conservation synergy/trade-off area and the soil conservation
and biodiversity synergy/trade-off area is the smallest.

Table 3. Ecosystem service synergy/trade-off pattern index comparison.

COUNT AREA PERIM GYRATE PARA SHAPE FRAC CIRCLE CONTIG

Total 2208 255,370,298 130,851.9 7507.06 5.6874 2.0827 1.0745 0.6471 0.9596

water retention–soil
conservation

synergy 111 227,606,158 124,243.2 7056.58 5.8289 2.0697 1.0736 0.6426 0.9585
trade-off 34 212,045,203 125,661.8 6945.61 6.1833 2.1407 1.0769 0.6303 0.9561

water retention–biodiversity synergy 89 204,312,638 108,196.6 6571.52 5.8172 1.9289 1.0683 0.6444 0.9586
trade-off 42 245,070,447 123,869 6899.67 5.7379 2.0327 1.0727 0.624 0.9591

water retention–carbon
sequestration

synergy 81 230,595,903 116,722.2 6775.22 5.5866 1.9632 1.0695 0.6179 0.9601
trade-off 33 216,095,991 112,666.7 6559.17 5.6238 1.9488 1.0684 0.6028 0.9598

soil
conservation–biodiversity

synergy 84 207,093,522 109,208.3 6568.3 5.8307 1.9354 1.0686 0.6381 0.9584
trade-off 45 238,067,177 122,533.3 6909.94 5.8283 2.0357 1.0731 0.6322 0.9585

soil conservation–carbon
sequestration

synergy 69 223,924,708 112,413 6682.68 5.5319 1.9147 1.0669 0.6076 0.9606
trade-off 39 252,722,988 123,435.9 7109.12 5.262 1.9641 1.0694 0.6245 0.9624

biodiversity–carbon
sequestration

synergy 474 251,662,399 130,127.6 7476.96 5.8463 2.099 1.075 0.6571 0.9584
trade-off 31 276,115,852 126,177.4 7261.26 5.0286 1.9083 1.0659 0.6139 0.9641
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Table 3. Cont.

COUNT AREA PERIM GYRATE PARA SHAPE FRAC CIRCLE CONTIG

crop production–water
retention

synergy 77 240,889,394 127,935.1 7353.74 5.7928 2.0886 1.0748 0.6607 0.9588
trade-off 3 357,468,795 149,666.7 8482.68 4.2188 1.9696 1.0687 0.6133 0.9701

crop production–soil
conservation

synergy 2 230,590,587 146,000 8757.33 6.266 2.3735 1.0892 0.7343 0.9552
trade-off 1 276,198,068 153,500 8160.01 5.549 2.291 1.086 0.7508 0.9606

crop
production–biodiversity

synergy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
trade-off 1 128,654,449 86,000 6267.28 6.6764 1.8901 1.0684 0.7508 0.9525

crop production–carbon
sequestration

synergy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
trade-off 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5. Discussion

The Songhua River basin in the study area mainly includes four large areas: the
Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains, Songnen Plain, and Changbai
Mountain, among which the Great Khingan Mountains, Lesser Khingan Mountains, and
Changbai Mountain together constitute the NFZ in the National Ecological Barrier Zone.
The distribution of the five types of ecosystem services, including water retention, soil
conservation, biodiversity, carbon sequestration, and crop production, was significantly
different between 2000 and 2015. Comparing the change characteristics of ecosystem
services from 2000 to 2015, water conservation will not fluctuate much in the short term,
but some areas, such as the Greater Xing’an Mountains, will show a certain growth trend:
soil conservation shows a trend of slow growth, but in certain areas, such as the Greater
Khingan Mountains, affected by factors such as vegetation, topography, and climate, the
amount of soil conservation will fluctuate to a certain extent; carbon sequestration show
an upward trend as a whole, but in individual years, the amount of carbon fixation and
oxygen release will fluctuate in a small range; biodiversity is relatively stable; and crop
production is relatively stable, and the increase in arable land and the upgrading of farming
technology have effectively increased grain production, which is greatly affected by human
factors. The NFZ is dominated by broadleaf forests, coniferous forests, and mixed forests.
A variety of broadleaf, coniferous, and shrub vegetation is widely distributed in this area.
The diversification of plants is conducive to the maintenance and improvement of a soil
environment, and a developed root system and good soil environment are conducive to the
maintenance of soil moisture. During each rainfall, a large amount of water is fixed in the
soil by plants, and the canopy interception of dense trees and shrubs can effectively absorb
part of the precipitation. Therefore, forest land can conserve a huge amount of water, and
at the same time has a high amount of soil conservation [49,50]. The amount of carbon
sequestration is affected by NPP. Biodiversity is defined by the complexity of the species in
the system. The NFZ is a primitive large-scale natural forest with high vegetation coverage
and diverse types. Therefore, biodiversity and carbon sequestration are also maintained in
a relatively high range [51–54]. The Songnen Plain, as the alluvial plain of Songhua River
and Nenjiang River, is the main food production area in the northeast. There is a lot of
cultivated land, mainly planted crops, and the soil type is chernozems, which is suitable
for crop growth [55]. In this area, the crop production is relatively high, while the other
four types of ecosystem services are relatively low.

The synergy/trade-off relationship of ecosystem services at the spatial scale is shown
in Figure 21. Water retention has a strong correlation with the other four types of ecosystem
services. Among them, water retention and crop production are in a trade-off relationship,
and water retention and the other three types of ecosystem services are in a synergistic
relationship. Yin believes that the synergy between water retention and soil conservation
is an important synergy in the TEBTS of the National Barrier Zone in his research on the
synergy/trade-off of ecosystem services in the National Barrier Zone [56]. Soil conservation
is similar to water retention. It has a strong correlation with the other four types of
ecosystem services. Among them, soil conservation and crop production are in a trade-off
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relationship, and the other three types of ecosystem services are in a synergistic relationship.
Biodiversity is not highly related to carbon sequestration and is highly related to the other
three types of ecosystem services. Biodiversity and crop production are in a trade-off
relationship, and there is a synergistic relationship with the other three types of ecosystem
services. Carbon sequestration is not highly correlated with the other ecosystem services.
They are in a trade-off relationship with crop production, and they are in a synergistic
relationship with the other three types of ecosystem services. Crop production and the
other four types of ecosystem services all present a trade-off relationship. In his research on
the synergy/trade-off of ecosystem services in Northeast China, Qi also found that the three
types of ecosystem services, including crop production and water retention, are in a trade-
off relationship, and water retention and soil conservation are in a significant synergistic
relationship [57]. At the time scale, the synergy/trade-off relationship among the four types
of ecosystem services, including water retention, soil conservation, biodiversity, and carbon
sequestration, is mainly synergistic. The synergy/trade-off areas are mainly distributed in
the NFZ, but the EUs showing a significant synergy/trade-off relationship are relatively
scattered [58]. The EUs showing a synergistic relationship are mainly broadleaf forests, and
the soil type is luvisols. Meanwhile, the ecosystem service synergy/trade-off relationship
has a certain correlation with the spatial characteristics. The EUs with a synergy/trade-off
relationship are smaller in the AREA and PERIM, and the GYRATE is also significantly
smaller than that of the other EUs. Moreover, the shape of the EUs in this area is more
regular. Compared with the other EUs, the boundary between this type of EU and the
surrounding EUs is smaller and stable. Over a certain period of time, the probability of
ecological energy interaction is reduced, so that the ecosystem services maintain a stable
change trend and finally show a significant synergy/trade-off relationship. This shows
that the four types of ecosystem services—water retention, soil conservation, biodiversity,
and carbon sequestration—have a greater probability of showing a synergy/trade-off
relationship under the conditions of these attributes and spatial characteristics [59,60].
Crop production and water retention are mainly synergistic at the time scale [56], and the
synergy feature is reflected in the increase in water retention and crop production year by
year. The synergy/trade-off relationship between crop production and water retention
does not show any correlation with the spatial characteristics of EUs.

Figure 21. Ecosystem service synergy/trade-off change trend.
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However, this study still has some limits, which are as follows. When analyzing the
synergy/trade-off relationship between EU attributes and spatial characteristics for ecosys-
tem services, only natural attributes, such as vegetation types and soil types, are considered,
and other factors affecting ecosystem services are not considered. In recent years, human
activities have had an increasing impact on ecosystem service synergy/trade-off relation-
ships. In particular, countries in key ecological regions have formulated relevant ecological
restoration or ecological optimization policies, which will seriously affect ecosystem service
synergy/trade-off relationships. Therefore, the next step is to consider more natural and
social attributes and incorporate them into the spatial database of synergy/trade-off anal-
ysis. EUs are carriers in the study of the time-scale ecosystem service synergy/trade-off
relationship. Within a certain period of time, EUs may have small-scale changes. The use
of unified EUs is beneficial to the research itself, but they may have slight differences from
the actual situation. In addition, the results show that the impact of ecosystem services is
not limited to EUs, as the change of a certain ecosystem service may cause the response of
other ecosystem services within a certain range. Ecosystem services not only have internal
effects, but also external benefits. When the “source” and “sink” of ecosystem services are
not uniform in space, the phenomenon of ecosystem service flow occurs. Therefore, we will
consider this phenomenon in further research exploring the relationship between different
ecosystem services inside and outside EUs by simulating the ecosystem service flow.

This research explores the synergy/trade-off relationship of ecosystem services at the
spatial and time scales by constructing EUs. The essence of ecosystem service synergy/trade-
offs in the spatial characteristic is to express the spatial aggregation characteristics of
ecosystem services, and the essence of time-scale ecosystem service synergy/trade-offs
is to express the relationship between the current and future use of ecosystem services.
Focusing on the relationship between ecosystem service synergy/trade-offs and attribute
and spatial characteristics, the impact of attribute characteristics and spatial characteristics
on ecosystem service synergy/trade-offs can be qualitatively analyzed. The influencing
factors of ecosystem service synergy/trade-offs can be clarified, incorporating key areas
with different ecosystem services into the ecosystem, integrating ecosystem services, and
using this as a basis to optimize the ecosystem in order to maximize the value of regional
ecosystem services [11,54]. The NFZ in this study has a higher water retention, soil conser-
vation, and other regulating and supporting functions. Each barrier zone in the TEBTS has
a primary ecosystem service, and the synergy/trade-off between the primary ecosystem
service and the secondary ecosystem service is coordinated. This is of great significance for
improving the overall benefits of ecosystem services, ensuring the sustainable supply of
ecosystem services, and realizing the “win–win” of human society and ecosystems [11].
Meanwhile, exploring the synergy/trade-off relationship of ecosystem services at spatial
and time scales will provide a certain data basis and theoretical support for major projects,
such as ecological restoration and ecological environment governance, which is of great
significance for the improvement of the ecological security pattern [56].

6. Conclusions

Comparing the ecosystem services from 2000 to 2015, the water retention is between
0 and 700 mm, showing the characteristics of fluctuations. The water retention of the
Lesser Khingan Mountains and Changbai Mountains is relatively large. The amount of soil
conservation is between 0 and 2800 t/ha. The soil conservation reached its maximum in
2015, and the ecosystem services of soil conservation are higher in the northeastern forest
zone. The amount of carbon sequestration is between 100–1900 g/m2. The amount of
carbon sequestration in the northeastern forest zone is greater than that in other regions,
but the spatial changes are relatively gentle, and the spatial difference is not obvious. From
2010 to 2015, the amount of carbon sequestration increased rapidly. The biodiversity is
between 0–100, with obvious spatial differences. The forest areas, such as the Great Khingan
Mountains, have much more biodiversity than other areas. The biodiversity is relatively
stable, with almost no change in the past two decades. The crop production is between
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0–800 t/km2, showing an increasing trend year by year. As the main crop production area,
the Songnen Plain provides the main crop production function, which is greatly affected
by humans. The ecological units are used as the research carriers, and 2208 ecological units
are delineated based on the topography, vegetation type, and soil type. The ecological
units include eight types of vegetation, such as broadleaf forests, and eleven types of soil,
such as luvisols. Not only can ecological units better define the spatial scope of ecosystem
services, but they also have spatial topological characteristics and attribute characteristics.
Based on this, the influence of spatial characteristics and attribute characteristics on the
change trend of ecosystem service synergy/trade-off relationships is analyzed.

At the spatial scale, the four types of ecosystem services—water retention, soil conser-
vation, biodiversity, and carbon sequestration—present a synergistic relationship. Among
them, the synergistic relationships between water retention and soil conservation, between
water retention and biodiversity, and between soil conservation and biodiversity are the
most significant. Crop production and the other four types of ecosystem services all present
a trade-off relationship in space. Among them, crop production and water retention and
crop production and biodiversity present a very significant trade-off relationship, crop
production and soil conservation present a trade-off relationship, and there is no significant
relationship between crop production and carbon sequestration. At the time scale, there
is a synergistic relationship among the four types of ecosystem services: water retention,
soil conservation, biodiversity, and carbon sequestration. Crop production and water
retention present a synergistic relationship, but there is no significant synergy/trade-off
relationship with the other three types of ecosystem services. The vegetation types showing
a synergy/trade-off relationship are mainly broadleaf forests, with some coniferous forests
and crops. The soil types are dominated by luvisols and phaeozems. The ecological units
showing a synergy/trade-off relationship are mainly distributed in the northeastern forest
zone and have certain spatial topological characteristics: the EU showing a synergy/trade-
off relationship is smaller in the AREA and PERIM, the GYRATE is also significantly
smaller than that of the other EUs, and the shape of the EUs are more regular.

In this study, we focused on the spatial aggregation characteristics and change trends
of ecosystem service synergy/trade-offs and clarified the influencing factors of ecosystem
service synergy/trade-offs by analyzing the influence of various characteristics on the
change trends. Based on this, we integrated ecosystem services, optimized the ecosystem,
maximized the value of regional ecosystem services, and provided a data foundation and
theoretical support for improving the ecological security pattern.

The application prospects of this research are prominently reflected: based on the
ecological unit, the spatial boundary of ecosystem services is clarified, and the spatial char-
acteristics and attribute characteristics of ecosystem services are analyzed; and simulating
the dynamic characteristics of natural factors affecting ecosystem services and analyzing
the characteristics of different spatial attributes leads to the synergy/trade-off of ecosystem
services. In summary, this study makes the research on ecosystem service synergy/trade-
off more diversified. The research carrier is upgraded from a regular grid to an ecological
unit that expresses spatial and attribute characteristics. At the same time, the relationship
between spatial characteristics and attribute characteristics and the synergy/trade-off
of ecosystem services has been established, which lays the foundation for studying the
mechanism of ecosystem services’ synergy/trade-off response.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
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Abstract: A growing body of literature analyses the conflict implications of REDD+ (Reducing emis-
sions from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries). However, the way these
conflicts unfold is little understood. We address this research gap through the following question:
What are the pathways that connect REDD+ projects and conflicts between local communities and
other actors? We review 242 scientific articles, selecting eight that allow us to trace how the conflict
pathways unfolded. We draw on a political ecology perspective and conceptualize ‘conflict pathway’
as an interaction of key events and drivers leading to conflict. We find six main conflict drivers: (1) in-
justices and restrictions over (full) access and control of forest resources; (2) creation of new forest
governance structures that change relationships between stakeholders and the forest; (3) exclusion of
community members from comprehensive project participation; (4) high project expectations that
are not met; (5) changes in land tenure policy due to migrants, and (6) the aggravation of historic
land tenure conflicts. Evictions from forests, acts of violence, and lawsuits are among the events
contributing to the conflict pathways. To prevent them, the rights, livelihoods, and benefits of local
communities need to be placed at the centre of the REDD+ projects.

Keywords: REDD+; conflict; forests; land tenure; political ecology

1. Introduction

Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries
(REDD+) is one of the key global instrument for mitigating climate change [1]. Since
2008, over USD 4 billion has been pledged to multilateral climate funds that support
REDD+. Approved REDD+ activities have totalled USD 2.4 billion since 2008; in 2018
alone, USD 260 million was approved [2]. More than 50 countries are either in the readiness
or implementation phases of REDD+ [3]. REDD+ is not only an instrument that has
substantial funding and wide implementation—but it is also ambitious. On the one hand,
REDD+ aims to enhance carbon stocks and reduce deforestation; on the other hand, it
seeks to benefit local communities [3,4]. However, there is a growing body of literature
that questions the positive effects of REDD+ on communities, or even identifies negative
externalities, including conflicts within and between communities as well as between
them and other actors such as project proponents and government representatives [5–9].
While these studies help to identify the key conflict actors and some conflict drivers, our
understanding of how conflicts between local communities on the one hand, and project
implementers, companies, and government agencies actually unfold is limited. The present
paper addresses this research gap while asking the following key question: What are the
pathways that connect REDD+ projects and social conflicts between local communities and
other actors?
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The literature on the conflict implications of REDD+ can broadly be grouped into two
types. The first uses qualitative field research [10–13]. This approach can generate deep
insights into specific cases but their applicability to other cases is limited. The second type
of research is based on a literature review [14–16]. These reviews can synthesize knowledge
and identify general conflict factors but lack detail as to how conflicts actually unfold.
We chose an approach that lies between these two types and can combine their strengths.
We first reviewed 242 relevant scientific articles, selecting eight that met our criteria for a
comparative case study analysis of conflict pathways. A key selection criterion was that
the article should provide enough detail on the key events and conflict drivers to enable us
to determine how the conflict unfolded. We understand conflict as a situation in which at
least two actors perceive their goals, actions, values, needs or priorities as incompatible
with each other. In violent conflicts, at least one of the actors uses force to pursue its aim or
to directly harm other actors [17].

This combination of literature review and comparative analysis of selected case studies
has been successfully applied in a similar study on the role of resource scarcity in local
conflicts [18]. Since the distribution of costs and benefits, governance structures and power
dynamics play key roles in both REDD+ projects and conflicts, we have embedded our
analysis in a political ecology perspective [19].

Section 2 below provides more detail on the theoretical framework, followed by
Section 3′s description of the cases and how they were selected. In Sections 4 and 5, we
present and discuss the results, concluding how pathways between REDD+ projects and
conflict may be avoided and interrupted.

2. Theoretical Framework

We use political ecology as the guiding concept for our analysis because it focuses
on how power dynamics influence access to, and control over, natural resources, which
are at the centre of the conflicts we aim to understand [20,21]. Political ecology further
reminds us that we must pay attention to the governance structures and to the political,
historical and cultural embeddedness of dynamics that are often reduced to and portrayed
as “resource conflicts” [18]. Finally, the focus on the distribution of costs and benefits across
actors and scales is a particularly useful feature of political ecology [22].

Figure 1 shows how we conceptualise the conflict pathway. In the upper part of the
arrow, the key events contributing to the conflict pathway are shown in chronological
order. In the lower part of the arrow, the key conflict drivers are listed. Conflict drivers are
general factors that feed and accelerate the conflict pathway. Or in other words, without the
conflict drivers, there would be no conflict. The arrow itself is composed of the interaction
between key events and conflict drivers. The text at the end of the arrow indicates whether
the REDD+ project aggravated an existing conflict already or created a new one. Using the
concept of a pathway to analyse conflicts is not new. For instance, Ide et al. [23] recently
used it to disentangle the interactions between water, drought and conflict in the Middle
East and North Africa. However, what is innovative, and what we find particularly helpful
in retracing how a conflict unfolds is the structure of the pathway figure. It allows us to
show, at a glance, specific events as well as general conflict drivers and hence provides a
foundation for our comparative analysis of social conflicts related to REDD+ projects.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework [19].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Selection of Cases

Table 1 shows the selection criteria for the case studies. While the thematic focus
is obvious, the level of detail refers to specific information on how the conflict unfolded
chronologically as well as a clear identification of key conflict drivers. The selection criteria
follow Eisenhardt and Graebner’s “replication logic”, which implies that “ . . . multiple
cases are discrete experiments that serve as replications, contrasts, and extensions . . . ” to
existing or new theories. The selected case studies enable us to “ . . . emphasize the rich,
real-world context in which the phenomena (in our case social conflicts) occur” ([24], p. 21).

Table 1. Selection criteria for the case studies.

Thematic Focus REDD+ (Carbon Offset)

Level of detail High enough to retrace the conflict pathway
Method Field research

Publication Peer-reviewed journal article

In November 2020, searching a combination of the topics “REDD*/REDD+/REDD
plus” and “conflict*” we found 178 entries in the Web of Science, Scopus, and Google
Scholar. To ensure that we do not miss any relevant paper which did not have the word
“conflict” in the title, abstract or keywords, we expanded the topic search using the terms
“tension*”, “harm*”, “contestation*”, “disappointment*”, “disagreement*” and “violence*”.
This resulted in additional 64 papers. Similarly, we searched for a combination of these
terms and “carbon offset*” instead of “REDD*/REDD+/REDD plus”, resulting in addi-
tional 54 papers.

All available abstracts were read and evaluated by at least two authors. This led to
a group of 130 papers that were fully read and again evaluated by at least two authors.
Of these, only eight met our selection criteria [25–32]. Seven papers focused on REDD+
projects while one studied a carbon offset project [26].

The level of detail and the research method were the criteria that excluded most articles.
The last criterion shown in Table 1 was applied to ensure scientific quality. Originally, we
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had limited the geographic scope to Africa but, since the number of African cases that
matched our criteria was incredibly low, we searched for cases globally. Several of the read
papers that did not meet all our criteria were highly useful to strengthen the discussion of
the selected case studies [33–36].

3.2. Overview of Cases

The selected case studies are located in East Africa (Ethiopia, Uganda, Tanzania),
Southeast Asia (Indonesia, Vietnam) and Panama. Figures 2–4 provide more information
on where the case studies can be found in each country. In Vietnam and Panama, only the
approximate locations of the case studies are shown in the original papers. This was done
to protect the local communities, as the authors of the respective studies explained to us via
email. The selection of cases allowed us to analyse the pathways between REDD+ projects
and conflicts in a variety of social, cultural, economic, and political environments.

 

Figure 2. Location of case studies in East Africa (Syed Zulfiqar Ali Shah for the authors, based
on [25–27,29,37]).
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Figure 3. Location of case studies in Southeast Asia (Syed Zulfiqar Ali Shah for the authors, based on [30,32]).

 
Figure 4. Location of case study in Panama (Syed Zulfiqar Ali Shah for the authors, based on
Holmes [31]).
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In the following paragraphs, we briefly introduce each case, providing an overview of
the REDD+ project as well as the timeline, actors, and intensity of the conflict.

Kemerink-Seyoum et al. [29] investigated Central Ethiopia’s reliance on organizational
blueprints and how the focus on crafting institutions leads to unequal distributions of
natural resources as a result of the enclosure of common land. There was ambiguity in
the formation of associations of forest dwellers, leading to ineligible households having
to leave the forest. Membership is through a small fee that increased during the project,
preventing many people from joining. Non-members were restricted from the forest,
leading to divisions between them and the members. The Clean Development Mechanism
project involved the reforestation of 2700 ha of degraded communal land which was a
source of livelihood to the residents. Some residents, however, opposed the initiation of this
project by publicly protesting and marching to the implementing NGO’s offices. On a few
occasions, these turned into violent clashes with the police, and people being threatened
and detained without conviction. The project’s negative impacts included reduced fodder
supply, which reduced the number of cattle kept by residents. Farmers also had to buy
expensive charcoal from a neighbouring village and spend longer hours collecting firewood.
They consequently indicated that they felt forced to illegally cut down trees or send their
cattle into the forest without permission, leading to fines by the cooperative. Farmers
who had been dispossessed of their land took legal steps: the courts ruled in their favour,
but the land was never given back. On the other hand, the REDD+ pilot project built on
an existing participatory forest management project, with institutional structures which
proved to be a major source of tension and conflict. Youth were excluded from association
membership and formed gangs that illegally cut down trees and sold timber. This led to
violent clashes, causing severe injuries and lasting mental distress, which were not often
prosecuted since the gang was feared by most residents. There have been disagreements
between the cooperatives and project proponents due to a lack of transparency in benefit
sharing and signs of elite capture.

Cavanagh and Benjaminsen [26] focused on a carbon offset project in Eastern Uganda
in Mount Elgon National Park and evolving land-use conflicts. In 1992, the Forest Absorb-
ing Carbon-dioxide Emission (FACE) foundation began reforesting degraded sections of
the park as a carbon sink. The government opened the market for stored carbon dioxide
for FACE to trade as compensation for carbon emissions. At that time there were around
25,000 ha of degraded forest. The process of reforestation at Mount Elgon Park was charac-
terised by the ongoing violent evictions of communities with human right abuses and, in
some areas, little or even no prior warning. Paramilitary evictions and controls continued
over the next decade between 1993 to 2003. There are no official records of these evictions,
but the overall figure is estimated at 6000–150,000 people, who were also not compensated
for their loss of land and property or for their injuries. Although communities made
accusations against the FACE Foundation and the Ugandan government, FACE denied that
its activities had any impacts on land-use conflicts, and the Ugandan government insisted
that all the evictions were legal. Mitigation measures were thus not implemented because
of these denials of any wrongdoing.

Blum [25] focused on a REDD+ project in Western Uganda. In September 2001,
a European forestry company acquired a 50-year license for 12,168 ha of forest reserve
from the Ugandan government, to establish a pine and eucalyptus tree plantation as a
carbon sink. After the official project start in 2002, conflicts began between the company
and the local population who were no longer able to (fully) access the project area to graze
animals, cultivate crops, produce charcoal or for cultural purposes. For several years, the
company applied a “non-violent but confronting practice” as the CEO of the company
phrased it, while “sweeping” ([25], p. 5) the local population out of the project area on a
weekly basis. The local population consisted of the members of 20 villages surrounding
the plantation and herders migrating to the project area from other parts of Uganda. In
2013, the situation between the company and the local population escalated as company
guards burned down a hut located in the project area and beat three locals because they had
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refused to follow the guards’ orders. According to the company, the guards were dismissed,
the police investigated the case and after some public pressure was put on the company
in 2015, it paid 600 USD as compensation. Nevertheless, sporadic acts of violence still
occurred, mostly when herders physically attacked company guards. The study identified
limited access of the local population to the forest reserve and plantation as the key conflict
driver. In addition, the criminalisation narrative used by the company to characterise the
behaviour of the locals who accessed the project area worsened the tensions. Only when the
company—partly as a response to criticism by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)—chose
a more cooperative path did the relationship with the local communities improve.

Massarella et al. [27] focused on two REDD+ pilot projects in Tanzania (Kilosa and
Rungwe villages) to analyse the expectations of the people involved in pilot projects that
had different approaches to implementation. These projects were active between 2009 and
2014. At the national level, there were high expectations: strong statements were used to
show the benefits of REDD+ to the people but the pilot projects began before key actors
were fully aware of what REDD+ involved. Strong positive and negative expectations
existed at the village level: some villagers feared eviction from their land which would be
taken by Europeans, while others feared that wild animals would be introduced in their
area. Village Land Forest Reserves (VLRFs) were then established and gazetted. VLFRs
committees and leaders in both villages then evicted people with farms in the reserve
areas. Kilosa’s elevated expectations were influenced by the preliminary stages of project
activity, with villagers receiving their first trial payment, the building of the project office
and the establishment of some livelihood activities. However, due to the relocations that
affected many people, conflict erupted between village leaders and people refusing to be
evicted. The villagers were split between those who were for and those against the move.
The conflicts continued even after the end of the project: about 25 farmers continued to
farm in the VLFRs; threats of violence were reported by both parties and farmers who
refused to move were taken to court. In Rungwe, however, the implementing NGO decided
not to focus on the REDD+ hype. The NGO had concerns about “ . . . making promises
to communities that you can’t deliver” ([27], p. 380). Awareness of and participation in
the REDD+ pilot project was only extended to village governments and committees. The
village level actors had low expectation from the project. The number of people evicted
from the VLFRs was also incredibly low and thus conflict was not experienced. The
comparison of the experiences of the two villages emphasises the need for the recognition
of trade-offs and their potential consequences for villagers.

Scheba and Rokotonarivo [37] investigated why REDD+ initiatives result in social con-
flict over land-use and negative outcomes for some stakeholders in south-eastern Tanzania,
despite project proponents’ commitments to pro-poor outcomes, social safeguards and
good governance. Contestation over land boundaries and forest are frequent in this area.
Forest loss was at 1.9% per annum in 2000 and 2006. Livestock keeping and small-scale
agriculture through clearance of forestland are the main livelihood activities. In 2009,
a REDD+ project commenced to reduce more than 110,000 t of carbon dioxide emissions.
An emphasis during project implementation was put on obtaining free, prior and informed
consent of project communities. Despite all these efforts, conflicts between villagers and lo-
cal government emerged, due to unclear boundaries. The local government then threatened
to put up a new land boundary by force. Much consultation and many project proponents
raised the expectations of villagers concerning income from REDD+, so an agreement
was reached. Forest bylaws were promulgated, governing the extraction of both wood
and non-wood forest resources. New structures for forest governance at the village level
were established. An equal payment scheme was adopted by the project to make trial
payments, with the assumption that everyone should contribute and benefit equally from
forest conservation. After this, however, inter-community conflict and contest restarted
over forest ownership. Further confrontations arose when one village chased away farm-
ers from another village from farming on their forest land; eventually, police dispersed
them. Several conflicts were reported between other villages over land boundaries due
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to the benefits of REDD+. Eventually, the project proponent, the local government and
community members worked together to establish legitimate land boundaries. One farmer
was, however, notably distressed over his lack of access to his farm, and many attempts to
obtain justice from the village forest committee failed.

Hoang et al. [32] focused on a REDD+ pilot project in Vietnam’s central highlands to
explore the dynamics of conflict over forests. The area is inhabited by migrants and original
landowners. Before 1975, the forest was customarily managed by three K’ho clan heads and
the symbolic owners of the land. The community freely used the forest for cultivation, tim-
ber extraction, gathering forest products, and hunting. The state then abolished traditional
customary rights to land and forest, and the K’hos’ fallow land was considered “ownerless”
([32], p. 26). A state-sponsored migration programme then relocated thousands of people
to the central highlands. They were allowed into the protected forest area for small-scale
logging, cutting down small trees for house construction, and collecting firewood. Between
2003 and 2008, the forest sector changed, with a “red book” ([32], p. 26) (land certificate)
being required for families to have rights over forest land. A Payment for Environmental
Services (PES) programme resulted in the establishment of new and stricter rules for forest
management and protection. Disputes erupted between the villagers and patrols because
the former continued to exploit timber. Villagers and people from the surrounding areas
“illegally” ([32], p. 27) encroached on the forest to grow coffee. The implementation of
the REDD+ project was split into two phases—2009 to 2012 and 2013 to 2018—and was
built on pre-existing institutional PES structures. REDD+ activities focused on about 55%
of village households and commune officers. Some of the K’ho involved in PES raised
the issue of injustice at different forums but their concerns received no response. Debates
ensued over the agricultural development loan because the poorest households never met
the criteria. Land tenure was also discussed regarding forest resources and PES. The K’ho
regarded REDD+ as ineffective and oblivious to local norms of social equity. In interviews,
they said, “REDD+ cares about trees, not about people” ([32], p. 30). They also engaged
in “everyday forms of resistance” ([32], p. 30). They illegally cut down trees from the
forest in the middle of the night or when the officials were on a break. Families with coffee
plantations bordering the forest would expand their land by cutting trees each year around
the forest boundary to increase their land.

Galudra et al. [30] showed how migrant communities to peatland in Jambi, Indonesia
changed the dynamics of relations, land tenure and forest conservation. TanJaBar area
changed land tenure from the 1970s to the present. The land was initially customarily
owned but is currently both communally, privately and government-owned. The tenure
changes are due to the influx of migrant communities; these migrants also changed the
activities on the peatland from the original peatland forest. Conflicts between the local
community and government started in 1997 when the Ministry agreed to increase the
concession in the TanJaBar area from 35,580 ha to 43,750 ha. The area claimed was cate-
gorised as a non-forest area from 1993, although the government said the area is conversion
production forest. In 2002, the land was demarcated, and 7224 ha of community land was
identified as part of the new production forest area. The area belonged to migrants, some
of whom had received documentary proof of ownership. The community held protests,
but the company proceeded to convert the area into an acacia plantation. Conflicts became
violent in 2010 at the “hot spot” ([30], p. 719) village of Senyerang. When about 1500 peo-
ple demonstrated, two men were shot and one of them died. With political elections in
2010, one candidate promised the villagers that their land would be given back. After
the candidates’ victory, the community members became more aggressive. The land was
then converted back to non-forest through the enactment of a new land-use plan. The
company was reluctant to undertake any negotiations but bowed to pressure and the vil-
lagers became co-managers of the rubber plantation. While the villagers gained rights and
access to the land, details of benefit-sharing remained under negotiation. In another village,
conflict over access to forest peatland was reported. The regency forest agency (RFA) tried
to claim the land back, but the migrants resisted the programme and it failed, prompting
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RFA to consider changing the status of the land to non-forest. This will, however, lead to
conflict with the national government due to their national emission reduction objective.
The author emphasizes that successful REDD+ initiatives require a clear and secure tenure
and that migrants influence over land tenure and relations with other stakeholders ought
to be recognised in REDD+ projects.

Holmes et al. [31] show how a small bottom-up forest carbon-offset project which later
became a 19 ha REDD+ project was impacted by existing land conflicts between members
of an indigenous community and migrant farmers of Latino origin, called “colonos” ([31],
p. 4), in Emberá, Eastern Panama. The study identified monetary compensation as the main
interest of the community for participating in the REDD+ project. The conflict between the
two groups began in the mid-1970s when the government displaced 400 indigenous Emberá
and 2500 colonos to develop a hydroelectric dam. Both communities needed new land
but, later, only the Emberá were officially given access to land while the colonos were not,
losing their farms and grazing land. Tensions between the two groups heightened in 2009
when signs were put up, and a border and a community-based patrol were established to
demarcate and protect the area for the REDD+ project. The colonos responded with threats
of violence toward the Emberá and they continued to clear the forest inside the demarcated
area. The conflict was resolved through the formation of an Advisory Council on Conflict
Resolution that included local and national stakeholders. The council developed seven
recommendations that mainly focused on the key underlying conflict driver: unclear land
rights and confusion “ . . . about the roles and responsibilities of government agencies in
land law enforcement . . . ” ([31], p. 10).

4. Results

We first describe the conflict pathways (Section 4.1) before presenting the effects of
conflicts on local communities (Section 4.2) and their responses (Section 4.3), as well as
conflict mitigation measures (Section 4.4).

4.1. Conflict Pathways

Key drivers of the identified conflict pathways include (1) injustices and restrictions
over (full) access to and control of forest resources; (2) creation of new forest governance
structures that change relationships between stakeholders and the forest; (3) exclusion of
community members from comprehensive project participation; (4) high project expecta-
tions not being met; (5) changes in land tenure policy due to migrants; (6) aggravation of
historic land tenure conflicts (Figure 5). There are differences, similarities and overlaps in
the pathways.

Injustices and restrictions over access and control of forest resources were key conflict
drivers that fed the conflict pathways in all case studies. Local community members were
prohibited from accessing the project area for either farming, grazing animals, firewood,
timber, or dwelling. However, one difference was noted in the Ethiopian case study. There,
the membership fee for the cooperative societies was increased to reduce the number of
those who could participate in the project and thus access forest: only association members
were given (partial) access. Community members reacted differently to the restrictions
that led to conflict (see Section 4.3). Elite capture was noted in influential members with
connections to those in leadership who were allowed to (fully) access the forest [29]. The
creation of new governance structures changed the relationship between stakeholders
and the forest and led to the introduction of new powerful stakeholders—for example,
the village council, the local village natural resource committee and the village assembly.
Discrimination and injustice towards some villagers by the new village leadership were
recurrent. Many people who sought justice for the loss of land and property from the
leadership were unsuccessful, causing some to resort to the courts [27,37].
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Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Conflict pathways (the authors).

Land tenure fed the conflict pathway in four cases. Two dynamics were identified:
(i) migrants’ influence over land tenure changed the interaction between stakeholders;
(ii) the re-emergence of existing land tenure conflicts due to the implementation of REDD+
projects. Migrants were seen as intruders by indigenous communities because their pres-
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ence changed the land tenure system and land utilisation, leading to conflict [30,31]. In
Indonesia, migrants searched for more land despite being allocated holdings by the govern-
ment while, in Panama, migrants were relocated after being displaced while the indigenous
community was not. Scheba and Rokotonarivo [37] describe how a REDD+ project in-
creased understanding of the importance of forests and their boundaries. Community
members had a strong urge to conserve bigger pieces of forest with the expectation of
higher carbon income. This resulted in conflicts with other villages. Historically, the four
case studies experienced changes in political leadership that altered policies and legislation
on land tenure systems. This led to misunderstanding and a lack of clarity for the com-
munity members as to who owned the land, creating tension and conflict. Confusion also
existed regarding the roles and responsibilities of different government agencies in land
law enforcement, derailing conflict resolution processes. For example, Hoang et al. [32]
described the inability of two major agencies to resolve conflict because they lacked clarity
on their mandate to address conflicts over land and land use.

Community members’ participation in the REDD+ project was based on their hopes for
high returns. Kemerink-Seyoum et al. [29] and Massarella et al. [27] described how national
governments and project proponents invested heavily in raising local people’s expectations
on the project’s benefits—which were not eventually met. These two case studies, however,
used different approaches to raising community expectations. In Tanzania, local campaigns
were conducted through the media and through roadshows to advertise the benefits of the
REDD+ project to be implemented in a few selected sites. Unmet expectations then caused
anger, a sense of betrayal and undermined the support for the conservation projects [27].
Similarly, in Ethiopia, cooperative members had been promised cash payments based on
their shares. However, only well-connected members in some cooperative societies received
financial gain through carbon benefits, leading to discrimination and anger amongst
members [29].

The differences in the conflict pathways reflect the diverse perspectives of the forest-
dependent communities towards land tenure. For example, four case studies had under-
gone changes in land tenure from communal to private ownership and then to government-
owned. Before the implementation of REDD+ projects, forests in Tanzania and Indonesia
were regarded as open access since the land was communally owned. The use of forest
resources was viewed differently due to the different activities that communities practised.
In all case studies, the forest was accessed for subsistence use. In two case studies [25,29],
cattle herding communities depended heavily on the forest for grazing their animals; in
three cases [30,32,37], communities owned plantations for palm oil, coconut, coffee and
rice within the forest. Relationships and interactions with stakeholders from outside their
territory shaped communities’ reactions to the project. In one unsuccessful carbon offset
project in Uganda [26], the local community experienced eviction by National Resistance
Army paramilitaries, creating a sour relationship between communities, project proponents
and the government. In seven studies, evictions were conducted by newly elected local
leaders who sometimes involved the police or project proponents, creating division be-
tween those who were for and against the project. Lack of in-depth project understanding
was also an issue in all the case studies. The local communities had an understanding
of how the REDD+ project would positively change their livelihood while other impor-
tant project features—for example, carbon markets and how prices were set—were not
understood by the communities. This created agitation due to unmet expectations. Further
differences were due to the diversified strategies used by the project proponents for project
awareness, planning and implementation, and the varied stakeholders involved in project
implementation. In one case study, an extensive community engagement strategy was
used but conflicts occurred due to land tenure security, while, in seven of the case studies,
community members were partially involved in the project cycle. This led to conflict in
one case study, while six experienced conflicts due either to restricted forest access or new
governance structures at the local level. Interestingly, Rugwe village in Tanzania did not
experience conflict because very few people were evicted from the project area and the
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project proponent did not inform the community about the benefits of REDD+. [27]. The
major conflict actors included indigenous communities, migrants, government depart-
ments at the national and local level, and the project proponent (Figure 5). In some cases,
cooperative societies, youth gangs and patrol guards were also involved.

In summary, we observed that the occurrence of a conflict caused by all the stakehold-
ers involved in a project contributed to accelerating conflict pathways. Project proponents
and governments contributed to the conflict by restricting communities’ access to forests
and full project engagement. Community reactions to these restrictive measures eventually
led to conflict. In addition, the current and potential impacts of REDD+ on local communi-
ties often disrupted people’s livelihood strategies, institutions, and socio-cultural systems,
eventually leading to conflict.

4.2. Effects of Conflict on Local Communities

The analysis of the eight case studies shows that most of the local communities were
severely affected by the conflicts, with some experiencing fewer negative impacts on their
livelihood. More violent conflicts had more severe effects on local communities. Further-
more, it is evident that forest resources are a source of livelihood to all the communities in
the eight case studies. They use these for farming, grazing animals, gathering firewood,
timber, and non-timber forest products (NTFPs). We are in full agreement with other
authors [38–40] who acknowledge that poor and indigenous people are vulnerable as
they are often highly dependent on forest resources for their livelihood. However, due to
conflict, local people can no longer (fully) access these resources. The effects of conflicts on
local communities and their responses are summarised in Table 2.

In five out of the eight case studies, people lost farming land which was previously
in government, private or communal ownership. The land in one project area was used
for commercial oil palm farming. In four of the cases, the community used the land for
subsistence farming. New restrictive rules and regulations on forest-related livelihood op-
tions led to a decline in forest-based income and reduced yields, leading to food insecurity
and poor nutrition. Scheba and Rokotonarivo [37] give an example of a farmer who was
distressed over his lack of access to his farm which was his sole source of livelihood. Many
attempts to get justice from the village forest committee did not succeed, leaving him more
vulnerable than before the project’s implementation. Additionally, in seven case studies,
the community was left with either physical or mental injuries, with some living in fear of
being attacked by youth gangs and others being taken to court by the local government.
In one case study, the conflict led to two people being shot, one died. Conflicts between
different stakeholders led to divisions between those supporting and opposing the project.
In four cases, the division was seen either within communities–between lower and higher
social class households, the project proponents and other community members–or between
the local community and the government. These divisions have led to further mistrust
and injustice towards those opposing the project. For example, in Ethiopia, people who
were against the project were denied positions in cooperative societies that ran the project.
Additionally, in three of the case studies, communities experienced the loss of grazing
land. In Ethiopia, due to the lack of grazing land, the prices for fodder drastically rose
and farmers decided to sell some of their animals. Loss of land and property was a major
issue experienced in four of the case studies. In two different projects from Uganda, people
were violently displaced from their homes within the project area and their houses torched.
Lastly, firewood and timber for subsistence use were not easily accessible. In Ethiopia, it
was reported that the prices for firewood rose steeply. In Vietnam, the villagers illegally
stole timber to build their houses.
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4.3. Community Responses to Conflict

Community responses to conflict differed according to the land tenure system (com-
munal, government or privately-owned land), whether the conflict was violent or not,
past experiences with conservation projects, and already-existing conflicts before project
implementation. These responses were either by individuals or groups. Some private
landowners and community leaders developed strategies to resolve conflict, though the
process failed and the conflicts continued [31]. On the other hand, in five case studies,
communities on communally-owned and government land reacted more aggressively
against government officials, project proponents and the immigrants [25,26,29,30,37]. In
five case studies, community members took part in demonstrations, attacked forest guards
and, in some instances, beat them up or threatened them with knives, organised for migrant
herders to invade the protected areas, or started fires in the project area, while others went
to court. Youth gangs were also formed in one case study: they involved themselves in
illegal logging and were seen as a threat to the entire community. However, in three case
studies, the communities decided to engage in “power to resist” ([25], p. 2) by illegally
felling trees, farming on either the edges or within the protected area, and refusing to
participate in new projects or dialogue as suggested by the government or project pro-
ponents [27,31,32]. In one turn of events, the Vietnamese local state forest management
agency was involved in illegal tree felling from the protected project area due to conflicts
that had arisen between them and the project proponent; this demonstrates the power
held by the local government vis-à-vis global intervention [32]. In three project sites, local
communities were both actively aggressive and engaged in everyday resistance [25,29,30].
Furthermore, illegal loggers without licenses bribed the police, some people walked for
longer distances to collect firewood, and some community members, due to fear, chose
to remain silent rather than testify against the government, wealthier groups, or youth
gangs. Finally, a feeling of disappointment, of being cheated and a lack of confidence in
the conservation programmes were observed in two case studies [27,30].

4.4. Conflict Mitigation Measures

Conflict mitigation measures were implemented in six of the eight case studies. The
measures were implemented either by project proponents in collaboration with local and
national governments and local communities or by a court ruling. It was observed that in
five case studies, mitigation measures were implemented because of litigation against the
government and project proponents, criticism by the media and human rights organisations,
reviews and recommendations by international auditors, and external pressure from other
stakeholders [25,26,29–31].

Two case studies had courts of law rule in favour of the community members, who
were then allowed to return to their farms, with further evictions and destruction of prop-
erty ceasing [26,29]. In cases of land tenure conflict, the project proponents worked together
with the government and the local community to develop legitimate land boundaries and
integrated land-use practices with the project [30,37]. Community members were also
fully involved in the project cycle and in co-managing a private rubber plantation com-
pany operating within the project area. Furthermore, access to restricted forest areas was
regulated through the formulation of a formal protocol. Community members were per-
mitted partial access to the project area for their livelihood. The formation of an advisory
council on conflict resolution and an emphasis on peaceful co-existence between “good
neighbours” [25] was achieved by project proponents and the government [25,31]. In the
case study that featured conflict over the sharing of benefits, the cooperative made the
unilateral decision to pay cash to their members under the pretext of micro-credit services,
an equal payment scheme created, and benefit-sharing of the rubber plantation was under
negotiation [29,30,37]. Finally, in Uganda, the project proponent built boreholes for the
community to freely access water for their animals and daily use [25]. In two case studies,
no mitigation measures were implemented [27,32]. Table 3 provides a summary.
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5. Discussion

This paper takes a political ecology perspective to analyse the conflict pathways of
eight REDD+ projects in sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, and Panama. Six key conflict
drivers which have accelerated these conflict pathways were identified: (1) injustices
and restrictions over (full) access and control of forest resources; (2) creation of new
forest governance structures that alter the relationships between stakeholders and the
forest; (3) the exclusion of community members from comprehensive project participation;
(4) high project expectations which are not met; (5) changes in land tenure policy (party
due to migrants); (6) aggravation of historic land tenure conflicts. Several events caused by
either the government, project proponents or the local communities further contributed to
the conflict pathways. Forest-dependent community members were restricted from forest
access because they were labelled “illegal encroachers” ([25], p. 5). This led them to embrace
“power to resist” ([25], p. 2.) through engaging in public demonstrations, assaulting forest
guards, organising migrant herders to graze their animals in the forest reserve, and illegally
encroaching the forest reserve for farming and logging. In most instances, they were not
successful since they were opposed by elected local and association leaders, the government
and project proponents who had more power. Forest conservation projects change relations
of power, accountability and representation between stakeholders [41,42]. Our findings
are therefore in line with other authors in illustrating that power disparities within local
communities lead to inequitable benefit-sharing across actors [43–46]. REDD+ ought not to
forcefully remove the rights of existing communities nor restrain local forest access [47]. To
ensure equitable development and socio-environmental justice, communities should be
equal stakeholders with full information access and consent to REDD+ [35,48]. Migrants
have influence over land tenure, changing the policies and interaction between stakeholders
and exacerbating existing land tenure conflicts. Land tenure security is a major challenge
for REDD+ projects [49–51]. Our findings support scholars who argue that rights over land
and forests are layered and overlapping, often contested and usually ambiguous, and exist
in a pluri-legal setting [52–54]. Tenure arrangements play a critical role in determining
equitable participation in and access to REDD+ benefits [55–57] and the attainment of social
and livelihood outcomes [50,58–60]. The clarity and security of land tenure are key to the
success of REDD+ and access to its benefits. We identified signs of forest decentralisation in
some case studies, in line with the concerns raised by several authors [61–65]. The creation
of new governance structures empowers and authorises those in leadership and hence
creates a potential for abuse.

To prevent abuse of power and the described negative effects of REDD+ projects on
local communities, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UN-
FCCC) has guidelines and safeguards in place. One of the safeguards demands “Respect
for the knowledge and rights of indigenous peoples and members of local communities, by
taking into account relevant international obligations, national circumstances and laws,
and noting that the United Nations General Assembly has adopted the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples” ([66], p. 26). Further, the UNFCCC calls
for “The full and effective participation of relevant stakeholders, in particular, indigenous
peoples and local communities [ . . . ]” ([66], p. 26). Contrasting these demands with the
findings of our study, one can conclude that the safeguards in the analysed case studies
were ineffective because they were either disregarded or poorly monitored and imple-
mented. Approaches such as Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) had very limited
success in empowering local communities as examples from the extractive industry have
shown [19]. One reason is that FPIC is often seen by project proponents and implementers
as a way to legitimatise a project and to minimise risks, rather than to actually protect
indigenous or community rights [67]. Milne and Mahanty ([34], p. 133) provide detailed
insights into the techno-bureaucratic regime behind REDD+ and its “audit culture” which
they call “apolitical and indifferent to local realities”. Based on their case study on a
REDD+ project in Eastern Cambodia, Milne and Mahanty ([34], p. 133) even argue, that the
certification and monitoring mechanisms behind REDD+ allowed the national government
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to exert “bureaucratic violence” on local communities to silence criticism and implement
unjust (project) measures. Similarly, Pasgaard ([35], p. 122) identifies a “risk of procedural
inequity in REDD+”. Inequity and inequality also determine whose values matter [36]. In
extreme cases, this can lead to a situation in which local community members “[...] see
themselves as subjects of controlled lab experiments, or guinea pigs, rather than as having
agency and control of their options [ . . . ]” as Sanders ([33], p. 79) conclude based on their
case study on a REDD+ pilot project in Indonesia.

Against this background, we not only call for an assessment and revision of the
REDD+ safeguards and their implementation but more generally for a shift in how local
communities are considered in REDD+ projects. Rather than seeing or portraying locals
as obstacles who, at best, need to have some co-benefits and “effectively participate”, it
is local communities and their rights, livelihoods and benefits which need to be placed at
the centre of each REDD+ project. This implies switching the priorities of REDD+, which
should thus become community development programmes with some carbon reduction
effects rather than the other way around. Without this change, REDD+ will continue to
undermine local livelihoods and (re-)produce conflict pathways.
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Abstract: Floodplain forests at the confluence of the rivers Dyje and Morava (in the southeastern
tip of the Czech Republic) are completely unique ecosystems in terms of area and ecology. For
many years, there has been an effort by the state’s nature protection officials to declare the area as a
Protected Landscape Area. This effort is met by the resistance of foresters and other local stakeholders.
The study focuses on the identification of stakeholders’ comments and objections to the planned
declaration of the Soutok PLA and the comparison between the objections raised and the attitudes of
stakeholders from existing PLAs. Using the content analysis of 247 paper documents, the first part of
the study determines the negative arguments that are subsequently verified in the second part on the
basis of 17 semistructured standardized interviews and interview surveys of 200 respondents. The
analysis of the interviews and surveys was based on the grounded theory method. The theoretical
sampling and snowball techniques were used to recruit the respondents. The interviews and surveys
showed that most concerns over restrictions established by the conservation status are unnecessary
since experience showed that they are either not registered or not established by the PLA status, and
their application is provided by other legislative standards.

Keywords: protected areas establishment; stakeholder participation; landscape protection; qualita-
tive research; Soutok Protected Landscape Area (Czech Republic)

1. Introduction

Human activities, including agriculture, forestry, and urbanization, have influenced
ecosystems to such an extent that there is only a small number of natural places in the
world left [1]. As a result, protected areas are considered crucial for nature conservation [2]
and the maintenance of biodiversity. The protection of natural areas is presented as a useful
tool for many reasons, the most important being provisioning, regulating, cultural, and
supporting ecosystem services [3,4].

Protected Landscape Areas (PLAs) are one of the categories of protected areas (PAs)
according to Act 114/1992 Coll. on nature and landscape protection. PLAs are defined
as large areas with a harmoniously shaped landscape, characteristic relief, a significant
proportion of natural forest ecosystems, and permanent grasslands. The economic use is
carried out according to the zones of graded protection so that their natural state is main-
tained and improved, and the optimal ecological functions of these areas are preserved or
recreated. The protection regime is therefore looser here than in the case of national parks.

Social support is one of the key factors that determine the successful establishment and
management of protected areas [5–8]. The perception of a Protected Landscape Area (PLA)
in designation could differ from the perception of an existing Protected Landscape Area
(PLA), which has been operating for years, where perception is influenced by experiences
with management. Only a few studies explored perceptions before the establishment of
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PLAs [9,10] even though knowledge about them is actually most important for the success
of PLA establishment [11].

Currently, nature and landscape protection are much-debated issues, especially in the
context of regional development. Declaration of large-size protected areas often leads to
controversial and emotional debates. The authors highlighted three reasons why desig-
nated areas may not reflect public perceptions. These include the following reasonings:
(i) designated landscapes may be based on historical decisions made before participatory
processes were included; (ii) expert knowledge is often the only form of knowledge consid-
ered or tends to be privileged over other forms of knowledge; and (iii) the focus has been
on certain landscape evaluation criteria over others (e.g., recreational, therapeutic, and spir-
itual values, sense of place or scenic qualities) [12]. While conservation strategies typically
account for changing forest ecology, wildlife populations, and biophysical conditions, far
less consideration is given to the changing perceptions of PLA neighbors [13,14].

On the other hand, in many cases, conservation activities have resulted in positive
impacts for local communities, including livelihood provision through tourism develop-
ment, economic benefits, environmental management, participation in governance, and the
protection of historic sites and cultural resources [15–17]. If the set of management actions
lived up to people’s expectations, protected areas would have a higher probability of
being socially supported, which must be a central point in their adaptive management [8].
The attractiveness of the preserved state of nature and landscape, which is in the long
term guaranteed by the status of the protected area, is undoubtedly one of the important
prerequisites for the long-term economic prosperity of local municipalities and subregions.

Rather than simply labeling conservation as positive or negative, actions taken to
protect or manage the environment can produce a suite of both positive and negative
impacts that variably affect social, economic, cultural, health, and governance spheres of
local communities [17]. Conservation strategies are currently evolving from wilderness
protection and restoration to the appropriate use of natural resources and maintenance
of landscapes influenced by human management [18]. According to Bennett [19], local
people’s perceptions about conservation in PAs can be categorized into four thematic
areas: social impacts of conservation, ecological outcomes of conservation, legitimacy
of conservation governance, and acceptability of conservation management. This kind
of categorization could be helpful in identifying aspects of conservation policies and
management actions that are acceptable or unacceptable to local people [20].

Perception and attitudes toward protected areas establish the degree of success when
it comes to sustainable conservation planning [21] because conservation initiatives require
the active participation of local communities in decision-making processes and solutions to
integrate local development with environmental conservation [21]. Local community in-
volvement in the management of protected areas usually leads to increased awareness of the
benefits of biodiversity, more responsible use of resources, and welfare of local people [22].

In the past decades, there has been a shift in the perception of protected areas in
post-communist countries. The conventional method (officially ordered nature conserva-
tion without the acceptance of stakeholders’ opinion) is abandoned and the participatory
method of nature and landscape conservation is becoming the center of attention [11]. In
contemporary literature, local residents’ perceptions and attitudes toward protected areas
are identified as key factors for the successful management of these areas [23]. According
to Nastran [11], the main factors influencing the stakeholders’ attitude to future protected
areas are the perception of benefits, effects and costs, the possibility to participate in impor-
tant meetings about the protected area, and personal experience with previous negotiations
with nature conservation authorities. According to Winter et al. [10], the perception of
protected areas is further influenced by socioeconomic factors (age, sex, education, ethnic
origin, place of residence, etc.). Trakolis [24] stated that it is necessary to consider the diver-
gence of opinions and the perception of benefits of the protected area between stakeholders
and administrators (founders). Allendorf et al. [25] also pointed out that some one-off
or past actions are quickly forgotten by stakeholders (mainly infrastructure projects and
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increased employment in services). Such a situation when people forget that protected
areas generate benefits given by ecosystem services significantly contributes to the rather
negative perception of protected areas [26]. The existing problems with the protection of
nature highlight the need for a transdisciplinary approach. Natural areas can no longer
be protected by normative regulations in situ but social factors that strongly influence the
success of declaring a protected area have to be included [11].

In addition to specially protected areas, much attention has recently been paid to
the perception of stakeholders at Natura 2000. It is also well known in the Soutok area.
Apostolopoulou et al. [27] carried out an analysis of the participatory process in the
management of the Greek Natura 2000 sites, while Rojas-Briales [28] investigated the
key socioeconomic issues in the implementation of the Natura 2000 network in Spain or
Nastran, and Pirnat [29] showed the stakeholder involvement in the designation of the
Natura 2000 sites in Slovenia [30].

The main objective of the study is to determine the stakeholders’ negative attitude fac-
tors against the declaration of the Soutok PLA and to verify the adequacy of the arguments
raised by the stakeholders (representatives of local authorities, the public, interested and
professional organizations), which were used as a negative stance against the declaration
of the Soutok PLA. During the research, we tested the following working hypothesis:
Stakeholders prevent the emergence of PLAs from irrational fears and stereotypes, or
ignorance (and generally insufficient environmental education and awareness in the Czech
Republic) or from their own selfish interests. Most, (in fact) almost all, of their arguments
are unfounded.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Czech Republic is a landlocked hilly plateau surrounded by relatively low moun-
tains, including the Carpathian, Ore, Sudetic, and the Sumava mountains, and lies in the
temperate climate zone with average temperatures varying among the various regions of
the Czech Republic; it is also characterized by mild and humid summers with occasional
hot spells, and cold, cloudy, and humid winters. The Soutok (confluence, in English) area
(Figure 1) is a unique landscape in the downstream parts of the Morava and Dyje rivers [31]
with a mosaic of forest, meadow, wetland, and water ecosystems, with a large complex of
lowland floodplain forests and part of unique historical landscaping in the Lednice-Valtice
Area (UNESCO World Heritage Site and also part of UNESCO Biosphere reserve Dolní
Morava). A substantial part has the character of primeval stands that, together with other
types of biotopes, form an indivisible complex (Figures 2–7). The area is also extremely
important for the size and quality of meadow habitats, especially continental flooded
meadows. The Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic demarcated the Soutok
PLA into two discontinuous blocks with a total area of 139 km2, separated by the town
of Břeclav. The V-shaped area spreads along the Morava and Dyje rivers starting at their
upstream confluence. The PLA extends to the cadastral territories of 19 municipalities in
the districts of Břeclav and Hodonín. Both districts are border regions that are developing
cooperation with the municipalities of Lower Austria and western Slovakia, especially
in the construction of transport infrastructure and environmental protection. The area is
defined and delineated so that it does not extend to the built-up parts of the municipalities.

The existing protected landscape areas of Moravský Kras/Moravian Karst and
Pálava/Pavlov Highlands (Figure 1) were chosen to verify the stakeholders’ arguments
against the declaration of the Soutok Protected Landscape Area. Both territories are lo-
cated in the South Moravian Region. Moravský Kras/Moravian Karst was declared a
Protected Landscape Area in 1956 as the second PLA in the territory of the present-day
Czech Republic. Pálava/Pavlov was declared a Protected Landscape Area in 1967.

Moravský Kras (Moravian Karst) is a 3 to 6 km wide and 25 km long strip of Devonian
limestone [32]. The long-term goal of nature and landscape protection in the PLA is to
preserve the unique set of surface and underground karst phenomena as the basis of the
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typical landscape character [33]. The Moravian Karst was declared a PLA covering an area
of 92 km2 as early as 1956, which made it the second oldest PLA in the present-day Czech
Republic. The value of the area was reflected in the high representation of the most strictly
protected sites. Zone 1 occupies 17.7% of the PLA area.

Figure 1. Study area (p-PLA planned protected landscape area).
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Figure 2. The floodplain forests in the Soutok area are interwoven with a network of river branches,
billabongs, canals, etc.

Figure 3. Which are the habitats of many specially protected plants and animals (e.g., Rana sp.).

Figure 4. The mosaic of floodplain habitats is also cocreated by Willow–poplar forests of lowland
rivers, tall-sedge beds, Eutrophic vegetation of muddy substrates, etc.
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Figure 5. The most valuable parts are of primeval character with a lot of woody debris.

Figure 6. In addition to forests, the landscape of Soutok is formed by Continental inundated meadows
with solitaires of living or dead trees, the niches of which are inhabited by specially protected animal
species (e.g., white stork).

Figure 7. The result of the clear-felling system of forest management is even-aged and monocultural
stands of deciduous, mostly autochthonous, tree species (oak, ash).

The area of the Protected Landscape Area Moravský Kras is located in cadastral
areas of 24 municipalities. However, only the cadastral areas of the municipalities of
Ostrov u Macochy and Rudice overlap completely with this protected landscape area.
According to the data of the Czech Statistical Office, as of 1 January 2015, the population
was 24,850 inhabitants. For the share of economic subjects in chosen administrative areas
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of municipalities with extended powers on the territory of protected landscape areas,
see Table 1.

Table 1. The share of economic subjects in chosen administrative areas of municipalities with extended powers on the
territory of protected landscape areas of Moravský Kras and Pálava, 2015 (Source: CZSO).

Share of Economic Subjects
Based on Chosen Sectors of

Economic Activities (%)

Protected Landscape Area Pálava Protected Landscape Area Moravský Kras

Municipality
with Extended
Powers Břeclav

Municipality
with Extended

Powers Mikulov

Municipality
with Extended

Powers Blansko

Municipality
with Extended
Powers Brno

Municipality with
Extended Powers

Šlapanice

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 7.6 10.6 4.1 1.8 4.1
Industry total 12.2 13.8 16.1 10.4 15.8
Construction 11.2 15.3 11.2 8.6 12.0

Retail, Accommodation, Meals
and Restaurant Services 27.4 26.5 24.5 27.3 24.8

The Pálava PLA (Pavlov Highlands) covers an area of 83 km2, making it one of the
smallest PLAs in the Czech Republic [34]. Overall, 30% of its area is covered by forests,
mainly in Děvín and the eastern part of the territory, and 55% is agricultural land [32] with
traditional vineyards. It is a particularly valuable biogeographical site with thermophilic
ecosystems of almost Mediterranean character. Floodplain forests, wetland meadows
in the Dyje floodplain, and one of the last habitats of salinephilic vegetation—Slanisko
Nesyt—increase the diversity of the area. The character of the landscape is completed by
agriculturally used plots with the predominance of vineyards, and individual settlements
with the privileged position of the historic town of Mikulov [35].

According to the data of the Czech Statistical Office, as of 1 January 2015, the pop-
ulation was 13,344 inhabitants in the 11 cadastral areas. From this number, more than
half of the inhabitants live in the municipality Mikulov (7443). The number of inhabitants
in the remaining municipalities does not exceed 1000, which makes this region a typical
rural area.

2.2. Data Collection and Analysis

The data were collected in two stages (Figure 8). The first stage included the collection
of material for the identification of key objections and comments that the stakeholders
(representatives of municipalities, economic operators, and individual citizens) used to
argue against the declaration of the Soutok PLA for fear of complications that the new
nature protection scheme would bring. A total of 93 min of meetings of municipal councils,
86 newspaper articles and special reports from environmental bodies, 19 decisive stances
of municipalities, and 49 stances of the economic operators concerned were collected
from publicly available sources and databases of the municipalities concerned during
the 2008–2013 negotiations. The documents were subsequently submitted to content
analysis, with the help of which we determined and categorized the key arguments of
the stakeholders. Content analysis represents one of the techniques of document analysis
that aims to organize and reveal latent information in written materials. It is based on an
objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the content of the communication [36].
For qualitative content analysis, we used Mayring’s approach [37,38], working with coding
criteria that are developed based on research questions and theoretical background, while
categories are derived inductively from the collected material. Categories are also verified
and refined in order to fit previously established criteria. When examining the content,
content units and categories were identified first and then used to evaluate the negative
arguments in the final analysis. During the coding and classification process, each part was
supervised and discussed by the authors in order to achieve relevant results. Depending on
the chosen methodology, inductive or deductive coding or both might be used. Inductive
coding starts with a detailed analysis of sources (articles, concepts, themes, etc.) and is
useful for strategies using grounded theory. On the other hand, deductive coding works
with a set of keywords, specific themes, and ideas, followed by indicating whether these
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are mentioned in the sources [39]. It enabled us to determine both the quantity of text
expression (amount and frequency) and also the quality of new themes. Using deductive
category application, the sources are analyzed according to a coding framework, and
we can use different techniques: formal and content structuring, typifying, and scaling
structuring [40]. For our study, we used a combination of inductive and deductive coding
approaches. Generally, we can sum up deductive–inductive coding process into two steps.
In the first step, we developed deductive categories, as mentioned above, and in the second
step, we developed inductive categories for the analysis and the interpretation of new
aspects and themes.

Figure 8. Methodological framework.

In this study, we used NVivo 11 software to conduct the content analysis. NVivo
offers researchers the possibility to import various types of raw data (text files, audio and
video files, and images), and although it can run automatically, we used a software-assisted
approach and checked the data processing by reviewing the word list, removing irrelevant
words and rerunning the query until the created proposed model (with parent nodes and
child nodes) fit the best to present the findings [41].

The second stage represented a confrontation of the negative arguments with the
attitudes of the representatives of the municipalities located in the existing PLAs in the
same region that have a similar or close subject of nature and landscape protection as
the proposed Soutok PLA. These were the Moravian Karst PLA and the Pálava PLA.
For these needs, materials for in-depth, semistructured, and open-ended interviews and
questionnaires were assembled. Respondents for face-to-face interviews were chosen on
the basis of the purpose-made selection method using the snowball technique, in which
other respondents were recruited on recommendation from previous interviews. In each
of the selected PLAs, we chose both mayors of municipalities situated on the outskirts,
which are almost unaffected by tourism, and municipalities located near the most visited
tourist destinations. Within the Moravian Karst PLA, these included the municipalities of
Blansko, Kanice, Ostrov u Macochy, and Vilémovice, and in the case of the Pálava PLA, the
municipalities of Dolní Věstonice, Pavlov, Přítluky, and Sedlec u Mikulova. Furthermore,
interviews were conducted with the representatives of major forest owners—the School
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Forest Enterprise Masaryk Forest Křtiny (Křtiny, Czech Republic) and the Židlochovice
Forest Enterprise (LZ), the managers of PLA administration involved and other economic
operators (AGRO Měřín Agricultural Holding). A total of 17 structured interviews with a
standardized list of questions lasting 45–60 min were conducted in 2017. The arguments
concerning the restrictions on the residents and visitors were evaluated on the basis of a
questionnaire survey carried out in the summer months of 2018, i.e., during the main tourist
season. We used the theoretical sampling technique [42] to select the respondents who
answered partial questions within the scope of the Likert scale while openly commenting
on partial arguments. It is based on a process of data collection for generating theory
whereby the analyst jointly collects codes and analyses data and decides what data to
collect next and where to find them. For the questionnaire survey, we used structured
questionnaires that we administered personally and we collected 200 questionnaires with a
response rate of 80%.

The methodological framework covered the first phase—investigation in the proposed
Soutok PLA and the second phase—the verification within present PLA/LPAs Moravský
Kras and Pálava (Figure 8).

The grounded theory method presented by Glaser and Straus [42] was used to evaluate
the interview and questionnaire data. It is probably the most widely used approach in
qualitative research [43]. By formulating a research question, it seeks to create theories
firmly grounded in data, thus distinguishing itself from theories that are created in an
intuitive or speculative manner. It is a method of data analysis and a comprehensive
approach that governs the research process from finding a research question to publishing
the resulting theory and its possible further development. We used this approach to
discover the motives and hidden relations between the perception of negations caused by
the declaration of the Soutok PLA. When applying this approach, we proceeded in the
following steps: (1) creating concepts, (2) seeking theoretical relations between concepts,
and (3) selecting a central concept and formulating the theory. When creating the concepts,
we used open coding, then axial coding, and selective coding.

3. Results

Of the total number of 200 respondents, 108 women (54%) and 92 men (46%) par-
ticipated in the questionnaire survey. The majority of respondents belonged to the age
group of 18–39 (40.5%), 67 respondents (33.5%) to the age group of 40–59, and 26% of
participants to the age group of over 60. In terms of the highest educational attainment,
the respondents were divided into almost equal groups. We addressed 48 persons (24%)
with lower-level secondary education and 71 persons (35.5%) with an advanced level of
secondary education, attested by a certificate of apprenticeship or a diploma. A total of
27% of those surveyed had completed tertiary vocational education and 13.5% university
education. Moreover, 102 persons living in the municipalities extending to the Moravian
Karst PLA or the Pálava PLA were set aside by a filter question. Of these, 54 respondents
live in the Moravian Karst PLA municipalities and 48 in the Pálava PLA municipalities.

3.1. Arguments against the Declaration of the Soutok PLA—Overview

Although negotiations on the declaration of the Soutok PLA have been held several
times, it has not been enforced mainly due to the constant resistance of local municipalities
and residents, whose negative attitude persists. Using contact analysis of available docu-
ments, we created a categorization of the negative arguments (Table 2) that the stakeholders
repeatedly used to express their disapproval of the declaration of PLA. Nevertheless, even
the opponents of the proposal are aware of the extraordinary value of the area. However,
they are still convinced that the conservation status is sufficient and that the PLA would
increase bureaucracy and restrictions. Opponents of the project include all mayors of the
municipalities concerned, Forests of the Czech Republic, s.p. (state enterprise) on behalf of
the Židlochovice Forest Enterprise, which is the administrator of most forests in the area,
and the representatives of the Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve.
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3.2. Arguments against the Declaration of the Soutok PLA—Increase in Stakeholders’ Restrictions

Mainly, the residents of the affected municipalities were concerned about the restric-
tions on normal movement in the area of the proposed Soutok PLA. These doubts are based
on past experience when the territory belonged to the border zone where entry was banned
for 40 years. The residents were therefore afraid of further bans and restrictions that, in
their words, the PLA status would bring.

Table 2. Objections and comments of stakeholders from the area concerned on the declaration of the Soutok PLA,
own processing.

Category Unit Description Status/Relevance

limitations

entry into and movement
in PLA

residents’ concerns over restrictions on entry and free
movement based on Section 26 of Act No. 114/1992 Sb.,

on nature and landscape protection [44]
Not confirmed

agricultural and forestery
production

restrictions on agricultural and forestry production
resulting from Act No. 114/1992 Sb., on nature and

landscape protection [44]
Confirmed

ship transportation restrictions/termination of boat cruises on the Chateau
Pond and on the Morava river from Břeclav to Janův hrad Irrelevant

compromised identity
alienation of the residents in relation to the protected area

as a result of various prohibitions and restrictions,
disregard of regional and local needs and customs

Not confirmed

constructions
intervention of officials in built-up parts of the area in
connection with the appearance of buildings and their

color design
Confirmed

bike trails construction
ban on the construction of new asphalt bike trails after the
declaration of PLA; preservation of the existing trails is

not guaranteed
Not confirmed

regional
development

construction closure

restricted building work that would hamper the
development of municipalities thus leading to

depopulation and, most of all, the outflow of business
operators

Confirmed

slowing/stopping
regional development

fear that the municipalities will be gripped by the
protected areas without having a possibility to change the

master plan toward the expansion of built-up areas
Not confirmed

decline in cross-border
cooperation

negative impact on cross-border cooperation, e.g.,
impossibility to build a footbridge across the Dyje river to

the Austrian municipality of Rabensburg

Not documented.
Estimate: Not

confirmed

decline in tourism restricted development of tourism related to the
restrictions on the movement of people in PLA Not confirmed

loss of job opportunities loss of job opportunities, especially in agriculture and
forestry that employ high numbers of people Not confirmed

economy

decline in property prices
concerns over the decline of land and real estate prices

due to regional development limits caused by the
declaration of PLA

Not confirmed

decrease in the number of
small and medium-sized

businesses

constraints to business development caused by limited
construction of technical infrastructure and civic resulting

from already low purchasing power of residents in
rural areas

Not confirmed

reduction in
municipality income

under Act No. 114/1992 Sb. [44] mining of minerals in
PLA zone 1 is prohibited, which will lead to a reduction in
the present extraction of oil, natural gas, and gravel sand

by private companies and thus to a reduction in the
income of the municipalities

Not confirmed

increase in investments
connected with the
declaration of PLA

the state does not provide any compensation for the
increase in investment caused by the protection Not confirmed
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Table 2. Cont.

Category Unit Description Status/Relevance

environmental
protection

insufficient environmental
management plan

the management plan is not drawn up pursuant to Section
1 of Decree No. 80/2008 Sb., on management plans,

designation and registration of areas protected under the
Nature and Landscape Protection Act

Not confirmed

complications in
adopting FMP

complications in drawing up the forest management plan
(FMP) mean restrictions on harvesting forest in the area of
interest and designing FMP that will primarily satisfy the

Agency for Nature Conservation and
Landscape Protection

Confirmed

sufficient conservation
status

the proposed area currently belongs to the Natura 2000
network, there is a biosphere reserve, a UNESCO site, and
several small special protection areas that provide local

protection, so general protection is unnecessary

Not confirmed

our work, our care
the current state of the area is an achievement of forest

managers from the Židlochovice Forest Enterprise, who
have been farming here for several generations

Not confirmed

public
administration

and self-
government

complications in
municipal

self-government

the nature conservation authority with competence for the
territory directly in the PLA will be the PLA

administration and not the municipal authority with
enlarged jurisdiction or the regional authority, which will

complicate the submission of permit applications

Not confirmed

lack of information
the Ministry of the Environment provided incomplete and
biased information about the declaration process of the

Soutok PLA
Not confirmed

Timber production and terrain conditions of forests (slopes, field accessibility) play
an important role in understanding the conflicts between nature conservation and forest
management. Floodplain forests of the proposed Soutok PLA represent the most productive
forest ecosystems in the Czech Republic.

In the short term, the introduction of close to nature management may partially
increase the cost of forest management, but the use of natural processes in forests brings
a significant financial benefit in the long term [45]. In forest management, the use of
forests should not bring just a short-term economic benefit. The widespread use of natural
processes in forestry practice has a profound and long-term biological impact on the
prosperity of forest ecosystems and thus the economy of their management.

Research has revealed that the status of PLA is not related to the reduced attractiveness
of the area. Overall, 127 respondents (63.5%) find areas outside large PLAs as attractive as
national parks and PLAs themselves, and 70 respondents (35%) find large protected areas
more attractive. The majority of respondents (73%) would be equally interested in the site
even before the declaration. Most of them argued that “the declaration will not change
the area in any way” and that “the site is either interesting or not, and this is not related
to the PLA status.” Furthermore, 26% of the respondents will find the site more attractive
because “there had to be a reason for the declaration” or “we will get better information
about the area” and “the site will be better mapped.” Only two of the respondents would
find the site less attractive due to the fact that there will be a “less interesting nature” and
also because these areas are “supervised,” which seemed to be a limiting factor to them.

Representatives of municipal authorities unanimously agreed that certain rules for the
shape of houses, colors of roofs, etc. are defined. However, not all respondents consider this
to be a limitation. The most frequent limitation they mentioned was the duty to build gable
roofs with red to brown burnt tiles and the impossibility to have dormers and balconies.
Overall, 73.5% of participants did not feel restricted in the construction of the house.
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3.3. Arguments against the Declaration of the Soutok PLA—Negative Impact on the Development
of the Region

Successful and sustainable development of the region is guaranteed by a well-designed
master plan and balanced use of the potential of the area. In addition, the layout and land
use are bound by generally applicable territorial limits. The responses of municipality
mayors to the question of restrictions on construction in PLA are different and each of them
sees restrictions from a different perspective. An important factor is also the location of the
built-up part of the municipality in relation to the PLA. The Soutok PLA has been designed
so that it does not extend to the built-up area. The proposal even featured a possible
bypass of the city of Břeclav, when the area needed for the construction of new buildings
was excluded from the PLA proposal in order to avoid potential conflict situations. The
mayors of municipalities in current protected landscape areas do not think that PLAs
limit the development of municipalities. In their words, entrepreneurs do not register
offices in these municipalities as PLAs do not allow the construction of logistics centers
or large development projects. However, this does not mean that the declaration of PLA
is responsible for the declining number of small and medium-sized businesses. At the
European level, there is a continuous need to strengthen relations between the environment,
regional development, and regional planning. It is crucial to take into consideration the
territorial impact on environmental planning, especially in the areas of planning and
management of protected areas, water resources, soil erosion, or localization of dangerous
and highly polluting substances, which are closely related to the impact on the landscape.
The key concern should be the mobilization of the inner potential of municipalities in the
form of brownfield revitalization rather than an extensive spatial extension. Similarly, the
presence of PLA was not found to be a restriction on cross-border cooperation. Instead, the
mayors emphasized the language barrier to be the main constraint.

An important question in the field of tourism is to what extent visitors affect the
phenomena for which protection was declared. Any applicable restrictions are established
in order to protect the phenomena that are destroyed by an onslaught of tourists. These
are prohibitions and orders to guide tourists toward sustainable tourism so that there is
still something to protect in the next decades. However, the interviews with the mayors
showed that the municipalities are trying to develop tourism and attract tourists to other
less well-known areas of the PLAs. Based on the research, the assumption of job losses
related to the declaration of the PLA was not confirmed.

3.4. Arguments against the Declaration of the Soutok PLA—Economic Risks

Given the fact that PLAs were declared several decades ago, it is impossible to find
out whether and how the declaration of PLA was reflected in the price of land. Compar-
ing prices inside and outside PLAs seems to be a possible starting point, but it is very
problematic since many more factors affect the price than just the PLA. Thus, mere price
comparison cannot be considered a relevant methodology. For the above-given reasons, the
exact land price movements cannot be determined. However, it is possible to point out low
market intensity within the PLA, with few sales and offers made in comparison with the
neighborhoods. Thus, only a fraction of what is sold outside is sold inside PLAs. Personal
interviews showed that the respondents could not assess whether and how the land price
had changed, precisely because the PLAs were declared a long time ago. Only one mayor
pointed out that, in his opinion, the land inside the PLA was virtually unsaleable because
of land use restrictions. An important argument for the municipalities in the proposed
Soutok PLA was the possibility of extracting oil, natural gas, and gravel sand from which
businesses contribute to the municipal budget. Partial objectives of the Moravian Karst
PLA administration include a ban on further mining activities—not even in close proximity
(currently only one surface limestone quarry is active), prevention of the establishment of
new mineral deposits, and prevention of the declaration of new mining areas and support
for restoration projects with maximum use of natural processes. This mention thus confirms
the concern over the impossibility of mining in the newly declared PLA. On the other hand,
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the extraction of oil and natural gas does not take place on the surface in large mining
areas but rather on spots. Real estate tax may pose another problem for the municipal
budget. The land included in PLA zone 1 [46] is also exempt from real estate tax. Thus,
municipalities lose part of the cadastral territory to this tax, which is otherwise fully paid to
the municipality in whose territory the property is located [47]. It was often mentioned that
nature conservation means increased investments, which must be paid from the municipal
budget, but the state does not offer any compensation for them. However, municipality
representatives mentioned that they can apply for subsidies, which in turn will relieve the
municipal budget. It is precisely because of the location in the protected landscape area that
the municipality is either awarded extra points for the location or receives a subsidy that
can cover up to 100% of eligible costs. Interviews with representatives of municipalities
clearly showed that nature conservation in the form of PLA does not mean an increase in
investments for municipalities.

3.5. Environmental Protection

All existing territories in the Czech Republic have been cocreated or influenced by
human beings and for their long-term functioning and biodiversity conservation other
human interventions are usually necessary [48]. Although forest managers cannot be
denied their share of the current state of forests in the area of the proposed Soutok PLA,
the representative of the Židlochovice Forest Enterprise pointed out that the priorities and
objectives of nature and landscape conservation are contradictory to their interests and
thus incompatible. The Židlochovice Forest Enterprise prefers the production function of
the forest that brings them an economic benefit. In contrast, nature conservation authorities
try to prevent the loss of forest stands and promote sustainable forest management.

The PLA management plan can be understood as a tool for prescribing restrictions
that are not binding on natural persons and legal entities, but it is a binding document
for forest holdings and regional planning. Interviews with the representatives of the
Moravian Karst PLA and the Pálava PLA reveal a contrast between the participation of local
government representatives in the process of drawing up management plans in the localities
of interest. While the Pálava PLA administration gives the mayors the final version of the
document to look at and any comments are discussed at the Ministry of the Environment,
the Moravian Karst PLA administration and the representatives of the municipalities
discuss the document at an early stage when the document is being drawn up so the
municipality representatives’ comments can be considered almost immediately during
discussions. The comment of the mayors of municipalities affected by the declaration of
the Soutok PLA stems from the insufficient elaboration of the management plan, especially
the missing chapters, when the management plan for the proposed Soutok PLA contained
only the part dealing with nature protection and human activities affecting the state of
nature and landscape. However, it is not common practice to draw up these documents
before the PLA is declared.

The most frequent argument against the declaration of the proposed Soutok PLA was
that the current protection of the site in question is adequate and the existing care in the
form of small-sized specially protected areas and the Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve is
sufficient. The basic problem of this argumentation is that small-sized specially protected
areas cover only a small part of the proposed site (about 0.94%). Furthermore, the Lower
Morava Biosphere Reserve, as the only one of the biosphere reserves in the Czech Republic,
is not subject to nature conservation authorities since it is largely situated outside of the
large-sized specially protected area (with the exception of the part extending to the Pálava
PLA), and it is also the only one represented by a nongovernmental organization. This
model of governance is unique because, until now, the management of Czech biosphere
reserves has always been associated with the performance of the administration of one
of the bodies of the Ministry of the Environment (either a protected landscape area or a
national park). The founders are the Czech Union for Nature Conservation, Forests of
the Czech Republic, s.p. (state enterprise), MND, a.s. (Moravian Oil Mines), the Ministry
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of the Environment, and the District Chamber of Commerce Břeclav. Except for the
Ministry of the Environment, all the founding bodies were opposed to the declaration of
the Soutok PLA. In the meantime, the existing environmental protection allows promoting
objectives that damage the environment, which means that it cannot be described as
sufficient. Forest management, which is currently incompatible with nature and landscape
protection (e.g., wide areas of regeneration blocks, using of exotic productive species
game management with a long-time history of planting non-native walnut Juglans nigra
L.), can also be classified as a fundamental problem that the existing protection of the
site does not deal with. Another major change was the regulation of rivers (including
the construction of the Nové Mlýny dams, built in the 1970s and 1980s), which meant a
significant reduction in the length of their streams and strangling meanders. It had an
impact on the entire floodplain forest ecosystem, which now needs to be artificially flooded.
The problem also arises of the possible migration of animals to be protected. Managing
such a vast territory by way of contractual agreements would only lead to fragmentation of
the territory, ineffective management of protection, and an increase in administrative steps.

3.6. Public Administration and Self-Government

The problem of providing incomplete and unilateral information can be described as
information asymmetry. The question of communication with the mayors and entities in
the affected areas permeated the entire interview.

When efforts were made to declare the Soutok PLA, the opponents also referred to
the poor reputation of nature conservation authorities. In their words, the breakthrough
moment was the declaration of the Natura 2000 network, which was announced without
any previous communication with local authorities. At the same time, the opinions of
the mayors whose municipalities belong to the Pálava PLA were also influenced by this
fact. Nature and landscape conservation cannot be taken as a strictly prescribed fact,
but the general public must be involved in this process too. Residents’ foreknowledge
and participation in decision making on events in municipalities and their immediate
surroundings is an essential part of a democratic society based on the coordination of
actions and satisfaction of the entities concerned. It is therefore essential that citizens
themselves get involved and submit their proposals and comments. After all, they form an
inseparable part of protected areas, and they know best what pitfalls they bring and what
problems need to be solved.

Mayors of municipalities affected by the intention to declare the Soutok PLA often
stated that PLA brings complication in exercising state administration and self-government.
The mayors of municipalities do not find any restrictions caused by the existence of PLA
that would limit them in the performance of administrative duties. The situation is similar
in the Pálava PLA where the mayors see complications limited to a minimum, and only in
the area of construction activity. Municipalities are obliged to include the conditions for
future construction activity, which are based on the requirements for nature and landscape
conservation, in the master plan documentation. The restrictions are more significant in
municipalities with a big part of a cadastral territory or built-up area in PLA. In the case of
the Soutok PLA, there is no need for these restrictions since it is defined and delineated
outside of the area suitable for construction activity. The mayors also stated that they had
no competencies other than the mayors of municipalities outside of the PLA.

The position of local governments should not change even after the PLA is declared.
According to the Ministry of the Environment, the only fundamental change will be that
the nature conservation authority with competence for the area lying directly in the PLA
will be the PLA administration and not the municipality with extended competence or
the regional authority. Compared to the current situation when residents need part of
the statement from a municipality with extended competence and part from a regional
authority, this represents a considerable relief.
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4. Discussion

The declaration of protected areas is a frequently discussed and controversial topic
since the present society considers nature conservation to be a very restrictive instru-
ment [49]. The general opinion of the society is that conservationists considerably restrict
or directly prohibit the alternative use of sites regardless of the changing reality. In some
cases, the objectives of the protection are only possible in small scattered locations con-
nected by narrow corridors. According to Chamblee et al. [50], spatial fragmentation of
protected areas can bring fewer benefits than the preservation of a large area. In their
research, McDonald et al. [51] also confirm the more traditional view that larger areas
are more supportive of the protection of sites and enable comprehensive management.
It can be argued that in the case of the proposed Soutok PLA protection in the form of
large-sized protected areas is preferable. This claim is primarily based on the fact that
the proposed PLA should protect the largest complex of floodplain forests in the Czech
Republic covering a total area of 139 km2.

According to Dwyer et al. [52], tourism activities in the region are demonstrated by
economic benefits when income and investments are transferred from richer and more
developed areas to poorer and less developed areas. The overall aim of “environmen-
tally friendly” tourism should be to achieve a situation in which the benefits generated
significantly exceed the losses incurred as a result of its existence [53]. An increase in
seasonal jobs can be expected in many municipalities, especially in accommodation and
catering facilities. This conclusion is supported by Hall [54] or Kadiyali and Kosová [55],
who identify protected areas as an important factor in the regional development of the
municipalities concerned. When comparing alternative land use, it is impossible to say
precisely which of the options is more economically advantageous for the region since
the value of nature is immeasurable. However, to express its value, there is, for example,
the concept of ecosystem services, which treats ecosystem functions as services [56] that
provide a number of benefits for human well-being [49]. Many of these services can then
be expressed by the economic value that is derived from the cost of artificial provisions of
these services [56,57]. Although these services are increasingly considered by policymakers
in the field of environmental management [58], they are not considered by the general pub-
lic when deciding on land management [49]. Recognition of ecosystem services as assets of
economic and social value can contribute to promoting nature conservation and making
more responsible decisions when addressing development projects [59]. Nevertheless,
by comparing the resulting value it can be concluded that sustainable management in a
given ecosystem is more economically advantageous than its transformation motivated by
unilateral land use [45]. Mainly American studies deal with the development of land prices
immediately after the declaration of the protected landscape area [50,60]. These studies
concluded that the price of land in the immediate vicinity of protected areas tends to rise.
However, studies conducted in the United States cannot be considered entirely relevant for
the central European region since the land price reflects a number of factors, and a different
valuation system may operate on another continent.

The process of establishing and administering a protected area must involve the
society, in particular local residents, whose perception of the protected area influences the
attitude, actions, and interaction of the residents with the area. Lack of knowledge and
attitudes of the main stakeholders can lead to incorrect selection of methods for territory
management [25,61,62] and influencing the views of the general public by important
players [25]. Stakeholders are thus a key factor for successful site management [23,63].
It is known that a positive attitude toward the protected area has a strong influence
on its successful management. However, stakeholders’ attitudes and perceptions are
not implemented by nature conservation authorities in the decision-making process [64].
Primarily, local stakeholders’ socioeconomic factors (age, gender, education, ethnic origin,
place of residence, etc.) are examined since they influence their perception of and attitude
to protected areas. Only a small part of the study is devoted to their perception of the
protected area before its declaration [10,65]. In line with changing societal preferences,
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environmental consideration has been increasing in forestry in most of the developed
world [66]. This has naturally caused conflicts between the traditional utilitarian and
environmental interests, e.g., as expressed through the ideological clashes between the
defenders of forest owners’ rights and the advocates of weightier public interference [66].

Findings from Ward et al. [67] study have highlighted a number of challenges related to
PA comanagement as follows: (1) any reduction in ES access is likely to create a short-term
opportunity cost. These costs need to be explicitly recognized and livelihood interventions
should be designed with this in mind; (2) the diversity of cultural and social values given
to livelihood activities relating to ES use needs to be carefully incorporated rather than
considering them as conservation or sustainability issues; and (3) community-level PA
institutions need to ensure that all household types and social divisions are represented
in order to prevent worsening existing or creating new inequalities [67]. Accepting these
findings will be crucial for the successful establishment of the Soutok Protected Landscape
Area, its acceptance by local stakeholders, and the use of ecosystem services for their
quality of life.

5. Conclusions

The declaration of large-sized protected areas in the Czech Republic mostly takes
the form of a top-down approach, and thus, it often leads to controversial and emotional
debates among politicians, nature conservationists, residents, and stakeholders. Sometimes,
the negotiations are held so long that the intention to declare a protected area is abandoned
in the end. For example, this was the case of the proposed Soutok PLA. However, it should
be noted that the existence of large-sized protected areas is not a barrier to all regional
development, and it is even considered to be an engine of the local economy in some
countries. Still, it is necessary to differentiate suitable management methods and activities
that ensure the development of the area while maintaining its natural and landscape
values according to the zones of graded protection. It is essential that socioeconomic
development goes hand in hand with successful landscape care and protection. Be it
forestry or agricultural activity, there are certain limits that have to be respected. Farmers
can claim financial compensation for the loss sustained, which is paid to them but not
always in full. Forest management is closely linked with the forest management plan,
for which the PLA management plan is binding and must be governed by it. Therefore,
mining requirements must be considered; otherwise, a positive opinion will not be issued.
In forest management, this should not be a short-term economic benefit from the use of
forests. The widespread use of natural processes in forestry practice has a profound and
long-term biological effect on the prosperity of forest ecosystems and hence the economy
of their management.

The research highlighted the importance of communication between municipality
representatives, stakeholders, and residents, on the one hand, and representatives of
protected areas, on the other. From the results, it is obvious that communication is the
basis for successful cooperation because mutual coordination of steps is necessary for the
smooth functioning and coexistence of nature conservation and regional development.
Unfortunately, common practice shows that nature conservation authorities often act in a
superior manner and do not give local government representatives a choice. This creates a
generally negative image of nature conservation. Perfect foreknowledge of the entities on
both sides is essential, both for the functioning of nature conservation and for mutual trust
necessary for good cooperation.

The research refuted or did not confirm most of the arguments of stakeholders against
the declaration of the PLA. Reasoned comments either stemmed from other legislation
or did not have a negative impact on regional or municipal development. The approach
of nature protection officials toward municipalities and communication with them is
perceived as a very important aspect. The negative perception of nature protection and
state administration is a serious consequence of a possible unfriendly approach.
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The general main problem to be solved is environmental awareness and education,
which, for representatives of farmers and owners and municipalities, is especially about
the natural benefits, the intrinsic value of nature, and the vulnerability of ecosystems;
for nature conservation representatives, this is especially in the area of communication
with other stakeholder groups. Both of these tools need to be used for a long time, but
also immediately.
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Abstract: Research highlights: Funding forest management with subsidies from carbon offsetters is a
well-documented mechanism in tropical regions. This article provides complementary insights into
the use of voluntary offset contracts in temperate forests. Background and objectives: The mitigation
of greenhouse emissions has become a major global issue, leading to changes in forest management
to increase the capacity of forests to store carbon. This can lead to conflicts of use with other forest
ecosystem services such as timber production or biodiversity conservation. Our main goal is to
describe collective actions to fund carbon-oriented forestry with subsidies from carbon offsetters and
to analyze how their governance and functioning prevent conflicts pertaining to multi-functionality.
Materials and methods: We assembled an interdisciplinary research team comprising two ecologists,
a social scientist, and an economist. Drawing on a conceptual framework of ecosystem services,
social interdependencies, and collective action, we based our qualitative analysis on semi-structured
interviews from two French case studies. Results: Carbon-oriented intermediary forest organizations
offer offset contracts to private firms and public bodies. Communication is geared toward the
mitigation outcomes of the contracts as well as their beneficial side effects in providing the ecosystem
services of interest to the offsetters. Subsidies then act as a financial lever to fund carbon-oriented
forestry operations. Scientific committees and reporting methodologies serve as environmental,
social, and economic safeguards. Conclusions: These new intermediary forest organizations use
efficient forest operations and evaluation methodologies to improve forest carbon storage. Their main
innovation lies in their collective governance rooted in regional forest social-ecological systems. Their
consideration of multi-functionality and socioeconomic issues can be seen as an obstacle to rapid
development, but they ensure sustainability and avoid conflicts between producers and beneficiaries
of forest ecosystem services. Attention must be paid to interactions with broader spatial and temporal
carbon policies.

Keywords: forest management; multifunctionality; carbon offset; collective action; conflict avoidance;
mitigation; payment for ecosystem services; social-ecological; France

1. Introduction

The claim that forests and foresters have witnessed significant evolutions in the last
few decades is an understatement. Along with social and technical developments, it is now
routine to point to global changes as drivers of the spatiotemporal trajectories of forest socio-
ecosystems (FSES) [1]. Among the most pressing global issues (with land degradation),
climate change has buoyed considerable research efforts in the forest sciences [2,3].

While undeniable research progress has been made for the mitigation of and adap-
tation to climate change, the indirect consequences of mitigation and adaptation actions
on FSES remain underexplored. To cite only mitigation, a sizeable body of literature ex-
plores the direct influence of forest management on above- and below-ground carbon
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storage [4]. However, mitigation is rarely tackled from the perspective of its social or
economic consequences (e.g., [5])—with the notable exceptions of investigations into the
Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) program [6] and
in some European case studies [7,8].

Although it makes sense to monitor how carbon-oriented operations directly influ-
ence the role of forests as carbon sinks, the neutral, positive, or negative effects of such
operations on forest multifunctionality should not be overlooked [8]. Indeed, many forest
stakeholders deem the simultaneous provision of different forest ecosystem services (ES) to
be critical [9,10], especially the provision of timber and non-timber forest products, but also
the esthetic value of managed landscapes for local communities or tourism development
and the role of forest soils in water epuration, to name but a few [11].

This consideration of multifunctionality in the management of FSES also aligns with
public opinion on carbon storage in forests. Particularly in Western countries, consumer-
citizens are putting mounting pressure on public institutions and the private sector to
develop carbon offsetting schemes that do not neglect biodiversity conservation or local
employment issues [12]. Turning to forest management thus gives carbon offsetters the
opportunity to “kill three birds with one stone.” First, forests represent an efficient and
powerful lever to mitigate climate change—they already represent 14.5% of the total
volume of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions saved on voluntary markets since 2005 [13].
Second, forests benefit from a highly natural perception in civil society [14]. For companies
assigning shares to sustainable forest management, this eases their response to the rising
social demands for businesses to assume part of both the fight against global warming
and the biodiversity crisis. Third, the frequent relocation of offset projects from tropical
to temperate and boreal forests allows companies to align their environmental and social
commitments [15]. Indeed, such relocations often occur in places with sound property
rights, thus favoring local governance and employment, and avoiding the pitfalls of remote
and potentially illegible operations, as observed with the REDD+ programs [6,16].

With its forest and mitigation policies, France is a suitable illustration of this renewed
interest in local forests from carbon offsetters. In terms of forests, France has Europe’s
fourth largest surface (165,000 km2), most of which is deciduous [17]. In managed forests,
a tradition of multifunctionality has been legally embedded into policies, with pledges
for the simultaneous provision of various ES such as timber production, recreational
activities, and biodiversity conservation [18]. In terms of voluntary mitigation, France
organized cross-sectional meetings in 2007 with businesses, public collectivities, and civil
society stakeholders in order to promote GHG mitigation [19]. Several recommendations
were later implemented in a law on corporate social and environmental responsibility
(CSR), including mandatory carbon assessments [19,20]. Therefore, it is unsurprising
that many voluntary mitigation projects have blossomed in the French forest sector since
the early 2010s [21,22]. These projects are based on unprecedented partnerships linking
forest owners, forestry experts, and timber industry professionals with entities seeking to
compensate their GHG emissions.

The rationale of this paper is to investigate how voluntary mitigation projects boost
forest management from the perspective of three essential issues, namely the efficiency,
sustainability, and multifunctionality of carbon storage. Drawing deductively on a liter-
ature review on forest carbon storage [23] and inductively on our experience with forest
practitioners [9], we considered that these were the three best factors predicting the success
of mitigation projects. The first factor relates to the efficiency of carbon offsetting. Fol-
lowing Gren and Aklilu [23], we posit that any offset project must consider heterogeneity,
uncertainty, additionality, and permanence issues in order to be efficient. The most im-
portant issue is proving the added value of the project (additionality), meaning that the
forestry operations would not have occurred without the funding of the contract [24,25].
Second, the permanence risk refers to the potential carbon leakage during the duration of
the offset project [15]. Third, the uncertainty of forest growth makes it difficult to predict
the mitigation outcome of forestry operations [26]. Finally, the heterogeneous capacities
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of forests to store carbon complicates the calculation of the anticipated mitigation success.
The second factor relates to the sustainability of carbon offsetting. To endure in the long
term and recruit carbon offsetters, voluntary carbon offsetting projects must prove their
added value (or “economic additionality”) in comparison to baseline forest operations.
The sustainability of the offset projects also implies the prevention of social conflict. Even
if such conflict is not desired by FSES stakeholders, they should at least prevent any op-
position. The third factor follows from the second: we assume that attention must be
paid to respecting FSES multifunctionality in order to achieve carbon offsetting. Indeed,
multi-objective forest operations are often inconsistent with a management geared toward
only one ES, a situation commonly illustrated through the intensification of management
for timber production (e.g., shortened rotation length), which can go against biodiversity
conservation or the preservation of water quality among others [27–29].

Section 2 presents comparative case studies of two French organizations that bring
together forest stakeholders and carbon offsetters from the private and public sectors. It
also includes the conceptual framework of Barnaud et al. on ES, social interdependencies,
and collective action [30] on which we based our analysis, and outlines any methodological
considerations. Section 3 describes the results and depicts how the shared objective of car-
bon offsetting raises various organizational and governance issues. Section 4 summarizes
the results of this national French study and draws conclusions at a broader scale.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Selection of Case Studies

The selection of case studies was guided by two steps to identify unique partner-
ships linking forest owners, forestry experts, and timber industry professionals (hereafter,
foresters) to carbon offsetters. We restricted the area to France to allow for comparisons
within the same legal and institutional framework. First, we conducted a Google survey to
list French carbon mitigation projects linked to forests (Appendix A Table A1) using all pos-
sible combinations of the French keywords “forêt,” “compensation carbone,” and “climat”
(signifying “forest,” “carbon offsetting,” and “climate,” respectively). We crosschecked
the list with a record of conferences held on forest-based carbon mitigation. The record
dating back to 2016 was established using newsletters from forestry or environmental
websites (https://www.actu-environnement.com, https://www.fransylva.fr (accessed on
5 October 2018), https://www.academie-agriculture.fr (accessed on 5 October 2018), https:
//www.alternativesforestieres.org (accessed on 5 October 2018)), and using the mapping
of carbon projects available at https://www.cnpf.fr/n/nos-partenariats-carbone/n:2493
(accessed on 5 October 2018)). Second, the selection of study areas was guided by social-
ecological considerations so as to retain two local initiatives that were similar in scope,
partnership structure, and objectives. We did not aspire to cover the entire range of French
forested regions or carbon offset organizations.

We chose two nonprofit organizations from two different regions: Sylv’ACCTES
founded in 2015 and Normandie Forêver (hereafter, NF) founded in 2017. The study
area of Sylv’ACCTES is in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region, which has a long history
of fuelwood exploitation. As one of the regions with the highest standing volume, it is
dominated by a mixture of coniferous species in the mountains and broadleaved beech
(Fagus sylvatica L.) and chestnut (Castanea sativa Mill.) in the plains [31]. By contrast, the
second study area in Normandy is a coastal hilly area with a few forested patches of
broadleaved beech and oak (Quercus robur L. and Quercus petraea (Matt.) Liebl.).

Throughout the article, interviewees are denoted by their anonymization number
preceded by “S” or “NF” for Sylv’ACCTES and Normandie Forêver, respectively (for an
overview, see Appendix B Table A2).

2.2. Data Collection

We carried out 14 face-to-face, semi-structured, open-ended interviews in November
and December 2018 (Appendix B Table A2). We aimed to have a representative and pro-
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portional set of interviews for the two nonprofit organizations, balanced by their regional
weight and level of activity (11 interviews took place in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and 3 in
Normandy). Interviewees included forest managers, scientific committee members, finan-
cial partners such as public bodies and state agency officials, and forestry experts. Each
interview followed a similar grid (Appendix B) consisting of the following: (i) a general
description of the interviewee’s role, objectives, and experience in the organization; (ii) the
interviewee’s view about the organization’s ability to create bonds between stakeholders;
and (iii) the interviewee’s vision about the impact and potential development of the organi-
zation in the future. If not spontaneously mentioned by the interviewees, we also asked
them about the implementation of the official “low carbon certification” (LCC) recently
launched by the French Ministry of the Environment and its effect on the organization.

We recorded and fully transcribed the interviews, which lasted between 1 and 2.5
h. We supplemented them with a review of the forestry press with a focus on mitigation
projects (the newsletters are listed in Section 2.1), the websites of Sylv’ACCTES and NF (
https://sylvacctes.org and http://www.normandieforever.org, both accessed on 5 October
2018), as well as their preliminary reports on carbon accounting, operational charters,
partnership leaflets, or financial information. In the following, any results without an
interviewee number are sourced from this complementary documentation.

Our analysis aimed to understand the content of the offset contracts and their frame-
work, namely the regional constraints of NF and Sylv’ACCTES, how they developed their
organizational processes (distribution of decisional power between stakeholders, juris-
dictional form, spatial and temporal scales, financing, etc.), and the importance given
to carbon mitigation by the contractors (e.g., methodological soundness accounting for
GHG mitigation). We thus developed a qualitative analysis grid (Appendix C to tag and
evaluate the transcription of each interview depending on the above items. After its com-
pletion by one author, the characterizations were crosschecked by a second author to avoid
arbitrary classifications.

2.3. Data Analysis: Methodological Approach

We considered that the conceptual framework of Barnaud et al. on ES, social interde-
pendencies, and collective action [30] was the most appropriate to investigate the efficiency,
sustainability, and multifunctionality of NF and Sylv’ACCTES. Indeed, ES are at the core of
this framework, which stresses how ES providers, beneficiaries, and intermediaries evolve
in an “action arena” made of synergetic, antagonistic, or neutral interdependencies. The
interdependencies can relate to different ES providers (e.g., private landholders, public
forest managers), ES providers and beneficiaries (e.g., forest managers whose stand regen-
eration suffers from the overgrazing of boars and deer, hunters who are responsible for
preventing the overpopulation of game animals), and ES beneficiaries (e.g., motorcyclists,
hikers). These interdependencies are reshaped by changes in management decisions that
modify ES and by new trade-offs in the interests of forest stakeholders. Intermediaries
promoting collective actions such as NF and Sylv’ACCTES also contribute to the permanent
restructuring of these social relationships. In the case of carbon offsetting, the analysis of
the action arena should embrace four key dimensions: (i) stakeholders’ representation of
the FSES in light of carbon storage (i.e., “cognitive framing”); (ii) the spatial and temporal
levels of organization at which carbon storage occurs; (iii) existing formal and informal
institutions regulating carbon storage; and (iv) power relations between FSES stakeholders.

Rooted in Ostrom’s work, this social-ecological framework accords with the conflict-
free situations of NF and Sylv’ACCTES, in which carbon storage is seen as a public good
and not as a product to be sold on carbon markets. To best apply this interdisciplinary
conceptual framework, our research team was comprised of two ecologists, a social scientist,
and an economist. This framework operates best in situations without open conflict where
the emerging organization stems from a collective action around a public or common good
(i.e., “a voluntary process of cooperation among various stakeholders, users, and managers
addressing a common ES management problem in a given territory” [30]). We, therefore,
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discarded other conceptual frameworks such as the theories of non-state market-driven
governance [32].

3. Results

To facilitate the comprehension of this section, Figure 1 summarizes the general func-
tioning of the two nonprofit organizations: voluntary candidates, either private companies
or public bodies, become members of the carbon offset organization after agreeing to its
ethical conditions. They provide funding that is managed by forest practitioners. The
organization then contracts carbon offsets with forest landholders.

 

Figure 1. Internal functioning of the organizations offering voluntary carbon offset contracts.

3.1. Offset Contracts to Increase Carbon Storage

Offset contracts given by Sylv’ACCTES and NF fund the forestry operations of forest
landowners provided that they respect the technical specifications (Figure 1). For in-
stance, afforestation, deforestation, or reforestation are not eligible technical itineraries with
Sylv’ACCTES; its contracts instead favor an evolution toward improved forest management
(e.g., introduction of species mixtures rather than monospecific stands). Sylv’ACCTES also
takes local hazards into account in order to exclude any detrimental effects on the local
populations. In a flood-prone area, for instance, the funding of a project was subjected
to the conservation of a continuous forest cover. Contrary to Sylv’ACCTES, NF allows a
diversity of forest operations (e.g., clear-cut harvesting and replantation), as long as they
occur in forest stands in which timber sales do not cover the cost of forestry operations.
This difference may be due to the inappropriate planting of tree species given the local
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conditions or previous parasite attacks decreasing the value of the trees, among others.
Sylv’ACCTES excludes contracts for forested surfaces under 2 ha [33].

To gauge how much carbon would be stored in the forest stands included in the offset
contracts, the scientific committees of Sylv’ACCTES and NF developed reporting methods:
“We have a scientific committee whose job is to make calculations and validate them, but
also to confirm or refuse the proposals of forestry sites” (NF1). Prevailing issues around the
reporting methods related to the heterogeneity, uncertainty, and impermanence of forests’
capacities to store carbon as well as the additionality of the offset contracts.

First, the two organizations need to account for the heterogeneous soil, climate, or
tree conditions of the stands. The reporting methodologies usually calculate the amount of
carbon saved as the difference in carbon stored between a baseline scenario and a reference
scenario. For both organizations, the baseline scenarios (no offset contracts) correspond
to the management practices currently in place in the forest stands—for instance, the
non-management of decaying stands for NF. Reference scenarios (with offset contracts)
are the management of even-aged plantations for NF, while they are chosen among local
forestry practices for Sylv’ACCTES (e.g., intensive even-aged forestry) (S1, NF1). Forest
experts and ecologists selected practices with an added value for carbon mitigation such as
the transition from even-aged forests to species- and age-mixed forests.

Second, the reporting methods need to account for potential carbon mitigation losses
due to calculation uncertainties and stochastic natural uncertainties. Sylv’ACCTES retains
estimations of carbon storage based on the most optimistic climate scenarios. Once cal-
culated, only 80% of the carbon storage estimation is considered: in this case, if a project
suffers from unexpected carbon leakage, it is assumed that the 20% uncounted carbon
from all other projects can compensate for the mitigation shortfall. This methodology was
patented under the name “Potential Mitigation Gain” (www.sylvacctes.org/les-indicateurs-
sylv-acctes/, (accessed on 5 October 2018). NF adopted a similar strategy: to compen-
sate for the potential carbon losses, 15% to 20% of the carbon stored is set aside in every
calculation (NF1).

Third, the two carbon organizations aim to avoid carbon leakage during the engage-
ment period of the offset contracts (10 years for Sylv’ACCTES and 20 years for NF). Only
NF introduced a replanting clause into the contract in the event of carbon release following
a natural hazard (e.g., parasite outbreaks, fires). The impermanence of carbon storage
can also stem from contract violations if a forest owner harvests trees before the term of
the contract. If the contracted activities are not properly completed, both organizations
impose financial penalties—contractors are warned in advance about the possibility of
verifications. Sylv’ACCTES dedicates a specific budget to conducting verifications (S1).
For financial reasons, NF decided to verify the process internally rather than through
external certification: “For us, the certification costs were too high to certify a project on
the voluntary mitigation market” (NF3).

The fourth issue of the reporting methodology—additionality—was viewed as very
delicate. Two approaches dealing with the issue of non-additionality are found in the
literature [23]. The first is to accept the extent of non-additionality in the design of mitiga-
tion measures using “non-additionality buffers” among others (hence, additional to the
uncertainty buffers). These buffers can be material, with the reduced counting of the carbon
stored by the mitigation project, for instance, by setting aside 20% of GHG emissions of an
offset project. Otherwise, buffers can be based on an insurance system: in the case of the dis-
closure of a non-additionality flaw, a saved part of the credits is dedicated to implementing
complementary mitigation projects. The second approach used to ensure additionality is to
have a contract framework that allows for a case-by-case analysis of the non-additionality
risks. Sylv’ACCTES and NF chose the second option, with NF even adding an additionality
clause to the offset contracts: “I hereby certify to the best of my knowledge that the funding
provided by Normandie Forêver had an active and incentivizing role in my reforestation
action for this stand, which had been caught in a forestry deadlock.”
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Thanks to its offset contracts launched between 2016 and 2019, Sylv’ACCTES has
participated in forestry operations over a surface of 4000 ha, split across 20 different
forest stands in Rhône-Alpes. Despite its later start in 2018, NF’s contracts have already
supported forestry operations over 20 ha. NF now aims to reforest 1000 to 2000 ha of
forests per year. The main concern of many interviewees was thus not the relevance of the
offset contracts but rather the need to recruit enough forest landowners: “If many people
wanted to fund carbon offsetting, but there weren’t enough owners, then we would be
headed for trouble” (NF2). A Sylv’ACCTES’ member explained that offset contracts are
not given full consideration by private owners and that private forests only represent 20%
of grantees, with the remaining 80% used for municipal forests (S1). A NF interviewee
also pointed to the overrepresentation of owners aged over 60 years who represent two-
thirds of forest owners: “We are among a relatively old group of people, so it is difficult
to speak of 20, 30, or 100 years into the future with someone who is already 80” (NF2).
Thus, both organizations are in the process of hiring a permanent employee devoted to
contacting landholders.

Based on their experience, Sylv’ACCTES and NF members were invited to participate
in the creation of the national “low carbon certification.” Prior to 2018, the lack of a carbon
standard in France led to the search for a reliable tool for voluntary carbon offsetting in
order to meet societal expectations regarding GHG mitigation. Although some interviewees
acknowledged the value of this initiative, they questioned the technical feasibility of this
results-oriented LCC: “The problem with carbon projects is that we must do what is called
a proof of additionality to prove that what we do is better than baseline. And in forests,
well . . . ” (S1).

3.2. Carbon Organizations: Pursuing Multifunctional Forestry to Attract Funders

To provide appropriate financing for their offset contracts, Sylv’ACCTES and NF
depend on the financial support of both private and public bodies, attracted by communi-
cation campaigns focused on the mitigation of GHG emissions. For instance, NF’s leaflet
includes many such expressions (“A concrete and guaranteed commitment to reducing CO2
emissions by local reforestation”), while the very name of Sylv’ACCTES stands for “Sylvi-
culture d’Atténuation du Changement Climatique et Services Ecosystémiques” (French for
“Silviculture for the Mitigation of Climate Change and Ecosystem Services”). Increasing
carbon storage and sequestration in forests was an objective shared by all public and private
funders of the associations. Public funders such as towns, cities, and regional councils
expressed their interest in forest operations to improve GHG mitigation: “Sylv’ACCTES
has another advantage: working with carbon throughout the entire wood lifecycle, and in
addition to the societal demands, this is a strong political objective at every level” (S3). In
the same vein, the creation of NF was driven by companies wishing to mitigate their carbon
emissions: “The sustainable development club—for companies that are very involved in
CSR, it is a network. They wondered how they could reduce carbon emissions, and they
were looking for local mitigation solutions” (NF1). In Normandy, private funders even
prioritize carbon mitigation over other considerations. The aim is to stay as effective as
possible and avoid interference from other issues, because when there are “expectations
other than carbon such as biodiversity, environment, landscape, or satisfying locally elected
officials, it just becomes much more political. By staying focused on carbon, we chose to
prioritize it—without removing the rest, we just prioritized carbon” (NF1).

To put this interest into funding, NF relies on two mechanisms that are open to any
private or public structure: an annual membership fee of 150 € (Figure 1), and a con-
tribution to NF of 14 € per carbon ton emitted annually by the new member. To avoid
greenwashing or conflicts of interest, membership is subject to an ethical code and the
decision of the ethical committee: “As firms are highly invested in CSR, they want it to be
a real process of carbon mitigation, so we established rules to join Normandie Forêver”
(NF1). For Sylv’ACCTES, a membership fee is the first source of income and demonstrates
a willingness to contribute to the organization’s decisions (Figure 1). Second, the organiza-
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tion benefits from the monetary support of its public and private funding members at a
regional level (Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region, city of Lyon, and Neuflize Bank) and at a
smaller scale (local businesses contribute to funding local forestry operations). In addition,
Sylv’ACCTES benefits from an asset that NF does not have. Whereas both are nonprofit
organizations, only Sylv’ACCTES is recognized to be of general interest by the French
state due to its commitment “to the defense of the natural environment” (Sylv’ACCTES,
2018b). Consequently, Sylv’ACCTES benefits from a system of tax exemption delivered by
the fiscal administration. Hence, the organization is allowed to deliver tax receipts that
provide a 60% tax exemption for any donation. In other words, a company giving 100,000 €
only incurs a 40,000 € expenditure after the tax credit. Application for membership is once
again subject to an ethical committee.

Whether NF and Sylv’ACCTES like it or not, their funders are also attracted by the
opportunity to improve other forest ES through the carbon offset contracts. Business
funders viewed Sylv’ACCTES and NF as an opportunity to offset their carbon emissions
and simultaneously strengthen their social and environmental responsibilities at a local
level. The corporate funders of Sylv’ACCTES are mainly motivated by the positive social
and economic consequences of forestry operations, emphasized as one of the reasons for
participating in the regional development of the forestry sector: “Bringing together private
firms in or within territories: this is a stronger message than saying ‘you love forests, so
give to forests’” (S11) or “What we want to do is to create a short circuit. We have the
local authorities, local foresters, and local companies accompanying the management of a
natural resource toward something more virtuous” (S1).

For regional and local authorities, NF and Sylv’ACCTES open an additional avenue
to reinforce their forest-based policies such as the economic development of the timber
industry, the reinforcement of the renewable energy sector, the promotion of open-air
leisure activities, and so on. This holds particularly true regarding the increased wood
mobilization, which is an important motivation for regional councils and cities to fund
carbon organizations. The regional branch of the Agency for the Environment and Man-
agement of Energy (ADEME), which was instrumental in the launch of NF, explained: “In
the end, mitigation is not everything. For us, it’s just a good reason to influence other
fuelwood policies” (NF3). At a smaller scale, several cities in Normandy joined NF, as they
are currently developing collective heating facilities: “We wanted to mobilize a lot of extra
wood, mobilize wood-fired heating plants in private forests” (NF3). For Sylv’ACCTES, the
regional need for fuelwood heating was one of the reasons for public funders to become
involved. The Auvergne–Rhone–Alpes region has a strong culture of fuelwood heating
that continues to develop, and it encouraged an organization that secured the local and
sustainable production of fuelwood: “The ‘Grand Lyon’ metropolis had problems with
provisioning their wood-fired heating plants. We also worked with territories on timber
production, so there was this interesting rural-urban link” (S10). Along with fire heating,
the rural–urban link was depicted by both associations as a communication support that
strengthened the relationships between forest operators, local companies, and inhabitants:
“From the perspective of Sylv’ACCTES’ governance, its major interest lies in the creation of
a local dialogue” (S7).

3.3. Sustainable Timber Production: A Key Motivation Underlying Offset Contracts

Along with carbon storage and other forest ES, increasing or securing timber produc-
tion emerged as a key underlying motivation in the creation of new forest intermediaries
oriented toward carbon storage. The involvement of the Regional Centers for Privately
Owned Forests (CRPF in French) in Normandy and Auvergne–Rhône–Alpes was a deter-
mining factor in the foundation of NF and Sylv’ACCTES, as mentioned on their websites,
in many interviews, and in the NF offset contracts; indeed, CRPFs are public bodies that
promote the indirect stimulation of the timber industry through increased wood mobi-
lization in private forests [31]. For NF especially, producing wood was a key issue, since
regionalized forest growth models can predict a gap in wood production due to the unbal-
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anced age structure of forest stands. To supply the missing age category, the Normandy
CRPF viewed NF as a relevant interface to pay for the clear-cut and replanting costs of
decaying and unproductive stands, thus avoiding a potential problem linked to timber and
fuelwood provisioning in the coming decades.

In line with the CRPFs, private landholders and public forest managers who enter into
an offset contract consider the funding of Sylv’ACCTES and NF to be a relevant solution
for funding timber production. This holds true for the funding of forest operations that
would otherwise not occur: “For us, the starting point was mobilizing the wood of poor
forest stands” (NF2). Yet it also applies to operations aimed at improving the quality of
harvested wood: “The idea of Sylv’ACCTES is to really improve the value of the timber”
(S5). In both cases, the funding amount of the contracts is not intended to fully cover the
costs of the forest operations but is rather seen as an incentive for forest landowners to
set them up, as underlined by interviewee NF3: “The amount was evaluated so that it
would be large enough to commit to the program.” To determine how much of the costs
of forest management would be reimbursed, Sylv’ACCTES decided to focus on forest
expenditure independently of carbon markets, with the offset contracts funding 40% of the
operations. By contrast, NF decided to set the amount of funding based on the market price
of a carbon ton and calculated that each hectare replanted after clear-cutting could store a
certain amount of carbon, equivalent to 2000 € per hectare (capped at a maximum of 30%
of the costs). NF explained that the funding requirements should be more attractive than
public subsidies: “It has to be simple and not supported by EAFRD [European Agricultural
Fund for Rural Development], relatively fast in reaching a decision, and exploitable for the
landowner” (NF2).

While timber production was an important issue in the relations between forest
landholders and the carbon organizations, Sylv’ACCTES and NF remained vigilant about
its sustainability, especially regarding the protection of natural habitats. To be eligible for
the offset contracts, forest landowners had to comply with environmental prerequisites. As
proof of commitment to biodiversity, NF and Sylv’ACCTES require an official document
that is mandatory in France for properties over 25 ha (and optional below), certifying that
the target stands are sustainably managed. As an additional environmental condition,
NF requires a sustainable management certification delivered by the Program for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) or the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
Sylv’ACCTES does not demand environmental certifications for a forest stand but instead
requires that at least 30% of its surface has a species mixture, with at least five old-growth
trees per hectare. To monitor the ecological impact of its offset contracts, Sylv’ACCTES
patented an indicator known as “Potential Biodiversity Gain” (www.sylvacctes.org/les-
indicateurs-sylv-acctes/, (accessed on 5 October 2018). The indicator developed from early
discussions between Sylv’ACCTES and members of environmental organizations, who
were invited to be part of the organization’s scientific committee and contribute to the
design of the environmental specifications of the offset contracts.

To improve the funding success of forest operations, Sylv’ACCTES and NF tried to
reduce the detrimental effects of timber production on the contribution of the forests to
the landscape. Several interviewees mentioned their fear of the social pressures linked
to forestry operations, which is commonly expressed by inhabitants in their rejection
of tree harvesting. Interviewee NF2 described a public conference on forestry held in
Normandy: “Several people expressed their feelings for the trees, and we saw that many
people were there to defend the trees and stop an overly interventionist approach by
limiting the number cut down.” In anticipation of such claims, the communication strategy
of NF stressed the positive outcomes of forestry operations for carbon mitigation or local
employment, and not only the technical aspects. Information boards were displayed at the
site of each supported operation, and forest owners who signed the offset contracts also
acknowledged the right of funders to visit the forest stand.
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4. Discussion

NF and Sylv’ACCTES have emerged as new intermediary forest organizations, aiming
to bring together forest managers (carbon storage providers) and forest ES beneficia-
ries around carbon storage projects. Although the formal institutionalization of NF and
Sylv’ACCTES is undeniable, their strategy to manage efficient, sustainable, and multi-
functional projects for forest carbon storage must be questioned in the light of the actual
outcomes. Figure 2 illustrates the discussion using the conceptual framework of Barnaud
et al. for ES, social interdependencies, and collective action.

 

Figure 2. The conceptual framework for ecosystem services (ES), social interdependencies, and collective actions applied to
French forest socio-ecosystems.

4.1. On the Efficiency of Carbon Storage Organizations

We posit that the efficiency of the carbon projects initiated by NF and Sylv’ACCTES
does not lie in their new methodological approach to overcome the four challenges of
carbon storage but rather in their design of operational contracts to increase the number
of participating landholders. Conditioning the financial aid to an obligation of means
(technical specifications) and not to an obligation of results (reaching a given amount of
stored carbon) was a strategic choice of both NF and Sylv’ACCTES to avoid deterring
forest ES providers, which enabled them to efficiently recruit forest managers.

Even so, NF and Sylv’ACCTES chose three proven solutions to design forest contracts
that efficiently overcome the usual challenges of carbon storage. Based on the recommen-
dations of their scientific committees, they opted for a “physical” buffer system as well as
ex-ante and in-itinere verifications. The physical buffer system reports less carbon storage
than initially calculated, which is a common means to prevent heterogeneity and uncer-
tainty issues. A carbon reserve buffers deviations caused by heterogeneous and uncertain
forest conditions based on the difference between the amount of carbon stored after the
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contract closure and what was anticipated in the reference scenario [7,23,34]. Uncertainties
in the calculation parameters can stem from their inherent stochasticity (e.g., local climate),
entanglement (e.g., tail dependence effects strengthened by climate change; [15]), a lack of
reliable data (e.g., soil condition, browsing pressure), not to mention the knowledge gap
regarding phenomena that are only now coming to light (e.g., storage capacity of upper soil
horizons or old-growth versus recent forests; [35–37]). The second solution prevented addi-
tionality issues. Both organizations chose an ex-ante evaluation of applicants’ motivations
to sign the offset contracts. This case-by-case assessment aimed to discard candidates who
would conduct forest operations regardless of the offset contracts. The two organizations
also planned in-itinere verifications of the permanence of the subsidized projects. Their
approach, used in many other countries [23,38,39], aims to include the transaction costs
of impermanence verifications in their estimated budgets. The organization either funds
an external certifying body such as the Verified Carbon Standard [40] or pays for the costs
of verifying the contracts itself. Only NF introduced a replanting clause in its contract in
the event of destruction following a natural hazard, which was certainly motivated by its
objective to prepare the timber industry for the upcoming decades. The lack of ex-post
verifications of the efficiency of the offset contracts (for instance, by measuring how much
additional carbon will be stored) underlines the preference of NF and Sylv’ACCTES for
means-oriented, not results-oriented, offset contracts.

The preference of NF and Sylv’ACCTES for means-oriented contracts emphasizes their
strategy of focusing on the second limiting factor of offset contracts, namely the reticence
of landholders to commit to their program. Subsidies for forestry operations can be scarce
and sometimes so complex that they deter many forest owners from applying for them.
Both public foresters and private owners struggle to balance their management expenses
with timber incomes. Public foresters working for the National Forests Office are in charge
of the management of national forests but have to reduce their expenditure [41]. Private
foresters do not strive for profit at any cost, although they can no longer rely on traditional
subsidies to keep their budget balanced [42]. Known as the National Forest Fund, a
funding program was launched in the aftermath of World War II to boost wood production
in order to rebuild the country. However, this program ended in 2000, thus inducing a
loss of financial incentives for private owners [43]. The solution of the offset contracts
proposed by NF and Sylv’ACCTES partially overcomes the economic impediment to forest
management. Compared with the national tax exemption known as DEFI (French acronym
for “Dispositif d’Encouragement Fiscal à l’Investissement”, meaning “fiscal measures
supporting investment”) piloted by the Ministry of Agriculture, which is also in charge of
forests, Sylv’ACCTES contributes twice as much to the costs of sylvicultural operations
(until December 2020, DEFI could refund up to 6250 € per capita for forest operations
expenses [44]). Its engagement period is five years shorter (10 years vs 15 years for DEFI),
and its minimum surface is half the size (2 ha vs. 4 ha for DEFI) [33]. Another key feature
of the offset contracts is that they abide by the financial concerns of landowners and base
the amount of the subsidy on the cost of the forestry operations. Strictly correlating an aid
to international market prices for a ton of carbon dioxide would have created uncertainty
and discouraged landowners, as observed in many REDD+ projects [40]. The means-
based design of the offset contracts of NF and Sylv’ACCTES ensured their legibility and
visibility, thus increasing their appeal to forest owners. However, in spite of these attractive
conditions, it appears that subsidy contracts are not given full consideration by private
owners, who are a major target of NF and Sylv’ACCTES. Indeed, private forests cover
75% of forested areas in France, with the remainder being split between state forests and
public entity forests [31]. One explanation may relate to the reluctance of private owners to
engage in long-term contracts, even for 10 years, as observed in other voluntary forestry
programs such as conservation programs [45]. Another non-exclusive explanation is that
the French forest owners most interested in carbon mitigation tend to be the youngest and
most educated ones [21], an underrepresented group among private forest owners [46].
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The efficiency of the offset contracts in recruiting forest ES providers must therefore be
assessed in the light of the recipient owners. Public forest managers are overrepresented,
which reveals another obstacle to the activities of NF and Sylv’ACCTES: the long-standing
problem of the ownership structures of private forests. The fragmentation of private forests,
the ageing of their plentiful owners, and the share of absentee forest owners are internation-
ally known to impede private investment in carbon offset contracts [38,39], and this equally
applies to the French forest sector [46]. The efficiency of NF and Sylv’ACCTES to connect
with forest ES providers is therefore not yet fully exploited, as both organizations mainly
attract public forest managers. Municipalities owning forests find the offset contracts to
be efficient. As they often struggle to balance their forest budgets, these municipalities
welcome this additional funding source. Besides, elected officials now have an alternative
forestry advisor with carbon organizations compared with their usual interaction with
the National Forest Office. The new possibility of sharing critical financial, technical, or
administrative knowledge about forest management reinforces elected officials’ power of
decision. In this regard, our findings further evidence how the emerging intermediaries of
forest carbon storage impact the power distribution among forest ES providers.

At the time of writing, there were no ex-post evaluations of the offset contracts of NF
and Sylv’ACCTES. Due care must therefore be paid to assessing their overall effectiveness in
enhancing forest carbon storage. Yet we strongly believe that their science-based technical
approach is certainly not counterproductive to enhancing carbon storage. On the contrary,
it is presumably the best approach to efficiently recruit forest ES providers in times of
uncertainty, especially since the means-oriented (and not results-oriented) conception of
the offset contracts does not fundamentally change the distribution of economic power
among FSES stakeholders, thus avoiding potential conflicts.

4.2. Sustainability of Carbon Offsetting Dependent on Its Multifunctionality

Multi-objective forest operations are most often inconsistent with a management ap-
proach geared toward only one ES such as carbon storage, unless an appropriate spatial
resolution is found [47]. This situation is commonly illustrated with management inten-
sification for timber production, which can contradict biodiversity conservation or water
quality preservation, for instance [8,27–29]. Consequently, NF and Sylv’ACCTES paid
attention to the environmental, social, and economic outcomes of forest management to
avoid conflicts of use with other forest ES providers or beneficiaries.

To ensure their environmental sustainability, NF and Sylv’ACCTES called on envi-
ronmental partners to help develop clauses for environmental safeguards in the offset
contracts. NF required a sustainable management certification delivered by PEFC or FSC, a
widespread practice used to account for environmental concerns [48]. Sylv’ACCTES does
not use environmental certifications but instead requires a species mixture covering at least
30% of the forest surface and at least five old-growth trees per hectare. Neither of these
criteria proved to be challenging for forest owners, as many stands already meet these
requirements in the Auvergne–Rhône–Alpes region [31]. We assumed that establishing
such environmental safeguards was a genuine requirement for NF and Sylv’ACCTES and
a key to strengthening the communication strategy around carbon mitigation and avoiding
any pressure from environmental organizations.

The social sustainability of NF and Sylv’ACCTES relies on the non-partisan cognitive
framing of the offset contracts, portrayed as a winning combination of various interests
that goes beyond party lines. This ensured the stable launch and expansion of the organi-
zations, as illustrated at the very beginning of Sylv’ACCTES. A political shift at the head
of its region could have halted the financial contribution of the regional council, but the
newly elected regional officials maintained their support. In our opinion, the non-partisan
cognitive framing of the offset contracts went hand in hand with the communication efforts
emphasizing the neutral or synergetic rearrangement of social relationships due to the
forest operations. Involved in only a limited manner with the nonprofit organizations,
hikers and local inhabitants could read information boards championing the positive role
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of forest management in providing them with forest ES (especially carbon storage). This
defused any potential conflict with these beneficiaries of the landscape and recreational
forest ES. When more actively involved, the forest owners increased their awareness of
their contribution to the mitigation of climate change. This socially rewarding position
was prone to avoid conflict and even convert them into supporters. Similarly, the attention
paid to the environmental sustainability of the contracts and the communication centered
around their positive economic and regional outcomes were key aspects for securing the
recruitment of new funders. This started a virtuous circle in which the positive labeling of
local businesses and public entities (e.g., mayors) that supported NF and Sylv’ACCTES
boosted the arrival of new funders from beyond the “usual” forest ES providers. This
strategy of NF and Sylv’ACCTES—“prevention (of conflict) is better than cure”—is also
illustrated by their way of dealing with the greatest risk of social conflict, namely the cur-
rent configuration of the offset contracts that rewards the “black sheep.” To avoid the usual
funding of forest stands with the worst practices of GHG mitigation, eligibility criteria
might progressively change to follow the evolution of mitigation policies—with a risk of
subsequently lessening the interest of forest owners in this type of incentive.

The positive outcomes of the offset contracts on social and economic forest ES were
strong incentives to attract public bodies and private companies eager to voluntarily offset
their GHG emissions. They also contributed to securing support from the traditional
forest management operators. The respect for the funders’ core values and organizational
self-interest is known to expand membership [49], a mechanism even bolstered by the
inclusion of environmental safeguards to reduce the reputational risks of “greenwashing.”
By broadening the range of potential funders to private businesses and public entities,
the carbon organizations need to consider the multitude of forest ES to unlock additional
financial sources based on mitigation. In the case of Sylv’ACCTES, this can be seen through
the recognition of general interest, which does not acknowledge forest management but
is rather motivated by the “defense of the natural environment.” The tax exemption was
a strong lever to ensure the funding of the organization’s subsidy system. To the best
of our knowledge, this type of financial structure is unknown in the forestry sector and
may be expanded, as stressed by the desire of NF to be recognized to be of public interest.
However, we argue that the support of both public and private funders is a powerful lever
for funding forest management, although it is still double-edged. Concerns can be raised
regarding the gradual development of asymmetric power interdependencies between ES
providers and ES beneficiaries, with a shift of forestry funding from the EU and state-based
subsidies to private and regional-based funding. Voluntary contributions to the funding of
forest management should not exceed a certain threshold in the eventuality of a funder
withdrawing support, because it could or would not maintain funding. The same applies
to NF, for which offset contracts should first aim at solving the regional timber issue; hence,
development further afield is currently not given much attention, or at most, in neighboring
regions. Funding issues could therefore arise once this problem is solved.

4.3. Territorial Scale Conditioning the Efficiency and Sustainability of Carbon Offsetting

As raised in most interviews, the territorial scale of the carbon organizations was
deemed essential for their efficiency and sustainability. Both NF and Sylv’ACCTES
achieved a specific cognitive framing around the social-ecological interdependencies be-
tween forest ES providers and carbon offsetters. For instance, they outlined the regional
benefits of forest climate services that connected local funders and forest ES providers
(e.g., [50]). In other words, they reduced the social distance between them, which is an
important feature of bottom-up collective action by decreasing the transaction costs of
coordination [51]. For instance, the original clustering of the two carbon organizations
with public entities and CRPFs brought a form of insurance against potential greenwash-
ing allegations against the private funders. A consensus is now emerging in the carbon
organizations regarding the importance of regional embedding for their development,
which explains the caution shown in terms of expanding to other regions so as not to lose
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operationality. Indeed, while collective action operates well when social distances are
small, scaling-up to higher spatial levels of organization favors market- and state-based
institutions [30]. The same applies to the local adaptation of the concept of multifunctional
forestry [47,52].

The issue of securing current projects and expanding is now arising, especially since
a national LCC was portrayed as an incentive for voluntary mitigation projects. Inspired
by other EU initiatives such as the woodland carbon plan in the UK [53], the Ministry
of the Environment tasked the semi-public Institute for Carbon Economics (I4CE) with
developing a voluntary mitigation certification known as the “low carbon certification,”
which was created to contribute to the Ministry’s carbon neutrality policy for 2050. Officially
released in November 2018 by the Ministry of the Environment, the LCC consists of a
checklist of general features similar to international standards [13]. According to the
LCC, offsets must be real, measurable, verifiable, and supplementary [54]. The LCC is
also supposed to reject projects with “potentially significant negative impacts from an
environmental and socioeconomic perspective” [51]. Broadly, the LCC encourages bottom-
up initiatives. For the forestry sector, any field practitioner can launch a project. Yet three
major limitations in the LCC process arise from the rifts between top-down international
mitigation standards and field-based indicators. First, as with Sylv’ACCTES and NF, the
results-based additionality, exactitude, and exhaustivity principles are too demanding
given the numerous knowledge gaps and uncertainties surrounding carbon mitigation.
Second, the engagement period of 30 years was chosen in line with the 2050 target for
carbon neutrality, but this does not align with the temporality of foresters nor with the
need for businesses to assess the impact of their funding in timeframes that are compatible
with their CSR policies. This is a problem for organizations such as NF, which aim for a
positive carbon balance in 70 years instead of 30 years. Third, as explained in its official
description, no financial incentives are guaranteed by the certification [51]. The only
incentive for using the LCC is gaining a good reputation once granted. Paradoxically,
the certification encourages bottom-up approaches that nurture mutual trust between
project participants, the same trust that absolves them from relying on external certification.
Similar observations have been made in other national contexts [40].

Only the coming years will tell if locally based mitigation projects will require the
LCC to provide a guarantee to potential corporate funders with little knowledge of offset
processes. This would lead to a switch from local funders located near the carbon organiza-
tions to nationwide firms trying to offset their GHG emissions using the LCC to anticipate
and avoid future regulatory burdens or attract investors [49]. We argue for the coexistence
of bottom-up carbon organizations and carbon certifications such as the LCC, so as to
complement (and not replace) means-oriented forest intermediaries with results-oriented
mitigation tools. The EU, for instance, places a strong emphasis on reporting the results
obtained from subsidies, with less importance given to the means used [55].

5. Conclusions

The outcomes of global changes on forest management are manifold, as illustrated by
our case study on the plural effects of GHG mitigation. We outline here how offset con-
tracts succeeded in cementing bonds between professionals tasked with the development
of forestry operations, private and public structures interested in GHG mitigation, and
landowners struggling to fund the management of their forests. In our opinion, the two
carbon organizations did not innovate in terms of the technical operations adopted to store
more carbon in forests—they simply retained the best practices known to date. Their most
striking feature is the development of collective action in the FSES based on a forest ES
other than timber production.

A few key points can be learned from this study and used for the development or
evaluation of further collective actions of carbon storage in FSES.

First, we argue that, regardless of the national or regional context, considering the
singularities of the FSES—especially its multifunctionality—and its stakeholders is a key
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element. Indeed, the best way to strengthen voluntary bottom-up projects is to build trust
by protecting the interests of members and their work culture [51]. The efficiency and
sustainability of the intermediary forest organizations therefore depend on integrating
the carbon mitigation challenges with the issues of concern of their contributors and
beneficiaries. Here, we recommend carbon organizations to specify the main objectives of
their carbon offsetters and beneficiaries: are they willing to strengthen their environmental
responsibility? Do they want to open a new funding channel for forestry operations? How
long are they prepared to participate? Etc.

Second, the social and economic sustainability of the offset contracts also relies on the
prevention of conflicts among and between forest ES providers, forest ES beneficiaries, and
other forest management intermediaries (e.g., natural regional parks). Conflict prevention
also stemmed from social learning about the interdependencies of all the actors in the
action arena [56]. While the FSES can be susceptible to various open conflicts because of
the incoming subsidies [40], our case studies encountered relatively few confrontations
despite tensions around the prioritization of forest ES. To avoid an explosive situation in
which timber production or environmental conservation is hindered by the offset contracts,
NF and Sylv’ACCTES worked for collective governance to balance the power distribution
between FSES stakeholders. By bringing together the representatives of the different groups
of the FSES (e.g., members of environmental organizations, elected officials), they opted
for what may seem to be a “weak consensus” regarding multifunctionality. According to
this vision, the enhancement of forest ES (carbon storage) stops where another (timber
production, habitat preservation) begins. More specifically, we recommend proactively
inviting any stakeholder showing interest in the carbon offsetting to take part in the
process [5]. If required, distinct discussion arenas can be initiated to prevent the re-
emergence of long-standing conflicts (e.g., ethical, technical, scientific committees).

Third, the intermediary carbon organizations made significant efforts for the cognitive
framing of the offset contracts, thus proving their added value for every protagonist of the
forest action arena. We assume that institutionalizing the link between carbon offsetters and
public and private forest landholders is one of their main achievements. This exemplifies
the social–ecological interactions between forest stakeholders across spatial and temporal
levels. We posit that maintaining effective internal and external communications about
the objectives, processes and results of forestry operations is paramount in boosting forest
management for carbon offsetting.

We also draw the reader’s attention to the potential weaknesses of the process. The
strategy of enhancing carbon storage by effectuating small changes to forest operations
on a maximum of different forest plots only works if multifarious forest owners and
managers can be targeted. This strategy requires both a good knowledge of the structure
of forest ownership [38] and communication skills to avoid presenting offset contracts
as a panacea to fund forest operations. Indeed, foresters have shown their interest in
the financial initiatives for environment services, especially in a context of rising climatic
hazards. Currently, French forest landholders generate most of their forest-based revenues
from timber sales (and in some cases, the lease of hunting rights), but these are at risk
with the increase in climate hazards. It could be important to keep in mind that carbon
subsidies are not intended to cover all the expenditure of forest management but rather
to act as a lever for forestry operations along with incomes stemming from the valuation
of other forest ES. Lastly, the state government should encourage voluntary initiatives
to offset GHG emissions, although they should not forget that they are means-oriented,
which contradicts their broader integration into results-oriented mitigation policies (e.g.,
REDD+ [16]).

Time is now needed to assess the actual contribution of these voluntary actions to
the overwhelming issue of global climate change. However, they seem to be robust and
serious, as shown by the consideration granted to forest operations that acknowledge the
adverse effects of climate change. As a sign of the times, the effectiveness of intermediary
organizations that promote carbon storage has gained national and international recogni-
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tion, as shown by the presentation of Sylv’ACCTES as a “nature-based solution” by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature [57].
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of identified carbon projects. All websites were accessed online on September and
October 2018.

Organization Name Source

Coeur de Forêt https://www.coeurdeforet.com

Collectif Bois 07 https://collectifbois07.wordpress.com

Duramen https://www.duramen.org

EcoTree https://ecotree.green

ERE43 https://www.ere43.fr

Normandie Forêver http://www.normandieforever.org
https://www.facebook.com/normandieforever

Pur Projet https://www.purprojet.com

Reforest’Action https://www.reforestaction.com

Sylv’ACCTES https://sylvacctes.org

Appendix B

The overall objective of the interview grid was to describe the “forest carbon storage”
action arena using the following categories:

• Structure and functioning of the organization: Does the carbon offsetting involve
technical changes (e.g., new tools, sylvicultural management practices) or logistic and
organizational changes (e.g., new organization in the relations and administration of
forest industry)?

• Efficiency of carbon storage: What are the results of the projects? What are the
indicators and references used to measure carbon storage (e.g., consideration of both
above- and belowground carbon compartments)?
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• Sustainability of the organization: Is biodiversity an issue? If yes, how is it included in
the forest operations geared toward carbon storage? How are the financial subsidies
determined? Are they calculated based on carbon markets?

• Consideration for forest multi-functionality/cognitive framing: Along with carbon
storage, which other ecosystem services/forest functions/uses are targeted? Which
results matter the most? Do the different forest stakeholders and carbon offsetters
share the same vision of forest management?

• Spatial and temporal dimensions of the organization: Will the organization endure in
time (e.g., climate uncertainties) and space (i.e., can it be replicated in other territories,
and if yes, what are the specific methodological tools for a given territory)?

• Stakeholders’ interactions within the organization: How are the relations between
actors organized? Is there anything novel about the way in which carbon offsetters
and foresters interact (compared to the usual action arena of French forestry)? If yes,
what is it?

• Power relations: How are the carbon storage organizations structured? Where does
the executive power lie? Do they encounter the same deadlocks as those emphasized
by traditional timber growers?

Table A2. Overview of the interviewees.

Project Anonymization Number Sex (Male/Female) Role in the Offset Project

Sylv’ACCTES

S1 M Cofounder and coordinator
S2 F Management of a forest where an offset project takes place
S3 F Member of the technical and scientific committee
S4 M Management of a forest where an offset project takes place
S5 F Management of a forest where an offset project takes place
S6 F Management of a forest where an offset project takes place
S7 M Member of the technical and scientific committee
S8 M Member of the technical and scientific committee
S9 M Funder (carbon offsetter)
S10 F Cofounder
S11 M Funder (carbon offsetter)

Normandie Forêver
NF 1 M Cofounder and coordinator
NF2 F Comanager of a forest where an offset project takes place
NF3 M Cofounder and funder

Table A3. Grid of the semi-directed interviews.

Interview Category Questions Alternative Formulations to Relay the Question

Interviewee’s relation to the carbon
offsetting organization

- Which professional or life path brought you
to work with/in [name of the organization]?

- How did you become involved in [name of
the organization]?

- What actions have you initiated since
joining the project?

- Could you talk about the beginning of the project and its
implementation? Or about the moment when you arrived
on the project?

- What attracted you to this project?
- Which projects did you conduct? Which decisions did

you or do you regularly take?
- What have you done with [name of the organization] that

you were unable to do elsewhere?

Interviewee’s relation to forest
management(“cognitive framing”)

- Do you see any links between forests and
climate change?

- What are the common objectives of forest
management for you?

- (For forest experts and owners)
- Which professional or life path brought you

to work with/in the forest sector?
- How do you usually work in the forests that

you manage/own?

- What are the forest operations that you usually do?
- Which outcome(s) have you chosen for your timber?
- (forest experts)
- How do you deal with the demands of the general

public/forestry sector?
- Which type of silviculture do you practice? (e.g.,

mixed/monospecific stands, (ir)regular shelterwood)
- (Forest owners)
- How did you choose your forest?
- Who did you choose to manage your forest?

Project and its development
- How did the idea of [name of the

organization] emerge?
- Did a founding moment occur?
- What were the building steps?

- Have you noticed anything in the timber industry that
could be improved or that drove you toward this project?

- What was the identified need that gave rise to the project?
- What was the initial goal? Is it still the same?
- (For [name of the organization] staff members)
- Who are the people working with you?
- Based on which criteria did you choose them?
- How were the forestry experts chosen in the organization?

How are the relationships between the different experts?
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Table A3. Cont.

Interview Category Questions Alternative Formulations to Relay the Question

ResultsFunctioning

- How do you monitor the results of the project?
- Have you fulfilled the initial objectives

made when you joined the project? How
can you measure them?

- Have you noticed any evolution regarding
the initial objectives or since you arrived?

- What does the regular progress of a project
look like?

- What are the results? Are you satisfied?
- How did you respond to the identified need during the

project design?
- Can you talk about your impact assessment (tools,

numbers, studies)?
- What is your strategy for contacting the different actors of

a new project?
- How did you raise funding?
- Could you describe a typical month for [name of

the organization]?
- (Territorial anchorage): At which scale did you initially

design the project, and why?

Sustainability

- How do you monitor the reduction of your
carbon impact?

- How do you assess the biodiversity
dynamics (before and after the
implementation of the project)?

- If your forests are already registered in a sustainable
management plan, what could be optimized in terms of
their carbon impact and biodiversity?

- Which method do you use to calculate your carbon
impact in forestry, and which factors do you include in
your method?

- Please describe your strategy to reduce your carbon
impact. How does it work? Does it focus on carbon
sequestration, storage, or substitution?

- On which environmental aspects do you focus the most,
and how do you chose your priorities? (Mention
biodiversity at this point if the interviewee has not yet
done so).

Project’s capacity to help actors interact with
one another

- With whom do you work, and what does it
practically mean? To whom do you talk
about the carbon project?

- How often do you meet your counterparts?

- (Personalize the questions depending on the interviewee’s
connection with the carbon project):

- In your view, why is it important to work with the
forestry sector/corporations/public institutions?

- Do you think that [name of the organization] connects
different actors that rarely work together or interact?

- Do you think that you can help the timber industry in a
new way (e.g., hiring forest workers)?

Potential evolution of the project

- Do you have plans for future developments?
- Do you know about any similar initiatives

with the same objectives?
- How are you evolving in the national

context of multiple climate policies?

- How do you see the project evolving in the coming years?
- What are your objectives for the years to come?
- Do you consider expanding to new territories? If yes,

which ones and why?
- Do you think that your project is more suitable for a

particular type of territory, or can it be used everywhere?
Can it be applied to ecosystems other than forests?

- Did you contribute to the national adaptation plan,
mitigation strategy, etc.?

Appendix C

Analysis grid for the transcribed interviews.

Appendix C.1 Objectives/Issues of the Organizations (“Why”?)

Appendix C.1.1 Issues Specific to Only One Organization/Code #1

• Normandie Forêver (NF): forest dieback (for foresters and beneficiaries)
• Sylv’ACCTES: sustainable management of forests, wood production, relationship

with the public

Appendix C.1.2 Issues Common to Both Organizations/Code #2

• Content of the offset contracts (biodiversity or social development clauses)
• Managing private forests areas (gathering together private owners, leading them

toward a more efficient and sustainable forest management)
• Need for fuelwood energy supply

Appendix C.2 Organizational Processes (“How”?)

Appendix C.2.1 Organizational Processes Specific to Only One Organization/Code #3

• Funding methods

Appendix C.2.2 Organizational Processes Common to Both Organizations/Code #4

• Distribution of decisional power between stakeholders
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• Actors involved (private-public partnership)
• Jurisdictional form as nonprofit organizations
• Spatial and temporal scale > local development

Appendix C.2.3 Results Obtained/Code #5

• Quantitative results > area covered, money collected, future perspectives

Appendix C.3 Carbon Mitigation in the Organization’s Development

Appendix C.3.1 Cognitive Framing of the Process/Code #6

• NF > main goal is carbon mitigation, with firms paying for the restoration of the forest
dieback and thus contributing to carbon mitigation

• SACC > carbon mitigation is one of the positive externalities of sustainable forest
management, BUT it is an appealing argument to carbon offsetters

Appendix C.3.2 Calculation of Carbon Storage/Code #7

• Methodology used
• Control of results obtained
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Abstract: Today, a forest is also understood as a real social actor with multiple-scale influences, capable
of significantly conditioning the social, economic, and cultural system of a whole territory. The aim of
this paper is to reconstruct and interpret the population’s perception of the silvicultural activities
related to traditional use of forest resources of the southwestern Sardinian Marganai State Forest.
The “Marganai case” has brought to the attention of the mass media the role of this forest and its
silviculture. The research was carried out via semi-structured interviews with the main stakeholders
in the area. The qualitative approach in the collection and analysis of the information gathered has
allowed us to reconstruct the historical-cultural and social cohesion function that the forest plays in
rural communities. The results highlight that the main risks concern the erosion of the cultural forest
heritage due to the abandonment of the rural dimension (mainly by the new generations, but not
only), with the consequent spread of deep distortions in the perception, interpretation, and necessity
of forestry activities and policy.

Keywords: forest planning and management; rural community sustainability; ecosystem services;
forest sociology; forestry in the media

1. Introduction

The social component plays a fundamental role in the forestry sector. Some authors say that the
social component is determined by those “who in a certain place and at a certain time have the right to
decide the land use” [1]. At the same time, the forest policy process implies several interests. Public,
private, and non-profit associations can influence forest policy today [2].

The forest planner cannot limit himself to applying technical knowledge based on the stationary
characteristics of the forest in which he/she operates but must carefully analyze the socio-economic
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aspects that link the forest to the community. Today, the participatory approach is a recognized tool in
public forestry management in Europe and North America [3]. However, it is not always applied with
the right weight by forestry technicians and is often limited to a few public meetings and only at the
information level.

The analysis of the perception of forestry issued by the community is an abundantly developed
topic in this field of research [4–6] but the collected information is not always integrated into the
planning processes. Furthermore, the participatory process can be adversely affected by difficulty in
communication. The scientific sector often uses complex messages, which are not always attractive,
and this can cause problems in communicating with the community. This difficulty, already presenting
itself at the lowest level of involvement, can influence the whole process between planners and
communities. A further problem is given by the widespread loss of historical memory, particularly
evident in forest management. A striking example is given by the coppice silvicultural system. Coppice
has been used for several centuries in the Mediterranean woods [7]. Although it has remote origins,
the greater diffusion of the coppice system in Italy coincided with the population increase and the
industrialization of the 19th century. In this historical period, coppice was connected to different wood
assortments. The main products were firewood, coal, and sleepers, used in the construction of the
Italian railway network. In the past, coppice has been associated with many uncontrolled practices in
forests, such as grazing and agriculture. This association produced a strong environmental impact,
building up the negative perception of the coppice system handed down to today, calling it “robbery
forestry” [8,9].

The widespread interest in socio-environmental issues requires a new approach.
Forest management has become particularly complex, as it must propose solutions capable of
supporting socio-ecological systems. At the same time, new economic potentials are emerging:
the correct management of forests should respond to new market needs [10]. In this perspective,
collaborative activities between researchers in the sector, resource managers, and policy makers could
generate interesting shared management strategies where the coppice management would take on
an important role [11].

Today in Italy, the coppice woods are still widespread [12] and most of the coppice stands have
reached or even exceeded twice the rotation age. Nevertheless, the recent proposal to re-introduce
small-scale coppice management in the Marganai area has given rise to a heated debate at the regional
and national level [13]. The influence of the media, due to the extreme synthesis the new media
require and to some journalistic exaggerations, has led to a debate with actually no scientific grounds.
The authority’s intervention has led to the limitation of silvicultural operations in Sardinia as well as in
other regions. A conflict between forest, forestry, and the landscape emerged. From a regional case,
the forestry policy has been influenced up to the national scale.

An increasing number of research projects highlight an approach even more influenced
by social sciences with respect to forest planning and management. References [14,15] have
shown that the socio-cultural elements supporting the decision-making processes increase the
socio-economic–environmental sustainability of the management interventions and reduce social
conflicts. However, sociological research in forestry usually apply a quantitative approach that,
through highly standardized techniques, aims to detect the incidence of pre-determined indicators.
This approach detects static data that does not allow the emergence of new information, extraneous
to those foreseen by the indicators identified ex ante. This scenario generates reliable results but
does not capture innovative elements. The adoption of a rigorous qualitative approach for the
socio-economic surveys concerning forest contexts can contribute significantly to improving the
political and operational choices regarding land management [16].

The aim of this work is to study the contradictions of the perceived conflict between forests and
forestry, through the perceptions within the local rural community, of the role of the forest and its
management. A qualitative approach in this context is essential: the aim is to let those contradictions
emerge, not to verify a priori hypothesis concerning the heart of the problem. Not relying on a random
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sample and being limited to relatively few interviews implies taking the burden of the responsibility,
which we acknowledge.

To provide readers with a more detailed framework of this study case, in the next chapter we will
introduce a brief history of the Marganai State Forest from the 19th century to the time that generated
the case.

1.1. Context: Study Area and Forest Management from the 1850s to the Present

Marganai State Forest is located in the south-western part of Sardinia (Italy) and extends in a
single body of about 3650 hectares on the Linas mountain massif (Figure 1). It is mainly located in
the municipality of Domusnovas (with more than 6000 inhabitants). Smaller portions fall in other
municipalities: Iglesias (more than 26,000 inhabitants) and Fluminimaggiore (about 3000 inhabitants).
These municipalities occupy an area of 2324 km2. The northern side of the Marganai forest, about 450 ha,
is included in the Natura 2000 network as a Site of Community Interest (SCI), “Monte Linas-Marganai
ITB 041111”. In 1979, the Marganai forest was bought by the Italian government. Today it is managed
by the Agenzia Fo.Re.S.T.A.S. (Forest Agency of the Sardinia Region).

1.1.1. The 19th and 20th Centuries

Historically, the Marganai State Forest overlaps with the forested area that in the 19th century
was known as Oridda County (Figure 1). The story of this area is representative for the wide mining
area of Sardinia called “Sulcis-Iglesiente”. Oridda County became government property after the law
of 1835 and was granted almost entirely to the municipality of Domusnovas. After the abolition of
the fiefdoms, some of the woods were sold through private negotiations. In 1857, Oridda was sold
to Count Beltrami. The count, a businessman and seller of timber, bought Oridda County in 1857
and was the first to use the forest for production purposes at an industrial level. In 1864 he sold the
property to a mining company interested in the exploitation of the subsoil. The ownership passed to
several mining companies, including the Scarzella family business, which held it for 55 years, from
1896 to 1951. Furthermore, in 1856, the firm John Taylor & Sons, seated in London, floated a company
to pursue mining interest in these “celebrated” lead mines. The mining activity also resulted in the
intensive exploitation of the forest’s resources [17]. The intense production of coal has continued for
about a century and continued until 1970. The structure of the forest and the dense network of mule
tracks and charcoal burner’s posts (Figure 2) bear witness to this silvicultural history.

In the last decades of the 20th century, the Marganai State Forest has been managed with a
conservation approach, due to the abandonment of rural areas and the decline in demand for charcoal.
Some parts of the forest have been thinned, aiming towards the conversion to high forest, while others
have been left to natural evolution. Coal production is only a memory of the past and the production
of firewood in the area is now limited to very small private properties.

1.1.2. The 21st Century

The Marganai forest has been left mainly to natural evolution (no silvicultural operations) from
the 1980s to today, resulting in holm oak coppice of 40 to 50 years old. In 2010, with the double aim
of recovering the 150-year-old historical silvicultural practices and to favor a local, sustainable forest
chain for firewood, the Forest Agency implemented a management plan for a small portion of the
Marganai forest’s surface, less than 600 ha. Of this area, 354 ha were allocated to the reactivation of the
traditional coppicing system [18].

The present case study has developed from a series of key events. Two other important planning
processes initiated short after the 2010 forest management had started. The Marganai forest was included in
a larger operation: the drafting of a forest management plan for the 13 state-owned forests in Sardinia [19,20].
Beside this, the renewal of the SCI management plan “Monte Linas-Marganai ITB 041111”.
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Figure 1. Geographical framework of the Marganai State Forest. Basemap: MapSurfer ASTER
GDEM-SRTM Hillshade, a METI and NASA product, Imagery GIScience (License CC-BY-SA 2.0).
The Oridda County border was processed from Real Corpo, 1842, Serie Mappe, Archives of State,
Cagliari, Italy. Digitization by Techso SPA, 1999.

The larger planning operation activated interesting participatory processes for each forest. The first
meeting for the Marganai forest was held in 2011, carrying out the information phase and presenting
the planning project already underway.

The second meetings took place in 2013 and saw a moment of exchange between the local
population, forest users, and planners. The interesting aspect is that the importance of the recreational
and touristic function and that of the productive enhancement of the forest emerged in this context, as
opportunities to revive the local economy and to meet the needs of the local market. The communities
explicitly raised a request for firewood. The planners responded, identifying productive areas suited
for the reactivation of the coppice system (personal communication).
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Figure 2. Sequence of images representative of the change in forest management, starting from the
intense use in the post-war period to the present day. Mining activities and coal production shaped
the landscape of this region and coppice wood dominated the management of this territory since
the 19th century, in order to provide coal and lumber for industry, mines, and population. From the
photo taken in 1954, it is possible to view the coal areas scattered throughout the territory. In 1977,
coppice-with-standards areas at different stages of evolution are evident. Photos with permission from
Sardinia Region.

In the same period, the professionals involved in the renewal of the plan for the Margani SCI
expressed very strong concerns about the activation of coppice practices in the Marganai area [21].
During the participatory meeting, held in the Iglesias area in 2014, the professionals denounced the
high risk of erosive phenomena triggered by such silvicultural operations [22]. However, Giadrossich
et al. questioned the hypothesis of such risks in the Marganai forest [23].

The case has been amplified in the media and moved from local to national newspapers [13,23].
The media, following the criticisms highlighted by the professionals, further amplified the case,
publishing titles and phrases like “The prehistoric forest that becomes firewood”, “disastrous
environmental consequences”, and “deforestation of Marganai forest”, just to mention a few.

The impact on the media has influenced local and national forest policies. The landscape
superintendent at the regional level, pressured by the information disseminated by the media,
investigated the case, and finally blocked the silvicultural works, launching a legal quibble. The planned
developed of the identified productive area has been submitted to the authorities in accordance with the
regulations in force for the Marganai forest. The interpretation of the legislation did not help the case
and the length of the bureaucracy did not allow it to be resolved. Besides being marginally interested
by a SCI, the whole forest is actually under a double bound (according to the following Italian laws:
Legge 29 June 1939, n. 1497, “Protezione delle bellezze naturali”, published in the G.U. n. 241 in the
14/10/1939; and D. Lgs. 22 Juanary 2004, n. 42, “Codice dei Beni culturali e del Paesaggio”, published
in the G.U. n. 45 in the 24/02/2004, s.o. n. 28). The procedures required for authorization are not
straightforward. As some environmentalists raised the case with the administrative authorities, local
operations have been blocked, waiting for clarifications. Moreover, the silvicultural operations in all the
other coppice systems in Sardinia (and also in other regions) have been severely limited. The difficulty
in interpreting the legislation has caused a blockage of the sector, stopping proposals for new forest
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management plans. All the people responsible for the planning process and the implementation of the
Marganai silvicultural works have been reported.

The stop has also had economic consequences on the local and larger population. For the
implementation of the silvicultural operations, the Forestas Agency had issued a call for a tender [24].
The contract was awarded to a company in the neighboring town of Domusnovas. The silvicultural
operations started in 2010 but were halted by the authorities in 2014. The forestry company was sued.
People lost jobs and the company lost the possibility of recovering its economic investment finally
heading to its failure and to the closure of the company.

The “Marganai case” is still remembered by the Italian scientific community as an example of
distorted information spread by the media and of conflicts both between forest perception and forestry
and between effective legal competences and legislation interpretation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Methodological Approach

We used the semi-structured interview as a detection tool. The interview, intended as a scientific
tool for information collection, i.e., a conversation with a specific purpose, is the main tool in social
research, providing reliable and comparable qualitative data [25,26]. Specifically, we used a qualitative
approach that is characterized by the use of non-standardized procedures (or with a low level of
standardization) for the collection of information on a limited number of cases taken as “typical
and significant” [27]. This approach leaves an important margin of autonomy to the witnesses
interviewed to expose their vision; it facilitates the emergence of unpredictable elements in the eyes
of researchers, who are unrelated to the local communities and dynamics. The testimony collected
through an interview is a representation of facts and personal experiences, interpreted and presented
according to the point of view of a witness. Therefore, it is an unarguable—it cannot be considered
“right or wrong”.

The interview outline is divided into sub-topics to make possible an overview of the more specific
investigative elements to be looked at in-depth during the information-gathering phase. The outline
of the interview is the boundary that defines the scope of the investigation and the topics that must
be addressed. It is a compass that allows the interviewer to follow the flow of thoughts of the
witness, catching the unexpected but useful information, enhancing the originality, and “conducting
the conversation” in accordance with the purpose set for the research [28]. The questions and insights
are proposed to the witness, following the path of his thoughts, and stimulating the emergence of
information, memories, personal opinions, and feelings [29]. In this research, the interview outline
has been built around four macro dimensions, for each of which a set of sub-topics has been defined
(Table 1).

2.2. Research Sample

The research sample consisted of an audience of 23 stakeholders (Table 2) defined as “qualified
witnesses” [30]. This term indicates people who hold information on the topics useful for research
purposes. In a qualitative approach the researcher carefully selects the witnesses based on their
personal characteristics and on the skills/knowledge they hold [31]. The qualified witnesses are selected
with a non-probabilistic procedure (reasonably chosen, [32,33]). This is justified by the fact that the
personal characteristics of the witnesses significantly determine the success of the survey in terms of
the quality, variety, and reliability of the information collected, decisively influencing the pursuit of the
cognitive objectives of the research [34,35].
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Table 1. Outline of the interviews.

Macro Dimension of the Interview Main Tracks

History and traditional uses

What does the forest of Marganai mean in your life and in that of
your community?

How has the way of living the Marganai Forest changed in the local
community?

What is the territory that Marganai Forest refers to? (please sketch
on the “silent map” that is on the table, your memory of the
boundaries of the forest)

How has the way of living the Marganai forest changed from a
political/administrative point of view? (administrators only)

Perception of resources

How does the forest relate to the economic, political and social
dynamics of the territory?

In your opinion, what are the needs of the territory of reference?

Are the material resources of the Marganai Forest an economic and
work source for its territory?

How can the Marganai Forest be valued from an economic point of
view?

What is your knowledge and opinion about the production and
consumption of firewood in the territory?

Knowledge of coppice management

What information do you have about what happened as a result of
the use of the Marganai’s forest resources?

What were your sources of information on this matter?

What is your opinion about the use of the Marganai’s forest
resources?

In your opinion, what is the relationship between the depopulation
process and the possible dynamics of economic development?

What relations do you have with the companies that have operated
within the Marganai forest?

Future

How do you see the Marganai Forest in 10 years?

Do you think you can do forestry in Sardinia? (administrators only)

What business prospects do you see in the near future?

Would you like to add something we haven’t asked you?

Table 2. Composition of the research sample.

Witnesses n

Public administration at different levels and organization 7

Companies in agroforestry, firewood, and timber sales 8

Naturalistic associations, hiking associations, museums, others social and cultural
actors, and journalists 8

Total number of interviews 23

2.3. Interview’s Analysis

Following the most common qualitative analysis methodology, the 23 semi-structured interviews
were transcribed and analyzed through the identification of “meaning strings” (interviews phrases)
obtained through the interpretative capacity of the researcher. Through analysis of the interview, we
detected situations, behaviors, attitudes, and opinions, which are the result of the witness’s personal
vision of the reality under investigation [36]. The methodology led to the creation of interviews
with very different contents, expressing what each witness deemed appropriate to communicate.
The breakdown of the interview tracks into sub-topics (Table 1) and sub-dimension made up the
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storytelling of the interview, even if with different and original shapes, which are determined by the
age, the skills, and the propensity to speak in front of a stranger. We highlighted significant witnesses’
phrases that support homogeneous information categories (H.I.) and used these categories as a path
for the discussion. The final product of the analysis consists of a series of coded information useful for
teasing out the vision of the world of each witness.

To protect the privacy of the witnesses, the interview extracts were reported anonymously through
the assignment of a progressive alphanumeric code randomly distributed (witnesses from W-01 to
W-23). Each respondent has signed a release to the processing of personal data and the use of the
testimony collected [37]. Interviews were carried out from June to September 2018.

3. Results and Discussion

The analysis of the interviews has produced an archive of information, rich in suggestions and
useful for explaining the meaning of the communities’ social action and for reconstructing and defining
the role of the Marganai forest as a social actor capable of coexisting, in a symbiotic way, with the
socio-economic system [38]. The relationship among the environmental, cultural, and economic
components creates socio-cultural dynamics whose repercussions are considered far more important
and significant than the value attributed to each single component of the relationship [39,40]. In fact,
collected testimonies constantly show the awareness of living within a “community dimension” that
embraces environmental, cultural, socio-economic, and historical elements. Results highlighted the
presence of some central and recurring themes, summarized in the perspectives of the analysis and
argumentation:

• Historical and identity function of the forest.
• Intergenerational cultural erosion.
• Socio-economic dimension of forestry.
• Perception of silvicultural activities.

In the following sections we discuss each of these four recurring themes, crossing all testimonies.

3.1. Historical and Identity Function of the Forest

The first element that unites the testimonies concerns the identity function of the Marganai
forest for the local populations. Table 3 shows the homogeneous information collected during the
investigation, which has clearly revealed the existence of this link and the important role that the
forest plays in the community path of collective identity construction (Table 3). Over the centuries,
the Marganai forest has played a central role in the history of local communities: from Roman
domination until just a few decades ago the documented mining activities that led to the exploitation
of other environmental resources, thereby influencing the local economy [9,17]. The presence of the
forest of Marganai, both as economic and ecosystem agent, has inevitably conditioned the lifestyles
and wellbeing of the population, determining the main features of the community identity. Within
this social-cultural-environmental triangle, nature (the “non-human” element) has met the cultural
dimension (social product through which man organized the material world) and the economy (social
institution at the base of the social order) [41]. The interweaving of these factors is the result of a
complex set of social relations, historical events, and socio-economic dynamics that have involved both
the Marganai forest and the local populations. The link between the rural populations and territory
is characterized by a sense of belonging that has a cultural base made up of a system of values and
symbols linked to the land, the soil, and the territory [42,43].
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Table 3. Examples of homogeneous information (H.I.) about the dimensional analysis of the historical
and identity functions of the forest.

H.I. I.C. Witness’s Statement

Collective identity

W-03

“It is an identity factor. Identity [ . . . ] concerns the
sense of recognition of places, that is, the recognition
of home, and the sense of landscape, both physical
and human.”

W-13
“The Marganai is part of my personal history. As a
child, I used the Marganai forest. [ . . . ] Marganai
forest plays an educational role for us.”

W-14 “We felt the Marganai as something that belonged to
the community.”

W-17
“The presence, even visual, of a massif of this type
[Marganai’s mountains] has influenced the modus
vivendi of all the inhabitants of the territory.”

Forest as a social actor
W-02

“From an historical-cultural point of view, it is
an area that represents a point of recognition of the
identity of the territory: local people have a point of
reference to read their own story because the
Marganai has always linked the relationships
between local populations and the resources it has
offered.”

W-11

“What does it represent for the inhabitants of
Iglesias? Surely a green lung used over the years to
make trips, to go hiking and to disconnect from the
urban context.”

W-13 “I think every inhabitant of Iglesias has a piece of his
history linked to the Marganai forest.”

Resources of the forest
system

W-09

“Long ago, people did not create too much trouble
with their use of wood. Maybe they did so with
intelligence because these are forests that have
endured over the centuries. Evidently, there was a
certain ability to work the forest, especially
compared to today. [ . . . ] Perhaps the old men were
ahead of many young people.”

W-14 “The territory lived in symbiosis with the needs of
the urban world.”

W-19

“The woods are anthropized places that live in a
symbiotic way with the man who exploits them and
that makes them grow in a decent way and does not
destroy them.”

Interviews also describe the importance of the Marganai forest intended as a “social actor”
(Table 3), socially and historically significant in the processes of the local communities’ socialization to
rural life (see also [44,45]). It is possible to re-define the symbolic, cultural, and social function of the
Marganai forest thanks to the interpretative transition of the same forest from a “landscape element”
to “social actor”. This change in social function (from ecosystem to social actor) tends to define the
forest as an active subject in the community that can condition social dynamics [46]. According to the
interviewees’ point of view, the environmental and ecosystem context exists and takes shape through
the realization of a process of cultural interpretation that influences the perception of the forest for
people who experience and give it symbolic meaning (see also [4,47]). The witnesses agree on the
central role of the Marganai forest in relation to the processes of defining the community identity:
the local population and urban population benefit differently from the resources of the forest system
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(Table 3). Rural communities perceive the natural environment as an element characterizing the cultural
identity, while the urban population perceives more a tourist–recreational (aesthetic) value, based on a
conservative attitude. The “culture of silviculture” is linked to a “tacit knowledge” transmitted from
generation to generation through implicit and traditional education paths. This culture is not the result
of conscious learning or ideological imposition, but is acquired through practice [48]. The community
path of transmission of these operational skills originates in a “practical sense” that is realized not
through educational pathways but thanks to a practical, daily operational experience in which words
assume a residual relevance: the “know-how” prevails over the “knowing that” [49,50]. It is a symbiotic
path of accompaniment to the direct and personal discovery of the “know-how” that is realized within
the rural communities and it is in sync with the natural environment. Times and places become
variables that determine the success of the transmission/transposition of knowledge. To guarantee the
transfer of technical and cultural skills, a constant relationship (over a long timeframe) between the
rural and ecosystem dimension is necessary [51].

3.2. Intergenerational Cultural Erosion

The presence of some central elements in contemporary society is beginning to emerge clearly
through the interview’s analysis: history, culture, environment, and economy form a scenario in which
divergent visions and interpretations are defined [40,52].

This is the case of the progressive loss of skills and knowledge related to the cultivation and
management of the forest. Local communities have always lived in close relationship with the forest,
but the changing needs (Table 4) of the communities have modified the dynamics of exploitation
and cultivation of the natural environment. Today, we might say that different ecosystem services
emerge. It all began with the spread of the urbanization process that consisted of the abandonment of
the countryside, of rural centers, and of the outskirts in favor of the cities [53,54]. This phenomenon
occurred during the first years of the twentieth century but showed a significant acceleration after World
War II. Whereas in 1950, the inhabitants of the cities numbered only 29.6% of the world population; by
the year 2000 the percentage had risen to 47%. In 2007, for the first time in human history, the urban
population surpassed that of the countryside. Furthermore, the statistical projections indicate that
in 2050 the urbanized urban population will be equal to 69% [55]. The progressive depopulation of
rural areas is a phenomenon that in Sardinia significantly affects the entire regional territory, to the
advantage of the main urban centers of the island. Specifically, the three municipalities in which this
research was carried out show an average early decrease in population of 5.1% in the period 2001–2017.
A significant trend that also has negative repercussions on the economic and labor market dimensions.
Consequently, relations with abandoned rural areas are no longer defined and no longer perceived
as elements capable of conditioning social and economic life [56,57]. The forest, therefore, becomes a
place away from the daily socio-economic dynamics. Over time, the forest assumes the characteristics
of a natural space useful for recreational activities. There would seem to be an intergenerational rift
between old generations, who have experienced the forest as a part of their life experience, and new
generations, urbanized, and therefore not socialized to the dynamics and knowledge typical of the
rural context. The consequence is the progressive disappearance of the intangible memory of practical
and traditional knowledge. This is a cultural capital that has always allowed rural populations to
interpret natural dynamics and interact harmoniously with the cycles of the forest [58,59]. The reason
lies in the fact that the recipients of this process of socialization to rural life no longer inhabit those
places. The new generations are for the most part urbanized. Even those who still live in rural areas are
culturally urbanized; that is, they are included in socio-cultural subsystems distant from the dimension
of values and knowledge on which the symbiotic coexistence is based between the local communities
and Marganai forest [60].
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Table 4. Examples of homogeneous information (H.I.) about the intergenerational cultural erosion.

H.I. I.C. Witness’s Statement

Abandoned rural areas

W-01
“People are no longer used to non-urban outdoor life.
Everyone goes to the sea but the Marganai forest is
little known.”

W-02

“The voices being heard are the ones that are not
from those places . . . it’s the public opinion of
city-dwellers, people who live far away from those
places. [ . . . ] What emerges, however, is a public
opinion disconnected from the specific context.”

W-05

“[The local population] was split in two: those who
know the territory, and saw similar works, were
happy; others, who have never been in Marganai but
who have seen it written on Facebook, have sided
against it. The town was split in two.”

W-15

“Unlike the inhabitants of Domusnovas and
Fluminimaggiore, the inhabitants of Iglesias are more
detached from the mountain. [ . . . ] There are people
who know other areas of Sardinia better, [areas that
are] more publicized, but who do not know what we
have near here.”

Environmentalist
W-02

“What is happening is a lack of rural culture,
and forestry in particular [ . . . ] that made it possible
to understand certain dynamics of the forest,
agriculture, breeding . . . To understand these
dynamics in depth and then to understand and
support the balance between needs of local
populations and system sustainability.”

W-15 “We are losing this culture, it is fading. We should
combine it with the natural heritage.”

W-19

“I fear that the municipal administrations are sons of
this abandonment of the forest. It is a historical
question: if I were the Mayor, and I knew nothing
about the forest, I would not even know how to
exploit it in a positive way.”

Urban-centric
perspective

W-03 “The rural areas are today seen as “a some-place”
that is at the disposal of the city”

W-13

“I have an opinion that sometimes clashes with the
opinion of “Taliban naturalists”. I live the forest, I
agree not to rape it, but the forest must be usable for
everyone. You must give everyone the opportunity
to use it.”

W-19

“Everything is the result of ignorance. To relate to the
forest as a tropical forest where there are natives who
have never seen a human being . . . This is the
product of a very radical-chic attitude. The new
generation of environmentalists knows nothing
about the forest and approaches the forest of
Marganai thinking that it is the Amazon.”

W-22
“A certain type of environmentalism, which I call
“environmental Talibanism”, has conditioned
political choices.”
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Table 4. Cont.

H.I. I.C. Witness’s Statement

Loss of cultural capital
W-06

“Because people are used to seeing deforestation in
the Amazon forest. Because people now know
everything about an African elephant or a Bengali
tiger, but they do not know a partridge, they do not
know what a hare is. This is the drama of
Sardinians.”

W-09

“The environmental aspect... the fact that a forest is
destroyed has been held up as a scandal. [ . . . ] There
was a contrast between foresters, the municipal
administration of Domusnovas and
environmentalists, who do not look favorably upon
use of the forest.”

W-10

“The environmentalist or the animalist is always
listened to. I say to be cautious because they are not
always right. But we must try to find common
ground.”

The greatest expression of this inter-generational fracture (Table 4) is the loss of the so-called
instrumental skills (linked to the cultivation and culture of the forest) and the consequent interpretative
distortion of the role and functions of “nature” in the eyes of “citizens”. According to witnesses,
the main problem concerns the loss of rural and forest culture that led to the inevitable “abandonment
of the forest”, both from a cultural point of view and from a political/administrative perspective.
The “rural and forest culture”, typical of the old generations, played an essential role in interpreting
and better understanding the balance between the needs of local populations and the sustainability of
the system in environmental and economic terms. The various forms of forest resource use are also
affected by this decision-making process. Sometimes, however, the socio-economic system is not able
to enhance the uses and values of the forest, indicated by our witness as “forest dynamics”, linked not
only to the exploitation of naturally occurring resources but also to agriculture and breeding [61].

When the socialization of the new generations to these cultural elements has ceased,
the interpretative perspective on the role and function of natural environments has changed in favor of
an urban-centric perspective. The term “Taliban” is often collocated with that of “environmentalist”
(Table 4). The meaning tends to highlight the radicalization of environmentalist thought, disconnected
from the constraints and opportunities of everyday social life. With this expression, our witnesses
wanted to underline the dangerousness of anachronistic attitudes towards a nature that is interpreted
as “virgin” or falsely defined “millenarian”. This is the result of the interruption of the process of
regeneration of the rural culture that led to the modification of the vision of the natural environment
as “someplace that is at the disposal of the city”, a vision founded on the idea that nature regulates
itself and man must never intervene or interfere. This perspective originates in a post-industrial
context according to which the natural environment is interpreted and experienced as a resource to be
exploited without any limit, in favor of a de-regulated economic–industrial development [62]. Despite
this, the witnesses say that the new generations are not able to recognize the important role of the
Marganai forest and the strong interconnection that this has with the daily life of local populations (not
only ecological but also socio-economic).

This vision tends to ignore all the silviculture activities that man has historically put into
practice and transforms a culturally rooted instrumental competence into a practice of environmental
devastation. The abandonment of the rural world led to the “loss of cultural capital” (Table 4) and
loss of tacit knowledge, useful for balanced cohabitation with the surrounding natural environment.
Furthermore, it has produced a generation of environmentalists who live in sociocultural dynamics and
contexts far from the physical place where their ideological vision of nature takes shape, with subsequent
obvious distortions. The urbanization of large masses of population has certainly contributed to the
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construction of a romantic vision of natural environments and of the idea that tree cutting is always
wrong. An excessive radicalization of this thought could, however, lead to a conservative perspective,
to the detriment of a more balanced forest management capable of considering the multiple values
and uses of the forest [14]. In this debate, forestry plays a central role as a concrete expression of the
instrumental and traditional skills handed down in the rural communities.

3.3. Socio-Economic Dimension of Forestry

According to the words of our witnesses, silviculture and, in particular, the coppice system are
“millennial activities” practiced since the “dawn of time” with the aim of “cultivating the forest” to
put it “in condition to grow and to live better”: the coppice activities guarantee sustainability and
increase natural renewal processes, contributing to the protection of local biodiversity and enhancing
the multifunctional dimension of the ecosystem services of socio-economic interest [63–65].

Coppicing is commonly considered a traditional form of forest management, widely practiced
in Europe and particularly in Italy at least since the Etruscan-Roman period [7,66]. The practice of
coppicing is based on the ability of some species of trees to regenerate promptly, starting from their
stock after cutting; this is an extremely simple principle that, based on a deep knowledge of the
regenerative capacity and “resilience of the forest” (Table 5), has allowed, over the centuries, to exploit
the forest resources in a balanced fashion [1,67]. The coppice has guaranteed to the local communities
the regeneration of forest raw materials, i.e., firewood and timber, necessary for the subsistence of the
population, both for the daily needs and for the local socio-economic system [68]. However, forest
management has long been oriented toward maximizing the returns of a limited set of outputs.

On the other hand, the last decades have seen the spread of a romantic and symbolic view of
the forest, not only because there has been an increase in sensitivity to environmental protection. As
mentioned, this is due to the intensification of the urbanization phenomenon that has contributed
significantly to the dispersion of the rural cultural heritage founded also on the knowledge of the
ecological dynamics of the forest environments. The generational fracture that has characterized recent
history has inevitably affected the relationship between time and places, compromising the socializing
process and limiting the spread of traditional cultural elements. The critical issues to which we refer
have particularly affected the instrumental skills related to the practice of coppicing. The recent
generational fracture has led to the reduction of cultural competencies related to the management of
forest resources. Public opinion was divided between those who continue to inhabit the rural area and
those who base their vision of the forest on ideological elements, ignoring the symbolic and practical
values that characterize the deep relationship between man and nature. The distance between these
two positions is even more evident if the focus is on the coppice. In this case, the possession or absence
of the instrumental skills related to the forest dimension make clear the attitudes for and against the
cuts (Table 5) among the local populations.

Silviculture, and coppicing in particular, is based on the elaboration of traditional instrumental
skills (linked to the rural dimension) within scientific paradigms widely recognized as valid. However,
public opinion is still deeply divided on this issue, with consequent ideological conflicts that negatively
influence the already precarious equilibrium that binds man to the natural environment.
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Table 5. Examples of homogeneous information (H.I.) about the socio-economic dimension of forestry.

H.I. I.C. Witness’s Statement

Resilience of the forest
W-04

“Before, the forest tended to be better than now. Now
the cuts have been abandoned. One goes there and
can almost not pass through. You only find holm
oaks. [ . . . ] The forest must not die but we must try
to make it rejuvenate over time. It must always be
alive.”

W-05

“Before, when the forest was inhabited, it created
income. It was lived in and gave lots of wood to the
population. This too was “inhabiting the territory”.
Being present also means preserving.”

W-06

“If you leave a forest alone, over the decades you will
have nothing but a holm oak forest [ . . . ] you will
not find anything underneath, not even a blade of
grass. If you periodically exploit the forest you have
an economic yield from the wood that you collect,
and, what’s more, you’re rejuvenating the forest.”

Attitudes for and against
the cuts

W-14

“Why does silviculture frighten us? It has always
been there since the dawn of time, whereas before
logs were used to roll the rocks to build the pyramids,
today they are used to make firewood and for other
uses. [ . . . ] The moment we limit its use, we no
longer have any connection with the habitat of
human beings.”

W-19

“I have seen other woods in Italy [ . . . ] that
an ignorant person like me could judge as a primitive
forest, but in reality, is the result of a “cultivation”.
“Millennial cultivation” by the monks who
transformed it into that wonder that is now. So, I’ve
got a slightly different idea of what a forest must be
like.”

W-11

“My idea is that the forest is like the home garden
and must be taken care of. We do not have to be
radicals but if we want to use the forest, we have to
make it usable. The holm oak forests must be pruned
and put in condition to grow more and live well. It
must be cleaned and the undergrowth must be made
accessible. Otherwise, it starts to deteriorate.”

3.4. Perception of Silvicultural Activities

What is now denounced as “violence against the forest” (Table 6), in the past was interpreted as a
symbiotic activity between man and nature. The set of activities concerning the care and cultivation
of the forest are considered one of the most important forms of “culture” for the rural communities
because of the close interdependence link between them and the forest environment. In fact, rural
communities have always drawn food and energy resources from forestry activities. At the same time,
the cultivation of the forest guarantees its vigor and wellbeing, making it flourish and thrive [69,70].
However, the intertwining of social phenomena, such as “generational fracture”, “urbanization of the
population”, and “depletion of rural cultural heritage”, has progressively influenced the dissemination
of information on forest activities. With the lack of socialization paths in the community, the transfer
of cultural skills is now achieved through the Internet and social networks [71]. Public opinion
is constructed starting from that portion of the population most interested in particular themes,
which interacts with the flows of information transfer and which determines the orientation of
information contents in ideological terms [72]. The spread of hostile positions and prejudices about
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forest activities would, therefore, seem to be the result of a “communicative action” of this type [73].
The social communication processes have thus led the population to form a “public opinion” (Table 6)
divided into two fronts: on the one hand, that based on technical information and favorable to
a traditional use of forest resources; on the other, a public opinion influenced by social networks,
which convey information associated with the devastation and indiscriminate exploitation of the
natural environment.

From testimonies emerge the opposing positions to the practices of silviculture. They are the
result of the synergistic intertwining of trends with different characteristics. Some of these are related
to the lack of knowledge that witnesses have of forest life, a dimension perceived solely for recreational
purposes. Other testimonies would seem to be deeply influenced and conditioned by the specific
communication dynamics that orient the communication flows (Table 6) towards ideological tendencies
contrary to silviculture. Public opinion is oriented towards an interpretation of forest management
activities as harmful for the balance of ecosystem services and environmental regulation (climate,
water, natural disasters, pollination, and infestations) [74].

The information about silvicultural activities carried out in the Marganai forest has been
found by our witnesses mainly via online communication: social networks, newspapers, or blogs.
The information conveyed through social media is hardly submitted to the control of reliability and
scientific validity (Table 6) before dissemination. The result is possible exploitation and distortions for
ideological purposes ([13], among others). In the specific case of the cuttings of the Marganai forest,
this was possible because the public institutions would not seem to have adequately considered the
importance of creating a participatory information path with respect to these issues.

Table 6. Homogeneous information (H.I.) about the perception of silvicultural activities.

H.I. I.C. Witness’s Statement

Violence against the
forest

W-01

“Even those who have studied silviculture for forty years
tell us that the ‘problem of cutting trees’ in recent years is
worsening because there is less and less historical
memory of country life.”

W-02

“There are difficulties in the management of the forest
because people who work in it, and are therefore aware
of that cultural heritage that allowed us to understand
the balance between natural resources and local
populations, are few and isolated. They are struggling
and increasingly relegated [ignored] and do not have
time to give strength to their voice in the matter”

W-14

“[Before] the territory lived in symbiosis with the needs
of the urban world. [Now] the metropolitan citizen, who
has all his comforts, [ . . . ] wants all forests to be virgin
forests.”

Public opinion
W-01

“Public opinion associates the cutting of the forest to the
desert of Africa. So, cuts are equal to desertification and
desert. [ . . . ] The cutting of the forest is a cyclic phase; it
is a cultivation cut that is used to rejuvenate a forest that
is not a natural forest.”

W-05

“[Public opinion] was divided into two. Those who
know the area and have seen similar jobs were more than
happy. Others, who have never seen anything on the
spot but who have seen it written on Facebook, have
lined up against. The country split into two.”

W-15
“What the public opinion knows is that this cutting has
been done in an inconsiderate way . . . And surely it
came out that they were destroying the forest.”
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Table 6. Cont.

H.I. I.C. Witness’s Statement

Communication flows

W-09

“We read it especially on a site that launched this thing. [
. . . ] In fact, I do not know how the situation is. However,
there was a conflict between foresters and the municipal
administration of Domusnovas, and environmentalists
who, as said the commissioner, do not look favorably at
the use of wood.”

W-13

“There was a debate on Facebook and in the newspapers.
They said: “They cut half of the Marganai forest”. But it
is only a part, it is certainly not half a forest.
Unfortunately, with social media things are swollen to
excess.”

W-14

“Social networks have combined damage with news
sharing. Many people who shared that news were
people who do not know the forest. Maybe even locals
who you see in the square 24 h on 24 but who have never
set foot on the Marganai [ . . . ]. But they were ready to
sentence on the cuts.”

W-19

“What I know is that I have read online newspapers. I
informed myself and that made me lean towards this
position: “There is someone who has economic interests
to destroy the forest”. This is the image given by the
newspapers.”

Reliability and scientific
validity

W-13

“Information is what is missing from the institutions.
What’s on the internet is not information, it’s something
else. The information is the official one of those who
have decided these things: Mayor, Regional
Administrator, and all the interested people. They
should have said, “This is what is going to happen in
Marganai”. And I think that people who have skills and
who know the mountains could also have agreed with
this information.”

W-15 “At times alarmism is caused by not knowing what is
happening. Surely, there is a lack of information.”

W-16

“The cuts have not been explained to the population.
What has triggered the uprising is that this cut has not
been explained. [ . . . ] From my point of view,
information has not passed on or, if it has been given, it
has not been enough. [ . . . ] I am convinced that if they
had given more complete information, many would have
been less opposed. If they gave guarantees there would
be fewer problems.”

W-19

“If the municipal administrations had thought of
involving stakeholders, perhaps involving them in some
collective assembly and explaining the development
plans, maybe we would not have arrived at this point.”

Witnesses highlight the lack of a role of guidance and information on the part of public institutions,
a role that could have mediated and prevented ideological contrasts [75,76]. Planning a participatory
path of stakeholder engagement can be useful on several levels. From a cultural point of view, it
could promote the rediscovery and diffusion of cultural elements linked to forest cycles. It could also
contribute to worsen the generational fracture created by the abandonment of the rural dimension.
From a socio-economic point of view, coppice forest management fosters economic activity related to
the processing of wood and, therefore, produces wellbeing also in terms of social protection [77].
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If public institutions do not take responsibility for promoting actions for the creation of a
“well-informed public opinion”, this informative space is occupied by other non-institutional subjects
that can influence and direct public opinion towards values that are distant both from the rural culture
dimension and from the scientific sphere.

4. Conclusions and Final Discussion

The qualitative approach has allowed us to reconstruct the perceptions of the local population
concerning the forest and the connected socio-economic-cultural dynamics. The analysis of the
information highlighted the presence of some significant elements, constantly present in the reference
bibliography: human-nature interactions; the value of the witness of the stakeholders; and the
perception about forest uses [78].

Firstly, a central role of the Marganai forest emerges in terms of its contribution to the community
identity, its history, and relational network: the local population still recognizes itself in the forest.
Identity, history, and social relationships are elements of a cultural dimension that can contribute to
safeguarding the relational dimension between man and nature from possible fractures induced by
“hypermodernity”. Hypermodernity is taken to mean to all those processes that could potentially
transform the rural environment into “non-places”, into physical aseptic spaces (from a socio-cultural
point of view) where people do not create relationships, do not produce history, and do not recognize
each other in a shared identity [79]. In this scenario, people enjoy goods or services (environmental)
individually and sporadically over time. The urbanization process strongly undermines the resilience
of rural communities and leads to “cultural fragmentation”.

Equally important is the stakeholders’ perception of traditional uses of the Marganai forest’s
resources: the loss of identity of the link with the forest dimension undermines the intergenerational
transfer of knowledge and practical skills related to forest cultivation. Intergenerational fracture is the
result of the progressive loss of a community identity through which people have always interpreted the
places of everyday life and built up stable social relations over time [60,80]. This fracture has negative
repercussions on the local economic dimension that is historically linked to the traditional uses of forest
resources. The “common knowledge” has been eroded by postmodern transformative processes with
a consequent shift to the sphere of purely scientific “technical knowledge” [81]. The capacity of people
to evaluate competently and silently any forestry intervention is also lost if cultural capital is no longer
the result of knowledge handed down and experienced, or the result of practical experience, within a
multidimensional perception of the natural environment in which the community lives. Emotionality
fosters a vision of the natural dimension in which human interventions that can modify the natural
environment (even if historically always implemented) are interpreted in a negative way and therefore
hindered, or condemned, by the less informed public opinion.

This research highlighted also that if the population is adequately informed about silvicultural
activities, a greater awareness of the complexity of the problems in the management of the community
material (natural) and intangible (cultural) goods emerges (see also, e.g., [82,83]). The institutions
responsible for governing the interventions should play a central role in an information process aimed
at promoting the participation of citizens and the assumption of shared responsibility through effective
planning. For example, they could involve citizens in informative paths on silvicultural activities,
also putting the accent on the cultural–traditional, as well as scientific dimension, considering all the
available options within the sustainability framework, from most strictly conservative prospects, limited
to monitoring, up to the most productive ones like coppicing. It is widely believed in forestry that
efficient and effective management of environmental resources should take into account and enhance
the information and participatory processes that actively involve local communities. Participation
creates awareness and shared knowledge that reduces the distance between “urbanized citizens”,
bearers of a romantic vision of the forest environment, and rural communities, holders of values and
traditions that derive from the daily interaction with the physical resources of the forest. The balance
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between social, economic, and environmental needs produces tangible benefits and responses to the
needs of the territory that can be addressed through participatory process [83].

The results of the research suggest the need to study the knowledge of silvicultural activities via
an approach devoid of ideological connotations. The emotional dimension, linked to the perception
of environmental risks [72], if combined with pragmatic elements of rural cultural capital, can
lead public opinion to the creation of original insights about future socio-economic development.
A multidisciplinary approach to the analysis of the socio-economic dimensions can help to develop
new prospects for the forest management planning and decision-making process [84]. Finally, a holistic
silvicultural model, which also includes the participative process, can safeguard different ecosystem
services of the Marganai forest.

One last comment should be reserved for the methodological aspect. During this work, where
sociologists and foresters collaborated closely, getting to understand each other’s world, it became
evident that social research in a forestry context cannot be conducted without adequate basic training,
especially for semi-structured interviews. The person doing this must have a specific competence
and mastery of the dynamics of conversation, which are often not part of the forester’s cultural
background. For example, with the exception of the question stimulus of departure (which is always
the same and presented identically to all witnesses), the questions rarely follow the order indicated
in the diagram [85]. The structure of the topics or questions of a semi-structured interview is not
binding, neither in the formulation nor in the presentation order [86]. It is characterized by a high
degree of discrepancy in the stimuli to which the witness is subjected. This allows unexpected but
essential information to emerge helping to complete the reconstruction of the social phenomenon
under investigation. The hope is that sociologists and foresters can collaborate more systematically in
land and forest planning.
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